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The City agrees that this Settiement Agreement constitutes a legal, valid and
1>inding obl^ation enforceable against rt in accordance with its terms, subject to
any equitable or sovereign or other immunity defenses. CG&E agrees this
Settlement Agreement constitutes a legal, valid and binding ot}|igation
enfbrceable against it in accordance with Its terms, subject to any equitable
defenses. This Settlement Agreem^t is for the exclusive benefit of the Parties
and may not be assigned without the written consent of the non-assigning
party.

10.

This Settlement Agreement shall t>e governed by and constated in accordance
with the laws of the State of Ohio.

11. Except as provided in Paragraph 1 al>ove, this Settlement Agreement does not
modify any other terms of the Electridty Agreements and alt other tenms of Ihe
Electricity Agreements shall remain in fuili force and effect
Entered into on this I4thday of June:
On Behalf of
The Cindnnati Gas & Electric Company

JohiVPinnigan,
S ^ o r Counsel
The Cincinnati Gas & Electric Company
139 East Fourth Street
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On Behalf of the
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Valerie A. Lemmie
City Manager
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Solicitor
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PUCO

Ohio Consumers' Counsel
Third Set Interrogatories
Duke E n e i ^ Ohio, Inc.
Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA
Following Remand
Date Received: January 19,2007
Response Due: January 29,2007
OCC-INT-03-RI55 (Revised)

REQUEST:
How many megawatt-hours were served by a CRES provider in the second quarter of
2004 for:
a.

Custoiners on Customer List 1?

b.

Customers on Customer List 2?

RESPONSE:
CONFIDENTIAL PROPRIETARY TRADE SECRET
Objection: This question (and its subparts a-b) is not calculated to lead to discovery of
relevant evidence to these cases. However, without waiving said objection:
a-b. DE-Ohio has not performed this calculation. However, in the spirit of cooperation,
DE-Ohio has prepared a spreadsheet to summarize the requested infomiation. Please
note that the attched spreadsheet contains confidential customer information.

WITNESS RESPONSIBLE: N/A
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CONFIDENTIAL EXCERPT
FROM THE PUCO HEARING REGARDING
CONSOLIDATED DUKE ENERGY OHIO, INC. RATE
STABILIZATION PLAN REMAND, AND RIDER ADJUSTMENT
CASES

VOLUME I

MONDAY, MARCH 19, 2007
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8
9
10
11
12
13

(Confidential Portion.)

14

MS. HOTZ:

15

EXAMINER KINGERY:

16

MS. HOTZ:

17

May I approach the witness?
You may.

OCC would like to mark a

seven-page doctoment as OCC Remand Exhibit No. 5.

18

EXAMINER KINGERY:

19

MS. HOTZ:

20

(EXHIBIT MARKED FOR IDENTIFICATION.)

21

Q.

It will be so marked.

Thank you.

(By Ms. Hotz) This is a confidential

22

document, marked "Confidential" anyways, OCC Exhibit

23

Remand 5 is the response of Duke Energy - Ohio to OCC

24

interrogatory No. 55 revised.

The interrogatory

31602
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1

asked "How many megawatt-hours were served by a CRES

2

provider in the second quarter of 2004?"

3

correct?

Is that

4

A.

That's the question, yes.

5

Q.

Do you recognize the names of the

6

customers on the spreadsheet pages as customers in

7

the Duke Energy - Ohio -- I mean as, yeah, as

8

customers in the Duke Energy - Ohio service territory

9

when you worked for Duke?

10
11

MR. DORTCH:

I'm sorry, may I have the

question repeated?

12

(Question read.)

13

MR. DORTCH:

14

A.

Thank you.

All of the names in the far left column

15

headed Name appear to be customers that Duke serves.

16

I'm sure these customers have locations elsewhere,

17

but I believe each of these has at least one meter in

18

our service territory.

19

Q.

Okay.

If you go to the very last page --

20

A.

I'm there.

21

Q

-- where it shows grand total.

22

A

I see that.

23

Q

And says 218;386,651 kilowatt-hours.

24

A

I see the number.

I'm just trying to

-

01603
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establish what it is. According to the heading at
the very top of page 1, this appears to be a report
of billed kilowatt-hours, and that line is headed
Grand Total.

I am not sure what the period might be,

but I agree with you that the .M&^et cetera number is
a grand total of kiIowatt-hours.
Q.

Okay.

Would you agree that the question

asks for the second quarter of 2004?
A.

It does.

Q.

So does it appear to you that this

response is giving the total there at the bottom
where it says "Grand Total" is the total nixmber of
kilowatt-hours that were served by a CRES provider in
the second quarter of 2004?
A.

The clarification I would ask for is

there's an A and a B that refers to a customer list 1
and customer list 2, and I'm not familiar with what
that means.

So I don't know the answer to the

question that you just asked.
Q.

Okay.

Are these customers that are

listed on this document the same customers that were
parties to the DERS agreements that you testify
about?
MR. D'ASCENZO:

Objection.

The customer

U1604
lib

1

list 1 and 2 in parts A and B were created by OCC as

2

part of this discovery request.

3

MS. HOTZ:

I didn't ask anything about

4

list 1 or list 2.

5

listed on this document.

6

I asked about just the customers

MR. D'ASCENZO:

Well, the list of

7

customers on the document prestjimably by -- assuming

8

that the response -- the answer is in response to the

9

questions, that list was created by OCC.

10

MS. HOTZ:

I just asked about the

11

customers on the pages.

The pages do not

12

differentiate between customers on list 1 and

13

customers on list 2,

14

EXAMINER KINGERY:

15

You may answer.

16

THE WITNESS:

17

(Question read.)

18

A.

Objection overruled.

Reread it, please.

This is the first time I believe that

19

I've seen this response.

20

it to anything, so I don't know.

21

Q.

I haven't really correlated

So if you were going to transfer or if

22

you were going to change the 218^,380,§5H

23

kilowatt-hours to megawatt-hours, what would it be?

24

A.

I think you just move it over three to

0160S
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the

left.
Q.

So i t would b e , what?

21^'--

A.

180^ > 3 8 1 . :

Q.

381.; And about what percentage is that

to 98g>39?< megawatt-hours?
MR. D'ASCENZO:

Objection.

Where did

that number come from?
MS. HOTZ:

I'm just asking him what the

percentage is.
MR. D'ASCENZO:
MS. HOTZ:

What's the foundation?

It's just --

EXAMINER KINGERY:

Can you give us

some —
MS. HOTZ:
Q.

Never mind.

(By Ms, Hotz) Do you know if any of the

customers listed on this response had a contract with
DERS?
A.

I believe that at least some of the

customers on this list have agreements/contracts with
DERS.
Q.

Okay.

Do you know if any of the

agreements in the first set included a provision that
forbid signatory parties to contest the CG&E's filed
stipulation?

OlGOfe
1

MR. D'ASCENZO:

2

MR. DORTCH:

3

MR. D'ASCENZO:

4

MS. HOTZ:

5

THE WITNESS:

6

EXAMINER KINGERY:

7

MR. BOEHM:
The CG&E CRESs?

Objection.
First set of what?

In any of the CRS agreements
Am I supposed to answer?

MS. HOTZ:

11

MR. BOEHM:

I'm sorry, I'm not clear.

The CRS agreement.
I know what CRES means.

Which CRES?

13

MS. HOTZ:

14

EXAMINER KINGERY:

15

She clarified her

What CRES agreements?

10

12

Objection.

question, solved the objection.

8
9

117

CRS agreements.
Can we hear the

question read back?

16

(Question read.)

17

MR. BOEHM:

I'm sorry,

I was getting

18

CRES and CRS because they were using the same term.

19

Excuse me.

20
21

EXAMINER KINGERY;
A.

Okay.

I don't recall that.

22

MS. HOTZ:

That's all I have.

23

EXAMINER KINGERY:

24

Mr. Petricoff.

Thank you.

118

-oiso'

2

CROSS-EXAMINATION

3

By Mr. Petricoff:

4

Q,

Good afternoon, Mr. Steffen,

5

A,

Good afternoon.

6

EXAMINER KINGERY:

Or, excuse me one

7

second.

8

questioning or should we move on --

9

Should we stay sealed at this point for your

MR. PETRICOFF:

No, I don't have anything

10

that's -- I think we can go back on the public record

11

for all of mine.

12

EXAMINER KINGERY:

13

back to public at this point.

14

MR. PETRICOFF:

We'll move the record

Actually, before we do

15

that, while we're still off the record --

16

EXAMINER KINGERY:

17

(End of Confidential Portion.)

18
19
20
21
22
23
24

We're off the record

01608
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(Confidential portion.)
EXAMINER KINGERY:

The record will be

sealed at this point.
MR. COLBERT:

Mr. Howard, do you have a

preliminary matter?
MR. PETRICOFF:

mam

I think we are going to

J

f'V.

01609
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1

take that at the end, as I understand it.

2

anyway.
MR. COLBERT:

3
4
5

Q.

Thank you

Fair enough, thank you.

(By Mr. Colbert) Ms. Hixon, would you

turn to your attachment 2, please.

6

A,

I have that.

7

Q.

Thank you.

Now, attachment 2 is a

8

contract between Cinergy Retail Sales and various

9

hospitals shown on an attached Exhibit 1.

10

correct?

11
12

A.

It's an agreement between the hospitals

and CRS, yes.
Q.

13
14

Is that

And CRS is now known as Duke Energy

Retail Sales.

Is that your understanding?

15

A.

Yes.

16

Q.

This contract was entered into May 19,

A.

At Bates stamp 350 it says it was

17
18
19

2004?

effective the 19th day of May.

20

Q.

Please turn to paragraph one.

21

A.

I have that.

22

Q.

That paragraph, it says, "Beginning

23

January 1, 2005, and through December 31, 2008,

24

Cinergy will offer to sell retail electric generation

J1610
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1

service to the Hospitals for all their CG&E accounts

2

as a firm power, all-in, fixed rate equal to the

3

applicable tariff rate of The Cincinnati Gas &

4

Electric Company's unbundled generation rate approved

5

by the Public Utilities Commission."

6

says?

Is that what it

Is that accurate?

7

A.

You've read that correctly.

8

Q.

Thank you.

9
10
11
12
13

Would you describe that — we

talked about a concept of baseline.

Would you

describe that as a baseline or starting point?
A.

In the context of this agreement, that

could be described as a baseline or starting point.
Q.

Thank you.

By the way, Cinergy in the

14

context of this agreement means Cinergy retail sales-

15

Is that your understanding?

16
17
18

A.

Yes, that's how Cinergy is defined on the

first page of the agreement,
Q.

It goes on to say subtracted from that

19

baseline or the firm power all-in fixed rate would be

20

^egp-latos^tranattion^ charge less one mil>

21

that -- with some exceptions that follows, is that

22

your understanding?

23
24

A.

Yes.

Is

As you continue to read after the

unbundled generation rate it says "less the

01611
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1

regulatory transition charge approved in the same

2

case less one milv"

3

for specific hospitals.

4
5

Q.
exhibit.

It provides then an exception

Thank you.

That's all I need of that

Thank you.

6

Ms. Hixon, if you would turn to page 4 of

7

your testimony at lines 2 and 3 of your testimony you

8

state that "the side agreements," as you call them,

9

"were a part of CG&E's efforts to obtain support for

10

PUCO approval of a rate stabilization plan acceptable

11

to CG&E."

12

Energy - Ohio, a party to any of the contracts that

13

you refer to as side agreements?

14

A.

Is CG&E, what is now known as Duke

Well, as I describe in my testimony in

15

discussing each of the side agreements, while CG&E is

16

not a stated party at the very beginning of each

17

agreement, there is indications that CG&E was

18

involved and that CG&E was impacted by those

19

agreements, so, no, they're not a stated party.

20
21

Q.

Thank you. We'll discuss the rest of

your opinion later.

22

I will say there are several contracts

23

that the operating companies or what was CG&E is a

24

party to; is that correct, specifically the City of

0161
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1

Cincinnati contracts, and there is also a contract

2

with .IJonsteHation NewEnerg^f that is Cinergy on

3

behalf of its operating companies.

4

unders tanding ?

5
6

A,

Is that your

When you say several, are those the two

you are referring to?

7

Q.

Those are the two I'm referring to.

8

A.

Those side agreements, the City of

9

Cincinnati I do not discuss, but I understand from

10

Mr, Steffen's testimony that CG&E was a party to that

11

contract.

12

give me more clarification as to what you are

13

referring to?

14

Q,

The COR^tellatioii NewEnergyv could you

Sure. And I believe you discuss a series

15

of contracts relative to serving Krogeir that include

16

wholesale contracts for Constellation NewEnergy is

17

one of those in the series of that contract.

18

A.

In regards to the^KKoger, contract on

19

page 24 of my testimony, first full paragraph, I do

20

describe how the K^Qgen.^ side agreement that I've

21

discussed, July the 7th, is different because it's

22

predicated on the purchase of generation from

23

NewEnergyi and I do reference the Cinergy operating

24

companies are involved with that transaction.

01613
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1

Q.

Okay.

All of the remaining contracts are

2

between DERS or its predecessor, Cinergy Retail

3

Sales, or Cinergy Corp., and various counterparties

4

to those contracts; is that correct?

5
6

A.

reference if we could go to the table of contents.

7
8

And by remaining contracts maybe as a

Q.

I'm talking about the contracts what you

call "side agreements" attached to your testimony.

9

A.

The side agreements attached to my

10

testimony as shown, for example, in the table of

11

contents, are between CRS and other parties or

12

Cinergy Corp. and other parties.

13

Q.

Thank you.

Ms. Hixon on page 7 of your

14

testimony on line 7 to 11, you list the parties that

15

signed the May 19, 2004, stipulation.

16

correct?

17
18
19
20

Is that

A.

Yes. Those lines that's what I attempted

Q.

Okay.

to do.
In addition to those parties

DE-Ohio was a signatory; is that right?

21

A.

I think the first party I list is CG&E.

22

Q.

I'm sorry^ so you did,

Now^ of those

23

parties, staff, FirstEnergy Solutions, Dominion

24

Retail, Green Mountain Energy, People Working

01614
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1

Cooperatively, and Communities for Action did not

2

execute contracts with either affiliates of DE-Ohio

3

or DE-Ohio where those contracts involved pricing

4

based upon components of DE-Ohio's MBSSO.

5

your understanding?

6

A.

Is that

I'm not aware that staff, FES, Dominion

7

Retail, Green Mountain, or People Working

8

Cooperatively had any contracts or side agreements.

9

They were not provided to us, so I'm not aware of

10
11
12

any.
Q.

And that's true of Communities for Action

as well?

13

A.

Communities for Action would be the same.

14

Q.

Thank you.

Now, you also list the

15

parties who opposed the stipulation, and those

16

parties, let's see, include Ohio Marketers Group,

17

PSEG Energy Resources, National Energy Marketers

18

Association, Ohio Partners for Affordable Energy,

19

OCC, and the Ohio Manufacturers Association; is that

20

correct?

21

A.

Yes, that's what I listed.

22

Q.

Okay.

And we've already discussed a

23

contract involving Constellation NewEnergy? who is a

24

member of Ohio Marketers Group; is that correct?

01615
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A.

1

In reference to Kroger's side, I

2

mentioned that Constellations wasr. Kroger *s energy

3

supplier, and we did discuss the transaction, yes.

4
5

Q.

And can you tell me who the members of

Ohio Manufacturers Association are?

6

A.

I do not know the specific members.

7

Q.

Do you know if any of the signatories to

8

any of the contracts are members of the Ohio

9

Manufacturers Association?

10
11

A.

Since I don't know the members of the

Ohio Manufacturers Association, no, I cannot.

12
13

MR, COLBERT:
Honor?

14
15
16

May we approach, your

EXAMINER KINGERY:
Q.

You may.

Ms. Hixon, I've handed a document now

marked as Duke Energy - Ohio Remand Exhibit 19.

17

EXAMINER KINGERY:

18

(EXHIBIT MARKED FOR IDENTIFICATION.)

19
20

Q.

It will be so marked.

And I would represent to you that that's

an e-mail from Mr. Boehm to myself indicating that

21 Ujtor^is a member of the Ohio Manufacturers
22

Association.

Is that what it appears to be to you?

23

MR. SMALL:

Your Honor, I object *

24

MR. ROYER:

I object.

01616
MR. SMALL:

1
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We have a docviment that

2

counsel sitting at the table here is testifying who

3

is a member of what.

4

put Mr. Boehm's statement, counsel, into evidence.

This is essentially trying to

5

MR. ROYER:

Out and out hearsay.

6

MR. COLBERT:

Your Honor, the witness has

7

testified as to who has contracts and who doesn't on

8

both sides of the stipulations.

9

has also testified she doesn't know who the members

We're simply -- she

10

of OMA are.

11

with lots of members, and we're simply pointing out

12

that the witness doesn't know whether members of

13

parties that opposed the stipulation, just like

14

members of parties that supported the stipulation,

15

signed contracts that she is objecting to.

16

OMA, of course, is a well-known group

MR. SMALL;

Ms. Hixon has answered his

17

question what she knows and what she doesn't know.

18

That should be sufficient.

19

any -- this is improper evidence.

20

MR. ROYER:

I don't see that this has

To quote from Mr. Colbert

21

yesterday if you wanted to get this in, he had a way

22

to get it in, but it's not by handing her a piece of

23

paper that is clear hearsay and implying this is the

24

truth.
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MR. COLBERT:

Your Honor, if I may, on

that, there are many contracts that are attached to
Ms. Hixon's testimony that have been allowed in
through discovery as relevant to this proceeding.
None of them have been supported by a witness from
the companies that are parties to those contracts,
yet, they have been allowed in.
This is cross-examination on those
contracts, her understanding of it, and it's relevant
to this case, and, you know, certainly if we're
letting in lots of other evidence that we believe is
otherwise irrelevant, we ought to be permitted to
test the knowledge surrounding those contracts.
MR. ROYER:

Your Honor, please, the

information that's in the testimony was information
that was provided in discovery to OCC and comes in
unless they're saying -- that this is not what they
purport it to be.

Hearsay doesn't apply there. They

were given to OCC based on a request, an admission.
This is Mr. Colbert trying to establish the fact that
Ford is a member of OMA, which it probably is, and we
may stipulate that, but I object to the process while
he is trying to get that into the record.
appropriate.

It is not
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1

MR. COLBERT:
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I certainly would accept

2

such a stipulation, but beyond that, the

3

representation has already been made on the stand by

4

Ms. Hixon in response to questions that DE-Ohio and

5

DERS and Cinergy Corp. had been working together and

5

are parties in one in the same contract.

7

explained that when she said while we are not named

8

parties, you know, there was an effect to DE-Ohio and

9

from DE-Ohio in these contracts.

10

She

So there are accusations being made of us

11

with absolutely no support.

12

that we get to fully explore those accusations.

13
14

EXAMINER KINGERY:

Would parties be

willing to stipulate that Ford*is an member of OMA?

15

MR. BOEHM:

16

MR. COLBERT:

17

We think that it's fair

I would.
DE-Ohio is willing to

stipulate.

18

EXAMINER KINGERY:

19

MR. SMALL:

Mr. Small?

I would be willing to

20

stipulate that^FOr^is a member of the Ohio

21

Manufacturing Association along with thousands of

22

other manufacturers in the state of Ohio.

23

You know --

24

MR. COLBERT:

Approximately 1,800.
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MR. SMALL:
intervene in the case.

They didn't file a motion to
They did explain who they

were and what their interest was.

It is important

though to establish we are not going to — by so
stipulating I'm not going to without objection let
counsel testify here and have that established as
fact.

We are on a very dangerous and slippery slope

by the introduction of that e-mail.
MR. COLBERT:

I have no intention of

going further on this.
EXAMINER KINGERY:
hearsay problem.

We do understand the

If there are no objections that

Ford is a member of OMA along with many other
customers in the state of Ohio, we will take that as
so stipulated, and then we will not admit this as an
exhibit.
MR. COLBERT:

That's fine. With the

stipulation, I certainly don't need it admitted.
Thank you, your Honor.
Q.

(By Mr. Colbert) Ms. Hixon, do you know

whether DERS has contracts with counterparties other
than the contracts and counterparties you have
examined?
A.

While I'm not aware of any other

47
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1

contracts or agreements that DERS has with

2

counterparties, I have reviewed all of the agreements

3

that were provided to us.

4

aware that DERS has no other revenue, and in the

5

deposition of the individual who was provided to give

6

us infoinnation about financial statements, I

7

understand that the option payments under the

8

agreements that are attached to my testimony reflect

9

the expenses in the financial statements for 2005 and

10
11
12
13

I also have been made

2006.
Q.

Do you understand that's no, you are not

aware of other contracts?
A.

I guess what I'm saying I'm not aware of

14

any other contracts, and by everything that I've seen

15

leads me to understand that what's been given to us

16

are the agreements with other parties,

17
18

Q.

Do you know whether DERS has ever turned

down a customer that has requested a contract?

19

A.

No, I don't know that,

20

Q.

Now, a minute ago you talked about

21

financial statements in discovery.

22

DERS's financial statements showing the amount of

23

option payments by year?

24

A.

Have you examined

We were provided through discovery copies
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of requests for invoice payments. We were also
provided copies of the 2005 and 2006 income
statements and balance sheets. Attached to those
documents was further account detail which showed the
entries each month related to option payments that
either had been made or were accrued.
Q.

And you also took financial statements

off of the Commission's website from publicly filed
documents by DERS; is that correct?
A.

Yes, that's attachment 2 to my testimony,

which is Exhibit C-3 from a filing with the
application that shows DERS's financial statements
2005 and projected income for 2006.
Q.

Ms. Hixon, did you do any calculations to

determine the costs of the particular DERS contracts
that you have examined?
A.

What do you mean by the term "costs of"?

Q.

The annual amount of the option payments

associated with those contracts in the aggregate.
A.

I did attempt to reconcile, for example,

on my attachment 22, the third page that says
"Statement of Income" and there's an "option premium
expense" of "13, 768, 812 .". I did attempt to reconcile
those to the statements that were provided to us, a
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1

statement of income at the deposition of Mr. Savoy as

2

well as the monthly account detail behind that, and

3

then I also attempted to reconcile various months to

4

the invoices that they provided through the siommary

5

as well, and I found through docTomentation that the

6

option expense payments attached to -- with

7

agreements attached to my testimony did reconcile

8

back to those monthly expenses.

9

Q.

They reconciled exactly?

10

A.

I think I probably rounded to the dollar,

11

so I don't know that they reconciled exactly.

12

Q.

Dollar is close enough.

13

A.

I didn't reconcile every single month

14

because all the detail was not available in the

15

documentation that we had to be able to do that.

16

that's what I tried to do.

17

Q.

But

Well, when you say -- maybe I'm a little

18

bit confused.

19

each month, how did you come up with a -- how did you

20

come to the conclusion that it, in fact, reconciled

21

for the year end?

22

A.

When you say you did not reconcile

Well, for example, the option premium

23

expense of approximately $13.8 millioif was reflected

24

in the accounts of DERS as contra revenue.

Each
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1

month there were entries made to that contra revenue

2

account.

3

it totaled approximately $13.8 million.

I reconciled each monthly entry to see that

I then attempted with the additional

4
5

invoices provided to us to see whether or not those

6

totaled what the entries were, and as I said, while I

7

wasn't able to reconcile every single month, I came

8

very close.

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

MR. COLBERT:

Your Honor, I think we can

go back on the public record now for the time being.
EXAMINER KINGERY:

Thank you.

will be unsealed at this point.
(End of confidential portion.)

The record

01624
(Confidential portion.)

1
2

Q.

On page 39 of your testimony you suggest

3

that paragraph 12 of the contract with various OEG

4

members was dependent on a Commission order

5

acceptable to DE-Ohio., Now, you may want to refer to

6

that provision, but that provision appears to allow

7

adjustments among the counterparties to maintain the

8

economic value of the contract in the event an MBSSO

9

is approved that changes the economic value to the

10

counterparties,
Is that an accurate representation of

11
12

your understanding of that provision?
MR, SMALL:

13

Objection, your Honor, facts

14

not in evidence.

15

may not have understood the question, but if I

16

understood the question, it started out with a

17

representation of the materials found on page 39,

18

line 7 through 9, and the question asked -- referred

19

to DE-Ohio and that is not what it says and that's

20

not a fact in evidence.

21
22

EXAMINER KINGERY:

Perhaps you could

restate your question.

23
24

If I understood the question, and I

MR. COLBERT: Sure.
Q.

Ms, Hixon, would you turn to attachment 9
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of your testimony, paragraph 12?
A.

I have that.
MR. ROYER:

Can we get the Bates niimber?

MR. COLBERT:

It's page 5 of the

contract.
MR. ROYER:

The Bates number?

MR. COLBERT:
Q.

324.

Is everybody there?

Ms, Hixon, that is the paragraph that you

are referring to in your testimony on page 39.
A.

Yes. At page 39 I reference that

provision and say it's identical to the one in the
superseded agreement, and I actually discuss and
quote that provision on page 19 of my testimony.
Q.

And is it your understanding that is a

termination provision in the contract?
A.

No, that's not what I testified to.

It

tied the agreement to the outcome in the post-MDP
service case.
Q.

In the fourth line of that contract, what

is ST Cinergy, is that CRS?
MR. SMALL:
we?

For our reference where are

Are we on Bates stamp 323?
MR. COLBERT:

paragraph 12.

We've not left
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1

A.

My understanding in provision 12, the

2

fourth line down, the word Cinergy refers to Cinergy

3

Retail Sales or CRS as defined on page 320 of the

4

agreement.

5

Q.

Okay.

And Cinergy, that is CRS, will

6

provide the same economic value to impacted

7

customers.

8

know?

9

A,

Who in this case are customers; do you

Again on page 320 the customers are

10

defined.

11

Steel, Air Products & Chemicals, Incorporated, BPi

12

Products north America, Ford Motor Company, GE

13

Aircraft Engines, and the Proctor and Gamble Company.

14
15

Do you want me to list their names? ' ABT i

Q.

agreement in any manner?

16
17
18
19
20

So does that paragraph terminate this

MR, SMALL;

Objection, calls for a legal

conclusion.
Q.

Is it your understanding that this

paragraph terminates the agreement in any manner?
A.

No.

My understanding is what I have in

21

my testimony; that this provision tied the agreement

22

to the outcome of the case.

23
24

Q.

And it requires some action on the part

of Cinergy Retail Sales, now Duke Energy Retail

64
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1
2
3
4

v)lG27

Sales, to customers; is that correct?
A.

The action required in the last three

lines for Cinergy or CRS, yes.
Q.

On page 43 of your testimony at lines 6

5

to 11 you describe the payment structure by K^fpger. to

6

DERS during 2005 and indicate that DERS will

7

reimburse to Kroger one half of the SRT and AAC i

8

actually paid.

Is that correct?

9

A.

Yes, that's what it says.

10

Q.

Does the first 50 percent of

11
12

nonresidential load switch avoid paying the AAC?
A.

The PUCO-approved MBSSO, as I describe on

13

page 53, for the AAC was bypassable for the first

14

50 percent of load switching subject to notice by

15

customers of a CRES contract through 12/31/08 and

16

agreements to other provisions per CG&E's savings.

17

Q.

18

SRT, doesn't it?

19

A.

The latter part, the conditions refers to
That's how they avoid the SRT.

My recollection from the tariff sheets

20

that I looked at there were similar provisions

21

related to both --to all three, RSC and the AAC cind

22

the SRT for nonresidential;.

23
24

Q.

Okay.

It is at least your understanding

that this SRTVis also avoidable by a sizable amount
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1

of load, at least 50 percent of switched load, under

2

certain circumstances for nonresidential customers.

3

A.

As I just described, yes.

4

Q.

Do you know whether Kroger avoided

5

payment of the AAC or SRT or both?

6

A.

I do not know what Dominion East Ohio was

7

paid for by Kroger, so I don't know if they avoided

8

it in teims of actually paying it.

9

attached to my testimony and discussed in my

I know that as

10

testimony there's a notice that Kroger provided to

11

avoid AAC> and in addition, attached to my testimony

12

is a copy of the invoice for Kroger that indicates

13

whether or not DERS under the option agreement was

14

going to be reimbursing them for anything and so that

15

invoice would give you insight as to whether or not

16

certain units of Kroger, paid or did not pay the AAC .

17

or SRT.>

18
19

Q.
Ohio^

Just to clarify you said Dominion East ;

Did you mean Constellation NewEnergy?*

20

A.

No, I meant DE-Ohio.

21

Q.

Okay.

22

A.

Other.

23

Q.

Thank you.

24

MR. KURTZ:

For purposes of clarification

01629
you meant option agreements.
agreements.

Kroger has no option

You may want to restate your answer.
THE WITNESS:

Thank you, under their

agreement.
Q.

Well, does Duke Energy - Ohio have more

than 50 percent load switch for nonresidential
customers; do you know?
A.

At a specific point as of today?

Q.

At any point in time, 50 percent.

A.

Well, I know in my testimony I give the

switch statistics as of 12/31/06 and not above
50 percent and I believe the last time I checked on
Duke's website it was not above 50 percent.
Q.

So, thus far, it would be your

understanding that all nonresidential load that
switched at least has the opportunity to avoid the
AAC and SRT.
A,

Subject to the conditions I described per

the tariffs, notice, and CRES contract, they had the
opportunity.
Q.

Now, during 2005, Kroger paid DERS the

additional allowance component of the FPP pursuant to
the agreement.
A.

Is that correct?

I believe in my testimony I do
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1

describe —

2

and 49 I described -- as I was corrected earlier --

3

that Kroger resulted in paying pursuant to the

4

November 22, 2004, agreement.

5

Q.

if I may have a moment?

Yes, at page 48

Ms. Hixon, when — well, first, do any of

6

the contracts attached to your testimony involve

7

residential customers?

8

A,

No, they do not.

9

Q.

Ms. Hixon, early in this discussion we

10

talked about CRES provider contracts; that is, that

11

they have contracts with customers.

12

your knowledge, are those contracts usually for some

13

period of time?

14

A.

Yes.

15

Q.

And are they commonly for a year in

16

duration?

17

A.

I know that they can be for a variety of

18

periods.

19

don't know.

20
21

Q,

To the best of

I can't say what they commonly are.

Do you have any —

I

in your experience

with the OCC, do you have any idea what --

22

A.

I know that they can be for a period of

23

one year or more.

24

the -- by common I assume you mean usual or typical.

I don't know what the common or
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1
2

I don't know.
Q.

Okay.

And during the period of time that

3

the contract exists, whatever period that is, are the

4

customers bound to the CRES provider with whom they

5

have a contract?
MR. SMALL:

6
7
8

Objection, calls for a legal

conclusion,
Q.

Is it your understanding that they

9

would -- that customers would be unavailable for

10

solicitation by other CRES providers during the

11

period of their contract with the CRES provider that

12

they have chosen?

13

A.

It would depend upon the terms of the

14

contract.

15

that said I couldn't be solicited by another CRES

16

provider.

17

Q.

I don't think I've ever seen a contract

But in order to change, they would have

18

to abide by the contract provisions which may let

19

them out without any penalty or perhaps there might

20

be a penalty associated with that?

21

MR. SMALL:

22

MR. COLBERT:

23

understanding.

24

Counsel.

Same objection.
I'm asking her for her

She is with the Ohio Consumers'

They have substantial experience with

9tG^Z
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1

contracts with CRES providers and residential

2

customers.

3

have commonly been discussed in many cases before the

4

Commission.

5

These provisions that we're talking about

EXAMINER KINGERY:

I'll allow the

6

question with the caveat it is her understanding, not

7

a legal conclusion.

8
9
10
11
12

A.

Again, it would depend upon the terms of

the contract.
Q.

Could you describe your understanding of

terms that OCC has had experience with?
A.

Unfortunately, there's not too many

13

electric contracts out there.

14

competitive providers in terms of contracts are

15

probably greater on the gas side.

16

do tend to mirror each other, some it could simply be

17

a month-to-month basis to get out of the contract,

18

There may be penalties associated with it.

19

Provisions pursuant to the Commission's rules about

20

notice both to the customer and from the customer

21

would have to be taken into consideration,

22

Q.

My familiarity with

To the extent they

And taking all of those into

23

consideration, it would be your understanding that

24

both parties, both the customer and the CRES
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1

provider, would live within the parameters of those

2

various provisions?

3

A.

To the extent there's a contract that

4

both parties agreed to, they would agree to live

5

within those provisions.

6

Q.

Okay,

And if a customer wanted to switch

7

to another CRES provider for some reason, what one of

8

those reasons might be, might be to get a lower

9

price, as we discussed earlier.

10

A.

That could be a reason.

11

Q.

And such a customer could move back to

12

the utility's market based standard service offer as

13

well for the same reason or different reasons.

14

that correct?

15

A.

Is

It depends on the term of the contract

16

whether they could move back or not, and the reasons

17

could be many.

18
19
20

Q.

But at the end of the contract the

customers would have the freedom to move.
A.

At the end of the contract the customer

21

is free to do whatever they want because there is no

22

contract.

23
24

EXAMINER KINGERY:
sealed part of the record.

We are still in the

You have been asking

01634
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1

questions that are -MR. COLBERT:

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

I'm sorry, we can go to the

public.
EXAMINER KINGERY:

The record will be

unsealed at this point.
(End of confidential portion.)
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(Confidential portion.)

8
9
10

Q.

(By Mr. Kurtz) The first-Kcoger^ agreemen

is dated July, 2004; is that correct?

11

A.

Yes.

12

Q.

Okay.

13
14
15
16
17

And when was the stipulation in

this case?
A.

The stipulation was filed in the case on

May 19, 2004.
Q.

And you read —

you refer to the Supreme

Court remand order in your testimony, don't you?

18

A,

Yes.

19

Q.

And the issue on remand is to determine

20

whether or not the parties signing the stipulation in

21

May satisfied the first prong of the three-prong

22

test, that is, there was serious bargaining hy

23

capable, knowledgeable individuals; isn't that right?

24

MR. SMALL:

Objection, your Honor.
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MR. KURTZ:

109

Then I will move to strike

2

all of her testimony that refers to the Supreme

3

Court.

She cites it throughout her testimony.

4

EXAMINER KINGERY:

5

MR. SMALL:

6

What's your objection?

It would be nice to get the

objection on before we get the oral argument.

7

The question had to do with whether being

8

limited to that particular topic.

As the Attorney

9

Examiners know, we have spent three months

10

determining what the — wrangling over what the scope

11

of this proceeding would be.

12

MR. KURTZ:

13

EXAMINER KINGERY:

14

Q.

I'll rephrase.
Okay.

Thank you.

One of the issues was whether or not the

15

stipulation satisfied -- this is the issue on remand,

16

whether the stipulation satisfied the first part of

17

the three-prong test, that is, it was a product of

18

serious bargaining among capable and knowledgeable

19

individuals; isn't that correct?

20

A.

My understanding from the reading of the

21

Supreme Court decision is that is mentioned as -- not

22

mentioned, that the Supreme Court did indicate that

23

that was an issue.

24

Q.

Are you making the allegation that an
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agreement as signed by Kroger in July of 2004 somehow
impacted the seriousness of its bargaining two months
prior?
A.

I think as I described the Kroger

agreement, what I am saying is the terms and the
conditions in that agreement were tied to the
stipulation as well as Kroger's support of that
stipulation.
Q.

So it's your belief that an agreement as

signed in July impacted the seriousness of Kroger's
bargaining two months earlier in May?
your dates confused?

Don't you have

Wouldn't it have been before

the stipulation was signed?
A.

Well, chronologically I can't disagree

with your dates.

I think that if you read the side

agreement and see its relationship to this case and
Kroger supporting that stipulation, that it's
something the Commission needs to consider, not
necessarily in the context of serious bargaining.
Q.

Well, in the context of serious

bargaining do you contend an agreement signed in July
of 2004 impacted the seriousness of Kroger -Kroger's bargaining two months prior in May?
Chronologically speaking, isn't that basically
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m

impossible?
A.

Given that I have the agreement to look

3

at, it has the date, chronologically, you are

4

correct-

5

negotiate, what occurred in relationship to the

6

stipulation and this agreement prior to that time, I

7

don't know.

8
9

In terms of how long that agreement took to

Q.

Do you know what happened between --

between May 19, 2004, and July when the Kroger

10

agreement was signed, or are you speculating that

11

something might have occurred?

12
13
14

A.

I am not speculating.

I am telling you I

don't know.
Q.

Okay.

You were provided three Kroger

15

agreements in discovery.

16

attached to your testimony.

17

A.

Yes.

18

Q.

Okay.

I count two that were
Is that right?

Those two agreements you've

19

attached are not effective by their own terms; isn't

20

that right?

21
22

MR. SMALL:

Calls for a legal

conclusion.

23
24

Objection.

EXAMINER KINGERY:
Q.

Sustained.

The two you have attached have been
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1

superseded by the third agreement; isn't that

2

correct?

3

A.

My understanding the third agreement at

4

some point in time in 2005 did supercede the second,

5

but that means that for some --my interpretation is

6

for some period of time during 2005 that earlier

7

agreement would have been in effect.

8
9
10

Q.

Is there some reason you decided not to

attach the only currently effective Kroger agreement
with Cinergy Resources?

11

A.

Yes.

12

Q.

Is the reason you elected not to attach

13

it is because that agreement provided for the

14

reimbursement of RSP costs of absolutely zero?

15

A.

No.

16

Q.

Okay.

Well, isn't it true that third

17

agreement, the only effective Kroger agreement,

18

provided for the reimbursement of not IMF, AAC, RTC,

19

anything — none of the^^^-* none of - the-charges that

20

are the subject of this case; isn't that correct?

21
22
23
24

A.

I don't have the agreement with me, so I

can't answer that.
Q.

The agreements that you're concerned with

are the agreements for the supply of wholesale
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1

generation service from Cinergy Resources to

2

Constellation NewEnergy, Mr. Howard and

3

Mr. Petricoff's client, for ultimate use by Kroger;

4

isn't that right?

5

A.

No, those are not the agreements I'm

6

concerned with,

7

Q.

The agreement you elected not to attach,

8

the current effective agreement, is for the sale of

9

generation from Cinergy Wholesale to Constellation

10

NewEnergy to Kroger; isn't that right?

11
12

A.

I don't have the third agreement that you

are talking about with me, so I can't say that.

13

Q.

So you don't know —

let me ask you this.

14

You say at page 61 that market development is your

15

primary concern in this case and that Mr. Talbot is

16

dealing with the other two issues that the Commission

17

needs to balance, at the top of page 61. Do you see

18

that?

19
20
21

MR. SMALL:

Objection.

Mischaracterizes

the testimony.
Q.

22

I'll read it.
MR. SMALL:

23

primary.

24

testimony.

There is not anything about

There are five different bases for her
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1

MR. KURTZ:

2

EXAMINER KINGERY:

3

Q.

Okay.

Let me rephrase.
Thank you.

I said primary by memory, but you

4

actually say, "while in this testimony I will

5

principally address the third goal - market

6

development."

Is that better "principally"?

7

A.

Yes, that's what it says.

8

Q.

Okay.

9

Now, you then cite some statistics

on pages 62 through 63 at the bottom about how market

10

development and competitiveness and shopping has

11

actually been reduced in the period of May, 2004,

12

through December, 2006.

Do you see those numbers?

13

A.

Yes, I do.

14

Q.

And you see that in December 2006 the

15

commercial shopping percentages, well, they went from

16

19.7 percent during a time when there was shopping

17

incentives to 0.36 percent at the end of 2006.

18

you see those numbers?

19

A.

I think you may have the numbers out of

20

order.

21

from 22.04 to 8.40.

22

The first number is the commercial.

Q.

Do

Okay,

Good.

Thank you.

It went

You're right,

23

Okay, the commercial went from 22.04 to 8.40 from a

24

period when there was shopping incentives to today
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2

when there are no shopping incentives; is that right?
A.

I address the two time periods.

What you

3

have added to it is the term when there was shopping

4

incentive and when there is no shopping incentive.

5

Q,

Are you familiar —

are you aware the

6

shopping incentives -- shopping credit and the

7

incentive built into it expired at the end of 2005?

8

A.

And what I was going to say is that it is

9

my recollection that the shopping credit from CG&E

10

during the market development period did include an

11

incentive.

12
13

Q.

Kroger negotiated with --

14
15

The wholesale power supply agreement that

EXAMINER KINGERY:

This is a sealed record right now.

16

AUDIENCE MEMBER:

17

EXAMINER KINGERY:

18

Excuse me a minute.

Q.

I apologize.

Excuse me.
That's fine,

The wholesale power supply agreement, the

19

third Kroger agreement currently effective, the one

20

you got in discovery but didn't include in your

21

testimony, for sale to NewEnergy marketers, ultimate

22

sale to Kroger, do you remember -- do you recall that

23

that was a continuation of a power supply arrangement

24

that started in 2001?
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1

A.

I think that from what I hear from your

2

question, you are talking about the third agreement

3

that is -- that superseded the first two in my

4

testimony.

5

Q.

Correct.

6

A,

The first two agreements in my testimony,

7

as you look at them, as I've explained, are not with

8

NewEnergy while the wholesale agreement is behind

9

those other agreements. My understanding is that

10

these were agreements between CRS and Kroger-

11

Q.

For the sale of generation supply to

12

NewEnergy for ultimate purchase by Kroger.

13

read the documents?

14
15

A,

Have you

Are you talking about the third

agreement?

16

Q.

I think -- I think all three.

17

A.

Okay.

18

Q.

Do you see the provision where it says:

19

"Cinergy will exercise its right under section No, 1

20

and No. 2 to sell power to NewEnergy in 2006 and

21

2007"?

22

A.

Okay.

For example, I am looking at the

23

July 7, 2004, agreement between Cinergy Retail Sales

24

and Kroger.' And you've referenced a provision that
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1

happens to be on Bate stamp 1176, provision 4 which

2

says:

3

their extension 1 and 2," and then it references the

4

December 14, 2004, confirmation letter agreement.

"Cinergy operating companies shall exercise

5

Again, as I read this agreement, the two

6

that are in my testimony, this is between CRS and

7

Kroger.

8

operating companies, who didn't seem to be a party

9

will exercise their option."

10
11

A provision of this says that "Cinergy

So that's the

distinction that I am making.
Q,

Well, why don't you address my question?

12

Isn't that provision you read for the supply of

13

wholesale generation service for ultimate consumption

14

by Kroger?

15

A.

Or don't you -Yes.

The Cinergy operating companies'

16

extensions 1 and 2 under the confirmation letter

17

agreement is to sell generation supply to NewEnergy

18

in 2006 and 7 to Kroger.

19

Q.

So the answer --

20

A.

That is a completely separate agreement

21
22

than this.
Q.

Okay.

Let me back up.

One of your -- do

23

you understand that the wholesale generation

24

supply -- do you know any -- do you know what price
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that Cinergy agreed to sell to NewEnergy for ultimate

2

consumption by Kroger?

3

A.

Do you know the price?

I don't know.

I believe it might have

4

been stated in that confirmation letter agreement and

5

the documents attached to it.

6

Q.

If you don't know the price, then you

7

have no way of knowing whether or not that was a fair

8

market value transactions.

9

correct?

10
11
12

A.

Isn't that analytically

Since I don't know the price, I can't

make a judgment on that.
Q.

So are you suggesting to the Commission

13

there is anything wrong with Kroger buying

14

electricity from NewEnergy provided by Cinergy

15

Resources at a negotiated price?

16

A.

No, I'm not.

17

Q.

Okay.

Let me turn to the option

18

agreements.

You would agree, wouldn't you, that

19

options are legitimate business tools in a

20

competitive commodity market?

21

A.

Generally, yes.

22

Q.

Is it correct that an option is the

23

future right to buy or sell a commodity at some price

24

commonly known as the strike price?
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1

A.

I accept that.

2

Q.

Do you accept that the person who has the

3

option pays for the right to buy or sell a commodity

4

at a fixed strike price sometime in the future

5

because that option has some value?

6

A.

That party may, yes.

7

Q.

Okay.

Do you look at the Wall Street

8

Journal?

Do you look at the pork bellies and gold

9

and silver and wheat and all the option contracts

10

that are traded every day?

11

happens, aren't you?

You are familiar that

12

A.

Not really, I don't.

13

Q.

So you are not -- you are not familiar

14
15
16
17
18

with option agreements?
A,

In the general sense as you've described

them and as I have reviewed these agreements.
Q,

Do you consider yourself an expert in

option agreements?

19

A.

No.

20

Q.

From your lay experience do you recognize

21

that the longer the option term is, the greater the

22

value and, therefore, the greater the cost?

23

words, if I have an option to buy Proctor and Gambia

24

stock or pork bellies for the next 10 years at some

In other
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1

price, I am going to have to pay a lot more than if I

2

have that right for the next week because there's

3

more chance that the price will change over that

4

10-year period.

5

concept?
A.

6

Do you understand that basic

I understand the concept.

I can't

7

confirm that I agree with it.

8

dependent upon what you expect to have happen over

9

the period of time.
Q.

10

I think it's —

it's

All of us being equal, the longer the

11

option, the more valuable it is because there is the

12

more chance it will become in the money; isn't that

13

right?

14

A.

It could, yes.

15

Q.

Isn't it absolutely true that the

16

longer -- the longer the option, the more you have to

17

pay for it?

18

A.

I don't know.

19

Q.

Okay.

Do you know that the greater the

20

volatility of the commodity, the more price

21

fluctuation, that typically the more one would have

22

to pay for that option?

23
24

A.

I would agree that volatility would --

the degree of volatility would impact the price and
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greater volatility might result in a higher price.
Q.

Now, you recognize the Senate Bill 3

3

treated electric supply as a deregulated commodity,

4

generally speaking; isn't that right?

5
6
7

A.

Senate Bill 3 restructured Ohio's

electric industry to make generation competitive.
Q.

So is there anything wrong just in -- is

8

there anything wrong with an option agreement to buy

9

or sell electricity in a deregulated market?

10

Is

there anything inherently wrong with it?

11

A.

No.

12

Q.

DERS has option agreements with the

13

various -- with^BB||BI|^hospitals, I don't know, and

14

members of lEU, members of OEG.

15

your testimony —

16

those option agreements, correct?

17
18
19

A.

That's the nature of

and you attached all or most of

Those agreements and the agreements that

they superseded, yes.
Q.

And under those option agreements DERS

20

has the exclusive option to supply generation at a

21

stated strike price from the time the options were

22

signed approximately May, 2005, all the way through

23

the end of 2008; isn't that right?

24

A.

Could I have a moment please to look at

oimm
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1

them?

Not all of them.

2

Here's my understanding because, for

3

example, on the contract found at Bate stamp No. 4 in

4

attachment 17, which is the contract with

5

there's a description of a base contract price.

6

There is the term —

7

contract that talks about an equivalence related to

there is an adjusted base

gljljjjj^lljjjl^
9

is also discussion of the transmission charges, and I

10

think those are set forth in Exhibit B.

11

it doesn't look con^letely fixed.

12

So actually

If you go to Exhibit B, you will see the

13

fuel charge shall be equal to

14 ^
15
16

imposed by CG&E, which I understand does change.
Q..

That's correct.

So a fixed formula what

17

the strike price will be is set forth in Exhibit B;

18

isn't that right?

19

A.

Exhibit B sets forth the price at which

20

CRS exercises their option the party would pay for

21

generation.

22
23
24

Q.

That's the strike price, isn't it, for

this option Exhibit B?
A.

7BBS5SrB!B?BRB5!!S53B33B!55S

It could be, yes.
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1

Q,

It is, isn't it?

2

A.

It's up to CRS to determine.

It doesn't

3

say they will -- a strike price to me makes it sound

4

like when it hits that price, we will do some action.

5

The options to me still remains with CRS to determine

6

whether they wish to exercise it.

7

Q.

Well, in your lay understanding -- your

8

nonexpert understanding of options, the strike price

9

is the price at which the older of the option can

10

exercise?

11

right —

12

take a loss, couldn't they?

13
14

A.

They have the right to do -- they have the
they could exercise the option today and

They could exercise the option at any

time under this agreement.

15

Q.

Right.

But the point of an option is you

16

are making a bet that the market is going to go one

17

way or the other, and if it — under these agreements

18

if the market price for generation goes up, the

19

option has no or less value.

20

goes down, then it has great value, and they will

21

strike it and make money.

22

options work, just like all other options; isn't that

23

right?

24

A.

If the market price

That's the way these

You can say that that is what CRS would
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consider.

2

tells me that CRS will take an action because of what

3

you describe.

4

there's nothing in this agreement that says that.

5

Q.

There's nothing in this agreement that

I don't disagree with your logic but

You don't know -- you don't know when or

6

under what decision criteria CRS would exercise the

7

option even though they have the right any time

8

between now and the end of 2008 —

9

A.

No, I don't.

10

Q.

Now, DERS paid the customers for the

11

option to supply their load; that is correct, isn't

12

it?

13

A.

Yes,

14

Q.

And that's really what you're complaining

15

about, is that DERS paid these customers in the

16

currency of the SRT of the payment of AAC, and all

17

these charges had a dollar amount, and it's that —

18

the currency that was used, the reimbursement of

19

these various charges, is what you are complaining

20

about; isn't it?

21

that question.

22

A.

Because you don't know —

answer

What my testimony is about is not the

23

option agreements by themselves, but in conjunction

24

with the previous agreements that they superseded and

'
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1

their relationship to this case.

2

Q.

If the option agreements were not priced

3

in terms of AAC and SRT and all those, but had just

4

$10,000 or a million dollars, would you have an

5

objection to them, or is it just the currency that

6

was used in the -- which was the RSP currency?

7

A.

If the option agreements had simply

8

dollar amounts, as you've said, but superseded two

9

other agreements that were related to this case and

10

were negotiated by DE-Ohio and its affiliates to

11

garner support for an RSP, and that's acceptable to

12

that company, I would still have a problem with it.

13

MR. COLBERT:

Objection.

Motion to

14

strike.

There is no evidence on the record that

15

De-Ohio negotiated any of these agreements in any

16

way.

17

MR. SMALL:

18

wrong, in my opinion.

19

record.

20

deposition.

There is evidence in the

We admitted it as part of Mr. Ficke's

21
22

And I -- Mr. Colbert is

EXAMINER KINGERY:
Q.

Motion denied.

Are you an expert in generation

23

forecasting?

Do you do forward price curves to try

24

to predict what electricity will cost in the future?

;

01653
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Have you ever done so?
A.

No.

Q.

Okay.

At the time these option

agreements were entered into, you then did no
generation price forcast through the end of 2008,
correct?
A.

I'm sorry, I didn't understand that

question.
Q.

As of the day these options were signed.

May of 2005, you did no analysis as to what the
future price of electricity would be in the
Cinergy/Duke service territory on a fojrward basis;
isn't that correct?
A.

You are asking me whether the day that

these agreements were signed whether I did an
analysis?
Q.

Well, going -- starting from the day the

agreements were signed, did you do such analysis?
know you would have done it in 2007.

I

But did you go

back and try to look whether the generation price as
of the date the options were signed through the end
of the option period was reflective of long term
forward price curves or any such analysis?
A,

I did no such analysis in relationship to

mmsm
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1

these option agreements.

2

Q.

As of today, you have done no forward

3

price forecast to try to predict what the price of

4

electricity would be through the end of 2008; isn't

5

that correct?

6

A.

No, I haven't.

7

Q,

Okay.

In order to determine whether or

8

not an option was fairly priced, wouldn *t you have to

9

know that information?

10
11

A.

You would have to do that type of

analysis if you want to make that judgment.

12

Q.

Okay,

To know whether em option was

13

fairly priced, wouldn't you also have to know the

14

type of load that you would be agreeing to serve if

15

you exercise the option?

16

A.

That would be part of the analysis.

17

Q.

Did you do any analysis of the kW demand

18

of any of the parties who have the option agreements?

19

A.

No.

20

Q.

Okay.

22

A.

No

23

Q,

Wouldn't the a b i l i t y to serve a |

21

24

What about the kilowatt-hour

usage

kilowatt-hours in the case of

fllBHBftversus
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3
4
5

wouldn't • H H H H ^ B b e a bigger — a more

v a l u a b l e option because you have more load t o serve?
A.

More valuable t o the person t h a t was —

had t h e a b i l i t y to e x e r c i s e t h e option,

6

Q.

That would be DERS, c o r r e c t ?

7

A.

Yes.

8

Q,

Okay.

9
10

surely.

Did you do any analysis of the

load factors of any of the customers who granted
options?

11

A.

No,

12

Q.

Wouldn't it be cheaper to serve a

13

customer with very high 100 percent load factor

14

around the clock with no shaping of the market

15

generation than one with a very spikey load factor?

16

A.

In general, you would think so, yes.

17

Q.

Okay. Wouldn't the fact — wouldn't the

18

customer with very high off-peak usage relative to on

19

peak usage be a cheaper customer to serve; off-peak

20

pricing is cheaper in the market?

21

A.

Yes.

22

Q.

You did no analysis of customer usage

23

characteristics who are the -- whose option

24

agreements you attached to your testimony; is that
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1

correct?

2

A.

I have not done that emalysis-

3

Q.

Do you look at the credit of any of the

4

option parties, in other words,

5
6

A.

No.

7

Q.

Wouldn't the credit be a fact for that,

8

would go into the pricing of an option, the ability

9

of the customer to pay?

10
11
12
13

A.

In value and option you would probably

consider that.
Q.

What about the usage history or the usage

forecast of the customers?

14

A.

Yes.

15

Q.

Okay.

16

either, did you?

17

A-

No.

18

Q.

Okay.

19

cannot —

You didn't look at any of that

So sitting here today you

let me start again.

20

Since you did no forward price forecast

21

at any time of what electricity prices are expected

22

to be, and since you've looked at none of the usage

23

characteristics of these option customers, you don't

24

really have any idea as to whether or not DERS

tiLJ ,tJtl<L-.-CSt5SS!SSBB!SSSSKSSSi^SKiiMiiSSl!S3US3
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overpaid, underpaid, paid a reasonable amount for

2

these options; isn't that correct?

3
4
5

A.

No.

Since I have not done the analysis,

I do not have any conclusion or judgment as to that.
Q.

Since you -- since options are a

6

legitimate business tool in a competitive electricity

7

market, and you have no idea whether or not this was

8

a reasonable price to pay for these options, you

9

don't have — what basis do you have to conclude that

10

these option agreements are in any way

11

anti-competitive?

12

A.

To the extent that parties to these

13

agreements were at any time prior to the agreements

14

served by a competitive retail supplier, and that the

15

switching statistics now show that those individual

16

customers are no longer with a competitive retail

17

supplier, I know that these option agreements have

18

had an effect on competition.

19

In terms of the agreements and their

20

precise values as you've described, I've not done the

21

analysis so I can't tell you specifically which ones

22

have certain values, but I know the actions that have

23

occurred in relationship to the competitive market,

24

Q.

Are you assuming that all the customers
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who gave DERS option agreements were at one time

2

shopping and now they are back with the utility?

3
4
5

A.

I am not assviming that all of them were/

but I know that some of them were.
Q.

Do you know which ones have been with the

6

utility from the beginning of Senate Bill 3 all the

7

way through today?

8

A.

I don't know specifically.

9

Q.

So if they were with the utility the

10

whole time, if they were never shopping, the fact

11

that they are still not shopping is — what do you

12

conclude about the effect on competition?

13

has never shopped.

14

utility.

15

effect on competition?

16

A.

It's always bought from the

Does that mean that there was some adverse

There could have been an adverse effect

17

on competition if that particular customer could have

18

shopped but chose not to because of the option

19

agreement as well as the preceding superseded

20

agreements and all of the provisions related to them.

21

Q.

Couldn't the reason thatJm|^PpP|ias

22

never shopped also be that the market price for

23

electricity is higher than what the utility is

24

charging under the stabilized price?
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A.

It could be.

2

Q.

Would you turn to page 73 of your

3

testimony, please.

4

recommendations here beginning on line 6 -- line 13.

5

And I will read these.

6

recommend that prohibition of discriminatory

7

treatment, anti-competitive activities that

8

accompanied Duke's RSP as adopted -- as adopted and

9

modified by the Commision.

10

13

They are not n\ambered.

Okay,

You

Let me ask you

about that.
MR. McNAMEE:

11
12

I would like to go through your

Are we still on the sealed

record?
EXAMINER KINGERY:

Yes, we are.

Should

14

this go off the sealed record based on what you are

15

going to ask?

16

MR. KURTZ: That's fine.

17

EXAMINER KINGERY:

18
19
20
21
22
23
24

record at this point.

We will unseal the

Thank you.

(End of confidential portion.)
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CONFIDENTIAL - Hixon Testimony Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA

01661

^
OCC EXHIBIT

1 5

CORRECTIONS T O THE
March 9,2007
CONFIDENTIAL
PREPARED TESTIMONY
of
BETH E. HIXON
ON BEHALF OF THE
OFFICE OF THE OHIO CONSUMERS' COUNSEL
Page
8
19
31
32
35
39
39
39
42
43
46
50
59
60
62
64
71
72

Line
4
8
15
4
2
10
13
Footnote 54
15
Footnote 62
18
14
1
Footnote 94
20
15
Footnote 111
5

Change
"four" should be "five"
"whether PUCO's" should be 'Svhether the PUCO's"
"October'' should be "September"
"I aware" should be "I am aware"
"October 28" should be "November 8"
"to that in the superseded agreement" should be "to one that was in the
superseded agreement"
'Whether PUCO's" should be 'Vhether the PUCO's"
"Bate stamp 334" should be "Bate stamp 324'^
"Pre-Rehearing has" should be "Pre-Rehearing Agreement has"
"Provision 2" should be "Provision 5"
"copied it" should be "copied it to"
"2006" should be "2005"
"December 2004" should be "November 2004"
"2004" should be "2003"
"19.70" should be "19.87"
"like" should be "likely"
"at 59" should be "at 7"
"Dominion Energy" should be "Dominion Retail"

01662
BEFORE
THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO
In the Matter of the
Consolidated Duke Energy Ohio, Inc.
Rate Stabilization Plan Remand and
Rider Adjustment Cases

Case Nos.

03-93-EL-ATA
03-2079-EL-AAM
03-2081-EL-AAM
03-2QS0-EL-ATA
05-725-EL-UNC
06-1069-EL-UNC
05-724-EL-UNC
06-1068-EL-UNC
06-1085-EL-UNC

DUKE ENERGY OHIO'S MERIT BRIEF
SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT:
The Ohio Supreme Court's Order remanding Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA et
a i , is precise. The scope o f t h e remand encompasses only two narrow points:
(1) Does the record evidence support the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio's
(Commission) November 2 3 , 2004, Entry on Rehearing; and (2) Are there side
agreements

that

precluded

serious

bargaining

among

capable

and

knowledgeable Parties, the first prong of the three part test regarding the
adoption of partial stipulations. ^ The Ohio Consumers' Counsel (OCC) asserts
that

the

issues

are

significantly

broader,

requiring

the

Commission's

reconsideration of the entirety of Duke Energy Ohio's (DE-Ohio) market-based
standard service offer (MBSSO). The Commission, to this point, h a s allowed

Ohio Consumers' Counsel v. Pub. Utii Comtn X I I I Ohio St. 3d 300. 309, 323 856 N,E.2d 213,225, 236
(2006).
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abundant due process by permitting the broad presentation of evidence, as
requested by OCC.
Following the presentation of evidence, DE-Ohio asserts that the
C<5mmission's decision with regard to the remand of DE-Ohio's MBSSO pricing
structure as determined in the Commission's November 23, 2004, Entry on
Rehearing is clear. The record evidence supports only one conclusion; there
was an abundance of evidentiary support for the establishment of DE-Ohio's
MBSSO market price that became effective January

1, 2005, for non-

residential consumers and January 1, 2006, for residential consumers.
Further, the evidence is clear that the various confidential commercial
contracts entered into by Duke Energy Retail Sales (DERS) and Cinergy
Corporation (Cinergy) were not only appropriate but irrelevant and unrelated to
the establishment of DE-Ohio's MBSSO market price.

The confidential

commercial contracts are not side agreements, as alleged by OCC, because DEOhio was not a party to those contracts, and the contracts had absolutely no
influence or impact on the establishment of the Stipulation agreed to by the
Pjirties or DE-Ohio's MBSSO.

Even if there were some nexus between the

confidential commercial contracts of DERS and Cinergy and the Stipulation,
which DE-Ohio denies, the existence of the contracts would still be irrelevant
because the Stipulation itself was not adopted by the Commission.
Accordingly, the Commission should issue an Entry stating its reasoning
and citing the record evidence reaffirming its November 23, 2004. Entry on
Rehearing, and hold that DE-Ohio did not enter into any relevant or improper
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si<le agreements and that the DERS and Cinergy contracts are irrelevemt to
these cases.

The conclusion follows from the recitation of the evidence

presented by the witnesses at the hearing concluded March 21, 2007,
In his Second Supplemental Testimony, DE-Ohio witness John Steffen
explains precisely how the record evidence collected in the evidentiary hearing
ending June 1, 2004, fully supported the MBSSO ordered by the Commission
or. November 23, 2004, including the Infrastructure Maintenance Fund (IMF)
arid the System Reliability Tracker (SRT). DE-Ohio witness Judah Rose, in his
Second Supplemental Testimony, testified that the same record evidence fully
sv.pported the fact that the Commission's November 23, 2004, Entry on
Rehearing ordered an MBSSO that was, and still is, a market price.
Moreover, Staff witness Richard C. Cahaan, through his Prepared
Testimony filed March 9, 2007, confirmed that the evidence supported the
November 23, 2004, MBSSO ordered by the Commission. Mr. Cahaan offered
further insight into the Commission's rationale supporting its November 23,
2004, Entry on Rehearing, stating that the determination to increase the level
of avoidability of DE-Ohio's Riders only served to further balance the interest of
the stakeholders, including both DE-Ohio and the ultimate consumers.
Neither OCC's direct testimony nor cross-examination of DE-Ohio's and Staffs
w.tnesses disputed or weakened the evidence presented by DE-Ohio and Staff
regarding the establishment of DE-Ohio's MBSSO in November 2004.
The only witness that recommended a different MBSSO price than that
oidered by the Commission was OCC witness Neil H. Talbot.

Mr. Talbot's
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teiitimony lacked substance. It was merely a recommendation, unsupported by
any analysis, fact or law, that all of the MBSSO components should be fully
avoidable, that some components, such as the IMF, should be eliminated, while
the remaining components should be updated on a cost basis. Besides the fact
Ml-. Talbot's recommendations are contrary to law requiring market prices, not
cost-based rates,^ the cross-examination of Mr, Talbot revealed that he knows
litde of the requirements and conditions of the Ohio competitive retail electric
market. Further, Mr. Talbot possesses littie knowledge of the competitive retail
el(xtric market in any other state, and conceded that he had performed
absolutely no analysis and could not reach a single conclusion regarding the
effect of his recommendations on consumers and DE-Ohio.

In short, Mr.

T£.lbot could not support his own recommendation with facts or law. Under
svich circumstances, the Commission should not give OCC's recommendation
any consideration and should treat the evidence presented by DE-Ohio and
Staff as uncontroverted.

The only logical conclusion and

reasonable

interpretation of the evidence is reaffirmation of the Commission's November
23, 2004, Entry on Rehearing and DE-Ohio's current MBSSO pricing structure.
With respect to the irrelevant commercial contracts of DERS, which OCC
has labored to make the focus of this proceeding and which OCC has
improperly alleged are side agreements, DE-Ohio witness John P. Steffen
testified that DE-Ohio's only involvement with DERS was that DERS paid DEOhio to amend its billing system and that DE-Ohio performed consolidated

^

Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 4928.14 (Baldwin 2007).
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billing functions as it does for any competitive retail electric service (CRES)
provider. On cross-examination by OCC, Mr. Steffen testified that he was not
personally involved with the negotiation of the DERS or C i n e i ^ contracts.^
OCC attempts to infer improper behavior on the part of DE-Ohio through
the direct testimony of its witness Beth E. Hixon. Ms. Hixon simply expresses
areas of "concern," and in the end concedes that she did not find any
wrongdoing on the part of DE-Ohio or any Duke E n e i ^ affiliate. The lack of
w<3ight the Commission should give Ms. Hixon's testimony becomes clear upon
e>:amination of the facts and her concessions on cross-examination. On crosse>:amination, Ms. Hixon agreed that the common contract terms involving DEOhio that she references are reasonable.** She also ^ r e e d that other terms she
dfjscribes as obligating and requiring action by DE-Ohio could be resolved
ec:onomically among the parties to the contract.^
An examination of the evidence surrounding the execution of those
commercial contracts shows that: (1) The contracts would not have been before
ttie Commission for its consideration of the Stipulation; (2) The Commission
rejected the Stipulation in any case; (3) Almost all of the contracts were entered
after the close of evidence; (4) All of the option contracts were entered after the
Commission issued its November 23, 2004, Entry on Rehearing; (5) Mr, Ficke
had no substantive involvement in the negotiation or implementation of the
DERS contracts; (6) Mr. Ziolkowski's description of the history of the contracts

In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA, et a i (TR. I at 109,133) (March 19,2007).
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO. Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA. el a i (TR. IH at 32.33) (March 21,2007).
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA, et ai (TR. Ill at 59-6 i) (March 21,2007).
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was uninformed as he was not involved in the analysis of any of the contracts
and did not know about the existence of most contracts; and (7) Despite the
use of the term "CG&E" in an email discussion between DERS and OHA, the
parties knew the contracts did not involve DE-Ohio.
The record evidence also demonstrates that Ms. Hixon performed no
analysis regarding the economic reasonableness of the contracts and lacked
the expertise to perform such analysis. Under these circumstances, OCC has
made no showing that the contracts in question have any bearing on these
proceedings. The contracts simply had no affect on the establishment of DEOhio's MBSSO.
Ultimately, Ms. Hixon makes no attempt to address the only issue
expressly raised by the Court regarding alleged "side agreements;" whether
such agreements were relevant to the Commission's determination that the
Parties engaged in serious bargaining.^ The failure of OCC's witness to address
the issue of serious bargaining is because: (1) The Commission rejected the
Stipulation so serious bargaining relative to the Stipulation is irrelevant; (2)
OCC did not ask for the contracts it now alleges affected the Stipulation so
such contracts could not have been considered; and (3) Almost all of the
contracts were signed after the Stipulation was submitted to the Commission,
and in many instances, after the Commission issued its Opinion and Order and
Entry on Rehearing.

Ohio Consumers' Counsel v. Pub. Utii. Comm W. I! I Ohio St. 3d 300. 320 856 N.E.2d 213.234 (2006).
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DE-Ohio's rate stabilized MBSSO, as initially proposed in January 2004,
and supported through direct testimony was a reasonable market price. The
Stipulation produced an MBSSO that was also a reasonable market price.
Even assuming that the existence of the DERS and Cinergy contracts somehow
affected the price derived through the Stipulation, which DE-Ohio denies, it
would not change the fact that the Stipulation produced a market price within
the range of reasonable and supported prices in the competitive retail electric
service market. Accordingly, the Commission should hold that the contracts
are not side agreements, are irrelevant to these proceedings, had absolutely no
bearing on the Stipulation entered into by the signatory Parties and that the
Stipulation itself was not adopted. Accordingly, there is no cause for additional
investigation.
DE-Ohio respectfully requests the Commission to issue an Entry on
Remand affirming its November 23, 2004, Entry on Rehearing. As part of the
Entry on Remand, the Commission should explain that the MBSSO resulting
from its November 23, 2004, Entry on Rehearing is proven reasonable because
it resulted in a lower market price for consumers than the Stipulated market
price, as well as providing more avoidability for switched load.

The

Commission should also cite to the record evidence fully supporting the
MBSSO it ordered on November 23, 2004, making it clear that such evidence
existed at the conclusion of the June 1, 2004, evidentiary hearing. Finally, the
Commission should hold that the DERS and Cinergy contracts are irrelevant to
these proceedings and no additional investigation is necessary.
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HISTORY OF THB PROCEEDINGS:
Long before the 03-93-EL-ATA case commenced, Cinergy, on behalf of its
operating companies DE-Ohio and Duke Energy Indiana, entered a wholesale
supply contract w i t h H H J ^ H B l J ^ H H l ^ ^ that]
could fulfill its commitments tcf//////ll^dGT its CRES contract wil
On January

10, 2003, DE-Ohio filed its application before

the

Commission, pursuant to R.C. 4928.14, to establish its MBSSO.^ DE-Ohio's
application permitted all stakeholders an opportunity to participate in the
competitive retail electric market.

The application, now known as the

competitive market option (CMO), was never acted upon by the Commission.
Instead, the Commission instructed DE-Ohio to file a rate stabilization plan
(RSP) MBSSO because it was concerned about a lack of development of the
competitive wholesale electric market and the ability of the wholesale market to
support the competitive retail electric market.®

On January 26, 2004, in

response to the Commission's request, DE-Ohio filed its RSP MBSSO.^
On February 4, 2004, and completely unrelated to the MBSSO
proceeding, DE-Ohio signed a contract with the City of Cincinnati regarding the
naming rights to the City Convention Center.

At that time, the City of

Cincinnati was not a Party to the MBSSO proceeding, although the City did
eventually intervene in the proceeding, filing its Motion on April 21, 2004.

^
In re DE-Ohio MBSSO, Case No. 03-93-EI-ATA. et al. (Application) (Januaiy 10. 2003); Ohio Rev. Code
Ann. $ 4928.14 (Baldwin 2007).
*
In re DE-Ohio MBSSO, Case No. 03-93-EI-ATA, et ai (Entry at 3,5) (December 9.2003).
'
In re DE-Ohio MBSSO, Case No. 03-93-El-ATA. et ai (Response to the Request ofthe Commission to File
and RSP) (Januaiy 26,2004)
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Following the January 26, 2004, filing of its RSP MBSSO, DE-Ohio
engaged in serious settlement negotiations among the Parties, including OCC
and the Staff.

DE-Ohio held a settlement conference on March 31, 2004,

which included a technicad presentation of the RSP and CMO MBSSO options.
During the settlement conference, and with the encouragement of Staff, DEOhio announced that it would, at the request of any Party, have settlement
discussions with the large group, sub-sets of the Parties, and individual
Parties. These discussions ultimately resulted in a Stipulation, which was filed
with the Commission on May 19, 2004. The City of Cincinnati was not a Party
to the Stipulation and ultimately withdrew from the case.
Between March 31, 2004, and May 19, 2004, when DE-Ohio filed a
stipulation to settle the case, there were many discussions with many different
Parties in many settings, including the OCC.

During those settiement

discussions, some Parties who were consumers in DE-Ohio's service territory
indicated that they were interested in obtaining service from a CRES provider.
Those Parties, and the customers they represented, were referred to DERS,
then known as Cinergy Retail Sales, and other CRES providers doing business
in DE-Ohio's certified territory.

At that time DERS was preparing its

application for certification before the Commission. There is no evidence that
DE-Ohio showed any favoritism toward its affiliated CRES provider or that DEOhio participated in DERS's negotiations with customers.
The hearing to review DE-Ohio's RSP MBSSO application was scheduled
to begin on May 17, 2004, but was postponed to allow the conclusion of
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settlement discussions among all Parties. On May 18, 2004, OCC made its
first discovery request for contracts between DE-Ohio and Parties to the
proceedings. 1^ OCC's discovery request was narrowly, and properly, framed to
request only DE-Ohio agreements with Parties. ^^ Had DE-Ohio responded to
OCC's request, only the February 4, 2004, contract with the City of Cincinnati
would have been responsive to OCC's request.
On May 19, 2004, after a full day of negotiation with all Parties,
including OCC, DE-Ohio filed a Stipulation signed by the Company, Staff, First
Energy Solutions (FES), Dominion Retail Sales, Green Mountain Energy, People
Working Cooperatively (PWC), Communities United for Action (CUFA), Cognis,
Kroger, Industrial Energy Users-Ohio (lEU-Ohio), Ohio Energy Group (OEG),
and the OHA. independentiy, also on May 19, 2004, DERS signed contracts to
provide competitive retail electric service to members of OEG and OHA. DEOhio was neither involved with, nor a party to, the DERS contracts.

Moreover,

DERS's contracts would not have been responsive to OCC's May 18, 2004,
discovery request because DE-Ohio was not a party to the contracts.
On May 20, 2004, OCC repeated its discovery request at
commencement of the evidentiary hearing on the Stipulation. 12

the
The

Commission denied OCC's oral motion to compel discovery.^^ Thereafter, the
evidentiary hearing began and was completed on June 1, 2004.1"* Between May
'°
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA. et ai (Requests for Production of Documents
Seventh Set at 3) (May 18,2004).
"
Id.
'^
/</. at TR. II at 8 (May 20.2004).
''
Id
'^
Id at TR. VII (June 1.2004).
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28, 2004 and July 7, 2004, DERS and Cinergy signed various contracts with
different Parties to the cases. Once again, DE-Ohio was not a party to the
contracts. The only contract in which DE-Ohio was actually involved was a
June 14, 2004, amendment to its February 4, 2004, contract with the City of
Cincinnati. Ultimately, the Commission issued its Opinion and Order rejecting
the Stipulation on September 29, 2004.
DE-Ohio, OCC, and other Parties filed Applications for Rehearing
following the Commission's Opinion and Order.

DE-Ohio, as part of its

Application for Rehearing, made an Altemative Proposal based upon the
existing record evidence established during the hearing ended June 1, 2004.
The Alternative Proposal incorporated some of the changes made by the
Commission in its Opinion and Order and renamed and repositioned certain
components proposed in the Stipulation.

The Altemative Proposal included

new component names and a lower total price than what was in the
Stipulation, but contained no new concepts. The Alternative Proposal resulted
in a lower MBSSO price than was agreed to in the Stipulation, and permitted
more consumers to avoid greater portions of the MBSSO. Between October 28,
2004, and November 22, 2004, DERS and Cinergy entered into new contracts
with customers superseding the previously referenced contracts. Once again,
DE-Ohio did not participate in the DERS or Cinergy contracts and did not
enter any contracts of its own during that period.

11
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The Commission issued its Entry on Rehearing on November 23, 2004. ^^
It did not adopt DE-Ohio's Alternative Proposal, but made significant changes
to avoidability and the market price charged to retuming

customers

necessitating additional Entries on Rehearing. DERS entered all of its option
contracts subsequent to the Commission's November 23, 2004, Entry on
Rehearing. The DERS option contracts superseded all of its prior contracts
and were signed between December 20, 2004, and May 13, 2005.

The

Commission issued its final Entry on Rehearing, and final appealable order in
these cases, on April 13, 2005.'^
OCC appealed the Commission's November 23, 2004, Entry on Rehearing
on numerous grounds. Ultimately, the Ohio Supreme Court rejected all of the
grounds raised by the OCC except that it remanded to the Commission on two
procedural issues.'"^

Specifically, the Court remanded to the Commission

ordering it to: (1) State its reasoning and cite record evidence in support of
changes the Commission made in its November 23, 2004, Entry on Rehearing;
and (2) Disclose through discovery "side agreements'* previously requested by
the OCC, in discovery. ^»
On remand, the Commission permitted expansive discovery allowing
OCC to receive contracts entered between DERS or Cinergy and Parties, or
members of Parties, to these proceedings.

At hearing the Commission

permitted OCC to submit evidence recommending changes to DE-Ohio's
In re DE-Ohio s MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA. ei al. (Entry on Rehearing) (November 23,
2004).
'"
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA, et a i (Enoy on Rehearing) (April 13,2005).
"
Ohio Consumers' Counsel v. Pub. Utii. Comm W, 111 Ohio SL 3d 300,856 N.E.2d 213. (2006).
'*
Ohio Consumers' Counsel v. Pub. Utii Comm 'n,\\\ Ohio St. 3d 300, 309, 856 N.E.2d 213. 225 (2006).
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MBSSO and the contracts of DERS and Cinergy,

The case has now been

submitted to the Commission for a decision based upon the record evidence.
ARGUMENT:
There are two issues before the Commission in these proceedings on
Remand from the Court.

First, the Commission must decide whether the

record evidence supported its November 23, 2004, Entry on Rehearing, and if
so, to provide better evidentiary support and explanation in its decision. That
Entry on Rehearing together with several subsequent Commission Entries,
established DE-Ohio's current MBSSO price. Pursuant to R.C. 4928.14 DEOhio's MBSSO is, and must be, a market price. ^^ Although some of these
consolidated cases represent discussions of components of DE-Ohio's market
price, there is no statutoiy requirement that the MBSSO is made up of different
components and it is the total market price that remains of primary concern to
DE-Ohio, Both the Commission and the Court have held that the MBSSO is a
market price.20
Second, the Commission must determine whether DE-Ohio entered into
improper "side agreements" and whether those agreements resulted in an
advantage to some Parties in the negotiation process to the detriment of other
Parties and the detriment was so severe as to eviscerate "serious bargaining,"
which is required for the Commission to consider and approve partial
Stipulations. DE-Ohio avers that it did not enter any side agreements and that

20

Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 4928.14 (Baldwin 2007).
Ohio Consurrters' Counsel v. Pub. Utii Comtn'n, HI Ohio St 3d 300, 310-311, 856 N.E.2d 213, 226

(2006).
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the DERS and Cinergy contracts are irrelevant to these proceedings. For the
reasons that follow, DE-Ohio asserts that the Commission should affirm its
November 23, 2004, Entry on Rehearing, and determine that DE-Ohio did not
enter "side agreements* to the advantage or detriment of any Party.
I.

The record evidence supports the MBSSO ordered by
Commission in its November 2 3 , 2004, Entry on Rehearing.
A.

The record evidence fully supports
November 2 3 , 2004, Entry on Rehearing.

the

the

Commission's

Regarding the MBSSO ordered by the Commission on November 23,
2004, the Court held that "the Commission is required to thoroughly explain
its conclusion that the modifications on rehearing are reasonable and identify
the evidence it considered to support its findings-''^! There is full evidentiary
support for such an explanation. As evidenced by Staff witness Richard C.
Cahaan in his Supplemental Testimony filed March 9, 2(X)7, many benefits
accrued to consumers through the Commission's November 23, 2004, Entry on
Rehearing. As stated by Mr. Cahaan, the additional level of avoidability, t.e.,
the ability of consumers to avoid DE-Ohio charges upon switching their
purchase of firm generation service to a CRES provider, which was
accomplished through the Commission's November 23, Entry on Rehearing,
was paramount.22

Mr. Cahaan also acknowledged that DE-Ohio's market

^'
Ohio Consumers' Counsel v. Pub. Utii. Comm 'n,\\\ Ohio St. 3d 300, 309, 856 N.E.2d 213.225 (2006).
"
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA. et ai (Cahaan's Testimony at II, 13) (March 9,
2007).
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price, as approved on Rehearing, resulted in a lower price than had been
agreed upon in the Stipulation.23
DE-Ohio

witness

John

P,

Steffen

similarly

testified

that

the

Commission's November 23, 2004, Entry on Rehearing implemented an
MBSSO that increased avoidability and shopping incentives to stimulate the
competitive retail electric service market, and lowered the overall market price
from that proposed by DE-Ohio in the Stipulation-^** Clearly, the reasons for
supporting the MBSSO ordered by the Commission are substantial and
uncontroverted on the record.
OCC's only witness addressing the structure of DE-Ohio's approved
MBSSO market price was witness Neil H. Talbot. Mr, Talbot does not dircctiy
address the Commission's reasoning for its November 23, 2004, MBSSO in his
Prepared Testimony filed March 9, 2007. Mr. Talbot merely recommends that
a\\ MBSSO components should be fully avoidable to stimulate competition.^s
This recommendation is unsupportable and Mr. Talbot provides no basis to
question the reasonableness of the Commission's conclusions to the contrary.
On cross-examination, Mr. Talbot admitted that approximately 96.2% of DEOhio's MBSSO charges are fully by-passable. Mr. Talbot's testimony supports
the reasoning offered by DE-Ohio and Staff witnesses that almost all of DEOhio's MBSSO is already avoidable.

2'
w.atn.
^*
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA, et al. (Steffen's Second Supplemental Testimony
at 30-31)(Febmary 28,2007).
"
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA, et a i (Talbot's Prepared Testimony at 6) (March
9.2007).
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Given that DE-Ohio was not a Party to the Commission's deliberations
establishing the Company's MBSSO market price through the November Entry
on Rehearing, and that the Commission did not approve the Altemative
Proposal submitted by DE-Ohio, the Company will not attempt to divine the
precise rationale employed by the Commission in establishing DE-Ohio's
MBSSO on November 23, 2004. Clearly, however, ample rational exists in the
record evidence.
The MBSSO price approved by the Commission is consistent with the
Commission's three goals for rate stabilized MBSSO market prices, ft provides
price certainty to consumers, financial stability to DE-Ohio and furthers the
competitive market. The MBSSO approved by the Commission was within the
range of market prices presented on the record at the initial evidentiary
hearing. The MBSSO price approved is less than the price supported by DEOhio at the evidentiary hearing and the Stipulated market price. To satisfy the
Supreme Court's Order on Remand, the Commission should clearly explain its
rational in its Entry on Remand.
B«

The factual evidence supports reafHrmance
of
Commission's November 2 3 , 2004, Entry on Rehearing.

the

DE-Ohio and Staff have requested that the Commission reaffirm its
November 23, 2004, Entry on Rehearing.^s The record evidence demonstrates
that DE-Ohio's current MBSSO formula, as approved in the November 23,
Entry on Rehearing, is superior to both the MBSSO contained in the
^
//I re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No, 03-93-EL-ATA, et a i (Meyer*s Direct Testimony at 7) (February
28,2007); In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL.ATA. et ai (Cahaan*s Testimony at 13-14) (March 9.
2007).
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Commission's September 29, 2004, Opinion and Order, and the MBSSO
proposed by DE-Ohio in a Stipulation supported by many Parties including
Staff.

The record evidence also contains support for each element of the

MBSSO. Finally, the record evidence demonstrates that DE-Ohio's MBSSO,
ordered by the Commission on November 23, 2004, was, and remains, a good
deal for consumers who would pay higher prices if the MBSSO were re-set
today.27
The Staff testified that the November 23, 2004, MBSSO ordered by the
Commission is superior to the MBSSO resulting from the September 29, 2004,
Opinion and Order because it lowered risk to consumers and DE-Ohio thereby
serving the goal of developing the competitive retail electric service market,'^^
Staff witness Richard C. Cahaan testified that there are three important control
mechanisms to consider regarding the evaluation of DE-Ohio's MBSSO: (1) The
level of total MBSSO price; (2) The amount of DE-Ohio generation charges
avoidable by shopping customers; and (3) The mechanism for adjusting prices
under changing conditions.29

Although Stafl" acknowledged that the overall

MBSSO price pursuant to the November 23, 2004, Entry on Rehearing, was
between the price set by the Commission's September 29, 2004, Opinion and
Order, and the Stipulation submitted by the Parties, including Staff, it found
that the decreased risk, and increased avoidability made the November 23,

"
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA. et al. (Rose Second Supplemental Testimony at
II. 12) (February 28,2007);
^'
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA, et al. (Cahaan^s Testimony at 13) (Mwch 9.
2007).

''

/rf.at7.
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2004, MBSSO ordered by the Commission superior.^o All of the changes in
price, avoidability, and risk are supported in the record evidence as detailed in
the testimony of DE-Ohio witness John P. Steffen.
Mr. Steffen's testimony detailed the record evidence produced at the
original evidentiary hearing in these proceedings ended June 1, 2004, and
testified that the evidence supported every aspect of the Commission's
November 23, 2004, Entry on Rehearing. This evidence is summarized on JPSSSl attached to Mr. Steffen's testimony and shows that the total revenues
collected under DE-Ohio's current MBSSO, including the IMF and SRT, are
less than the revenues supported by Mr. Steffen in his original testimony.^i
Schedule JPS-SSl also shows that the split of the Stipulated AAC Reserve
Margin component resulted in the IMF and SRT components in the
Commission's November 23, 2004, Entry on Rehearing.^^ Further, on page 27
of his Second Supplemental Testimony, Mr. Steffen testified that:
[E]ven with the addition of the cost based SRT
($14,898,000) for reserve capacity, and taking the IMF
at its fully implemented (i.e., residential and nonresidential) level, DE-Ohio is charging less than the
$52,898,560 originally proposed and supported by the
Company as its market price for reserve margin and
the dedication of its physical capacity.^^
In other words, Mr. Steffen testified that the total projected revenues associated
with the IMF and SRT through December 31. 2008, are less than the revenues
that DE-Ohio would have collected under the Stipulation.
'**
/i/. at 11-14.
^'
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA, et al. (Steffen's Second Supplemental Testimony
at JPS-SSI) (March 9,2007).
"
Id
"
Id 9.121.
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OCC witness Talbot disputes this claim and accuses Mr. Steffen of
misleading the Commission, but Mr, Talbot failed to do the simple math
necessary to verify Mr. Steffen's statements.

Tellingly, OCC failed to cross-

examine Mr. Steffen on this subject in order to support its inOammatory
claims.3*

As shovim in the table below the Stipulated Reserve Margin

Component of the AAC would have resulted in total revenues of $211,594,240,
while the total revenues for the SRT and IMF combined, assuming residential
collections during 2005 and a higher SRT than we now know to be correct,
reach a maximum of $210,023,270.

The record evidence supporting the

revenues associated with the IMF and SRT is clear.

"

In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA. et ai (Talbot's Prepared Testimony at 47-48)

(March 9, 2007).
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TABLE
Comparison of Reserve Margin Revenue with SRT and IMF Revenue
Reserve Marein Revenue Oricinailv Reouested"
$

Annual Amount^*
Number of Years
Total Reserve margin Revenue Requested

$

52.898.560
4
211,594^0

Total ofSRT and IMF Revenue
S

SRT Revenue Requested"
Number of Years
Total SRT Revenue"
IMF Rasis (Little g)
Non-residential
Residential
Total

$

14.898.000
4
59,592,000

$493,031,471"
$259.U4.875^
$752,156,346"'

IMF Revenue"*^
2005 Non-residential at 4%
2005 Residential" at 4%

$

19,721.259
10,364,995

2006 Non-residential at 4%
2006 Residential at 4%

19,721,259
10,364.995

2007 Non-residential at 6%
2007 Residential at 6%

29,581,888
15.547,493

2008 Non-residential at 6%
2008 Residential at 6%

29,581.888
15.547.493

Total IMF Revenue

$

150.43 U 7 0

Total SRT and IMF Revenue Allowed

$

210.023,170

"
Non-by-passable.
'*
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA, et ai (Steffen's Direct Testimony at JPS-7)
(April 15,2004).
"
In re DE-Ohio's SRT, Case No. 04-1820-EL-ATA (Application at Attachment A) (December 3.2004).
'*
Partially by-passable.
^'
In re OE-Ohio 's SRT, Case No. 04-1820.EL-ATA . et al (TR IV at OMG Exhibit lOX/une 10,2004).
*»
Id
Id
*^
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA, ei al. (Entry on Rehearing at 8) (November 23,
2004),
*^
2005 residential revenue shown on a pro-forma basis to provide an apples to apples comparison, even
though the residential generation price was not effective until January 1,2006.
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Further, Mr. Talbot disputes DE-Ohio's position that the original reserve
capacity component of the AAC in the Stipulation included the commitment for
capacity for expected load.'^'* Mr. Talbot simply ignores Mr/Steffen's testimony
now and at the 2004 evidentiary hearing. Under cross examination by OMG
counsel Mr. Petricoff, Mr. Steffen clarified this very point stating that *we still
believe we have to plan for first call for all of that load... We plan to have the
capacity to service the entire POLR load.'"*^ Mr. Steffen's belief is supported by
R.C. 4928.14 that requires DE-Ohio to maintain an offer of firm generation
service for all load in its certified territory.46

The record evidence clearly

demonstrated that the reserve capacity component of the AAC included
capacity for expected load as well as planning reserves. The charge for capacity
for expected load is now known as the IMF and the chaise for planning reserve
capacity is now known as the SRT, OCC's failure to understand the distinction
does not alter the facts set forth in the evidence.
Mr. Steffen's testimony listed the pre-existing record evidence necessary
to satisfy the Court's Remand requirement that the Commission cite record
evidence in support of its November 23, 2004, Entry on Rehearing.47

in

particular, JPS-SSl satisfies the Court*s inquiry regarding the IMF and the
SRT.^8

Additionally, Mr. Steffen testified that more of DE-Ohio's MBSSO

components are avoidable by switched load than had been proposed under the
"
fn re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA et al. (Talbot's Prepared Testimony at 31) (March
9.2007).
"
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA et a i (TR. IV at 115. 83-84) (June 10,2004).
"*'
Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 4928.14 (Baldwin 2007).
""
Ohio Consumers' Counsel v. Pub. Utii. Comm 'n,\]] Ohio St 3d 300. 309. 856 N.E,2d 213.225 (2006).
"
Ohio Consumers' Counsel v. Pub. Utii. Comm'n, 111 Ohio St. 3d 300. 306-307, 856 N.E.2d 213. 224
(2006).
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Stipulation or the Commission's September 29, 2004, Opinion and Order.**^ In
this respect, Mr. Steffen's testimony supports the Staffs testimony that the
November 23, 2004, Entry on Rehearing reduced the risk for consumers and
the Company and enhanced the competitive retail electric market by increasing
avoidability.
OCC witness Talbot is the only other witness to present evidence
regarding DE-Ohio's MBSSO. Mr. Talbot's testimony, however, amounts to a
recommendation that the Commission adopt a new market price in place of the
market price it ordered on November 23, 2004.s*^

Mr. Talbot makes three

primary recommendations regarding DE-Ohio's market price.

First, the

Commission should set DE-Ohio's generation market price on a cost basis
without regard to market conditions or pricing consequences.^^ Second, the
Commission should make all of DE-Ohio's MBSSO components avoidable.^^
And third, the Commission should decrease price volatility, and demand
response, by adjusting the FPP on an annual, instead of a quarterly, basis.s^
Unfortunately, Mr. Talbot is not aware that generation must be set at a
market price in Ohio rather than a cost basis,^^ did not know that almost all of
DE-Ohio's MBSSO is fully avoidable by all consumers, including residential

*'
in re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA et al. (Steffen's Second Supplemental Testimony
at 30) (March 9.2007).
^
In re DE-Ohios MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL.ATA et al. (Talbot's Prepared Testimony at 6-7)
(March 9, 2007).
^'
W.at6.
"
Id
"
W.at7.
^
Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 4928.14 (Baldwin 2007).
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consumers,^^ and had no idea whether his recommendations would result in a
higher or lower price for consumers because he had not performed any analysis
on his own proposal^^ The Commission should give no weight to the testimony
of a witness that does not understand the jurisdictional requirements for
setting DE-Ohio's market price, thought over 18% of DE-Ohio's price was
unavoidable at the moment he took the stand and admitted that only 3.6% is
unavoidable, and had no idea how his recommendations might affect
consumers. The Commission should simply disregard Mr. Talbot's testimony
as wholly lacking a credible basis.
Even Mr. Talbot's expertise is in doubt. ^"^ The Commission should give
Mr. Talbot's testimony no weight as he was completely unprepared to render
supportable opinions or recommendations in these proceedings.

The

Commission should affirm its November 23, 2004, Entry on Rehearing
resulting in DE-Ohio's current MBSSO.
II.

The record evidence demonstrates t h a t DE-Ohio has no side
agreements and that the DBRS and Cinergy contracts are irrelevant
to these cases.
The entire testimony of OCC witness Beth E. Hbcon is devoted to

unfounded innuendo regarding various contracts between DE-Ohio affiliates
and Parties to these proceedings or members of organizations that are Parties
to these proceedings.
a

In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA et ai (TR. El at 8, 88) (May 20. 2007).
"
Id. at 96-97
"
Id. at 10-14; (Mr. Talbot testified that he monitored the electric generation market prices
of other states, but during cross examination Mr. Talbot admitted that he was unfamilifu* with
a reports produced by his own firm regarding electric generation market pricing in deregulated
states. He was also unfamiliar with market pricing in Virginia, Illinois, Maryland, New Jersey
and other states.} Id. at 14-32.
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The facts are that throughout the duration of the initial MBSSO
proceeding, DE-Ohio had only one contract with a Party to these proceedings
that was arguably responsive to OCC's discovery request on May 20, 2004.
That contract is an amendment to an earlier contract with the City of
Cincinnati regarding naming rights to the convention center and is a public
contract approved by the Cincinnati City Council.ss The initial contract was
executed with the City prior to its intervention in the MBSSO proceeding.
Further, the amendment was entered on June 14, 2004, after the close of the
evidentiary hearing regarding DE-Ohio's MBSSO and therefore, could have had
no influence on the Commission's September 29, 2004, Opinion and Order, or
the November 23, 2004, Entry on Rehearing. The City never signed the May
19, 2004, Stipulation and ultimately withdrew from the case. The contract
required DE-Ohio to make payment to various City divisions in exchange for an
amendment to the "aggregate generation rate" specified in the original
contract.S9 The "aggregate generation rate" is simply the price at which it is
economic for the City to switch to a CRES provider, it is not a market price
paid by the City or anyone else. The City did agree to withdraw from these
cases under the terms of the contract but only after it had the opportunity to
fully participate in the hearing ending June 1, 2004.60 j h e contract between
DE-Ohio and the City had no effect on the City's rates or market prices paid to

"
"

In re DE-Ohio 's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA et al. (OCC Remand Ex. 6).
Id
Id
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DE-Ohio.

Like every other DE-Ohio consumer, the City pays the prices

approved by the Commission.
DE-Ohio's only transaction with its affiliates, DERS and Cinergy, is a
standard billing transaction required by DE-Ohio's tariffs permitting a CRES
provider to pay for changes to DE-Ohio's billing system necessary to
accommodate the CRES provider's consolidated billing, and the processing of
thatbilling.6>
Despite the innuendo and inferences propounded by OCC, DE-Ohio did
not participate in the negotiation of the DERS and Cinergy contracts. OCC
attempts to make its case through the deposition transcript of Greg Ficke, the
former President of The Cincinnati Gas & Electric Company, now known as
DE-Ohio, and Vice President of C i n e i ^ Corp., now known as Duke Energy
Corporation.^2 However, contrary to the baseless speculation and innuendo set
forth by the OCC, Mr. Ficke was not involved in negotiating the DERS contracts
and any other representation by OCC is incorrect.
Specifically, OCC asked Mr. Ficke whether there was* "a CG&E
representative involved" in the negotiation of the DERS contracts.^^ ^j-, Ficke
responded that he was involved.^*^ OCC then asked expressly whether he was
involved in the negotiation of the contracts and Mr. Ficke responded that he
"was involved in preparations of information, reviewing information, those sorts
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA, et ai (Steffen's Second Supplemental Testiroony
at 37. JPS-SS2) (March 9, 2007).
"
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA. et ai (Ficke's Deposition Transcript) (Febmary
20,2007).
"
Id at 35-36.
^
Id at 36
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of things in my role as Vice President of Cinergy Corp.," and that no actual
CG8&E employee was involved.^^ Regarding the Cinergy contract with Cognis
Corp., Mr. Ficke also responded that he reviewed drafts and provided
comments.^* He also explained that Cinergy was motivated to enter the Cognis
contract as an economic development effort to preserve a major employer in
Cincinnati and to develop cogeneration business between Cognis and a nonregulated Cinergy affiUate.^^

No objective reading of Mr. Ficke's deposition

could conclude that he had any substantive involvement in the negotiation of
the DERS and Cinergy contracts, nor was his involvement in any capacity
other than as Vice President of Cinergy Corp.
Further, the record shows that the vast majority of contracts were signed
after the close of the evidentiary record and, therefore, could not have affected
the Commission's consideration ofthe case or the Party's positions with respect
to the litigation of the MBSSO Stipulation. The timeline in the table below
shows all of the transactions in relation to these cases. Finally, the DERS and
Cinergy contracts would not have been discoverable in the initial evidentiary
proceeding because neither OCC, nor any other Party, sought any of the
contracts that the Companies have produced on remand.

OCC sought only

contracts between DE-Ohio and Parties to these proceedings.^s

None of the

contracts OCC complains of on remand would have been responsive to OCC's
discovery requests in the initial proceedings and could not have been
Id
Id at 77.
Id at 74-76.
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA, et a i (Requests for Production of Documents
Seventh Set at 3) (May 18. 2004); Id at TR. Il at 8 (May 20, 2004).

"
*'
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considered by the Commission. Under such circumstances, none ofthe DERS
and Cinergy contracts are relevant to these proceedings.
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OCC has raised a number of specific concerns regarding the contracts
leading to its recommendations that the Commission make all generation
related charges by-passable, prohibit reimbursement of Regulatory Transition
Chaises, and conduct an investigation regarding possible code of conduct and
corporate separation violations.^^

DE-Ohio addresses below each concem

raised by OCC.
First, OCC raised four concems relative to DERS contracts entered May
19, 2004, May 28, 2004, July 7. 2004, November 8, 2004, and November 22,
2004, and regarding Cinergy contracts dated June 7, 2004, and October 28,
2004,70 The four concerns are that each contract: (1) Provided for the provision
of generation service to Parties to these proceedings, or such Parties' members,
through December 31, 2008; (2) Provided for the reimbursement of specified
MBSSO components or regulatory transition chaises (P?TC) to such Parties; (3)
Required the Parties to support the May 19, 2004, Stipulation or DE-Ohio's
Alternative Proposal offered in these proceedings; and (4) Contained a
termination provision tied to the Commission's decision in these proceedings."^^
There is nothing wrong with any such provisions and the record evidence
supports such a finding by the Commission.

In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA, et ai (Hixon's Prepared Testimony at 73-74)
(March 9. 2007).
'^
Ici.Ut\l3\.
"
I d i t 13-14.32.
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The first contract provision questioned by Ms. Hixon stated a concem
that DERS entered into contracts for the provision of generation service.'^^
There is nothing wrong with a CRES contract for the CRES provider to sell
generation service to a customer. In fact, that is the very purpose of CRES
contracts. Ms. Hixon made the same complaint with respect to the two Cinergy
contracts with Cognis that were conditioned upon Cognis's > purchase of
generation service from DE-Ohio.*'^ Again, there is nothing wrong with such a
provision where, as in this instance, the utility is not a party to the transaction.
Every consumer is free to agree to purchase competitive retail electric
generation service for any particular period from any service provider whether a
CRES provider or a utility.74
Second, Ms. Hixon is concerned about what she characterizes as the
reimbursement of charges to customers.*^5 Ms. Hixon's concern in this regard is
without foundation as what she characterized as a reimbursement is simply
the calculation of the price the consumer would have paid under the direct
serve agreements with DERS had those contracts ever been effective.
Irrespective of the characterization of the price contained in the direct serve
DERS contracts, reimbursement of RTC is expressly permitted by statute."^"^
Regarding other charges, such as various MBSSO components, there is no
statutory prohibition against a reimbursement for a competitive retail electric
'^

W. at 13,32.

Id
'*
Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 4928.03 (Baldwin 2007).
^^
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93.EL-ATA. et ai (Hixon's Prepared Testimony at 13. 32)
(March 9, 2007).
7«
Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 4928.37 (Baldwin 2007).
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service. Regardless, in these contracts, DE-Ohio's MBSSO price approved by
the Commission was clearly used as the baseline to set the price the customer
must pay if it takes service from DERS, not an improper refund of DE-Ohio'a
MBSSO market price.
On cross examination, Ms. Hixon agreed that it was reasonable for
Parties to a contract to establish a price from a baseline, and if the baseline
required regulatory approval, condition the contract upon the approval of the
baseline by the regulator.'^''

Ultimately, Ms Hbcon agreed that the DERS

contract with the hospitals set such a baseline.''^ In fact, a review of all of the
DERS contracts executed between May 19, 2004, and November 22, 2004,
reveals the contracts all set a price for DERS to serve the customer using DEOhio's MBSSO as a baseline.^^ Actually, a review of the contracts reveals there
is no reimbursement at all, simply the calculation of the market price the
customer is to pay DERS determined by subtracting an amount from DEOhio's MBSSO price.
Ms. Hixon also questioned these contracts because the signatories to
these contracts agreed to support the Stipulation, and later the Altemative
Proposal made by DE-Ohio on rehearing in these proceedings.^

Ms. Hixon

however, agreed that such an arrangement was reasonable when, as in these
cases, the baseline depended on regulatory approval.^* It is not unreasonable
^'
•"

In re DE-Ohio S MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA, et ai (TR. Ill at 32-33) (March 21,2007)
/rf. at 37-38.
79
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA. et ai (Hixon's Prepared Testimony at BEHAttachmcnl 2-11)(March 9. 2007).
"
/rf. at 13, 32.
*'
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA. et al. (TR. Hi at 33) (March 21.2007).
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that DERS would have required the contract signatories to support a filing that
if changed, would have a significant economic impact upon their agreed upon
market price.
Finally, OCC witness Beth E. Hbcon was concerned that the contracts
contain a termination provision triggered by the Commission's decision in these
cases.fi2 Again, this is not surprising given that the Commission's decision
could change the economic benefits of the contract by changing the agreed to
baseline, DE-Ohio's MBSSO. Once again, on cross examination, Ms. Hixon
agreed that such a termination clause was reasonable to protect the economic
interests of the signatories.^^
Ultimately, Ms. Hixon contradicted each of her concems on crossexamination and found the contract terms she examined to be reasonable. She
was correct on cross-examination, and the concerns raised in her direct
testimony were baseless.

Ultimately, all of the contracts discussed by Ms.

Hixon concerning these issues were terminated due to the Commission's
holdings in these cases and replaced by contracts, now known as option
contracts.
Only two contracts were exceptions. The^p|HI|fto'^^''^c^f entered well
^ ^ t e r ^ H l ^ l g " ^ ^ ^ ^ Stipulation, was not terminated a s f m P a s

paying

DERS under the terms of the contract.^ The Cinergy contracts wit
had littie to do with these proceedings and had nothing to do with DE-Ohio.
"
(March
^'
"

In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA. ei al, (Hixon's Prepared Testimony at 14, 32)
9.2007).
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA, et al. (TR. Ul at 33-34) (March 21,2007).
Id. at BEH-Attachments 6, 12.
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T h e f l J l U p o n t r a c t s had everything to do with Cinergy attempting to be a good
corporate citizen by b e l p i n ^ | | | | | [ | | [ ^ | | | | | | | | | [ | | | | | | f | ^ that is not an affiliate
of DE-Ohio, trying to secure cogeneration business for a non-regulated afliliate,
and trying to gain support for its regulated affiliate.®® There is nothing wrong
with DE-Ohio's actions regarding t h € ^ ^ [ | | ^ 4 H H l | " ^ ^ ^ ^ ® *
Ms. Hixon eJso raised concems with certain contract provisions, in the
same contracts previously discussed that appear to commit DE-Ohio to some
action.^* Ms. Hixon discusses contract terms that state that DE-Ohio shall not
amend its rates for dual feeds, allow continued purchases through its load
management riders, and make certain filings in its next distribution rate
case.s^
First, DE-Ohio cannot explain the contract terms in a DERS contract. It
is, however, important to note that DE-Ohio was not a party to these contracts
and therefore, could not be bound to them. Also, DERS never asked DE-Ohio
to comply with any contract terms. Both Greg Ficke and Charles Whitiock, the
President of DERS, testified to the fact that DERS never asked DE-Ohio to take
any action, let alone an action pursuant to its contracts.^
Second, each of the contract terms discussed by Ms. Hixon was capable
of resolution between the contract signatories through economic compensation.

in re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA. et al. (Ficke's Deposition Transcript at 73-77)
(February 20.2007).
"
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA. et ai (Hixon's Prepared Testimony at 27)
(March 9.2007).
Id
"
In re DE-Ohio j MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA, et ai (Ficke's Deposition Transcript at 29. 5152) (February 20, 2007); In re DE-Ohio's A/B5S0 Case. Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA et ai. (Whitlock's Deposition
Transcript at 106-107) (January 11, 2007).
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On fcross examination, Ms. Hbcon agreed that the parties could resolve the
terms through economic transactions, although she does not agree that is what
is called for in the contract provisions.^^ The existence of these terms in the
DERS contracts can be explained by the simple fact that DE-Ohio had already
filed a distribution base rate case prior to the effective dates of these
contracts.^o

The filing was public and all contract signatories could have

reviewed the filing. The contract terms may have simply been a reflection of
the public knowledge of the signatories. Regardless, there is simply no record
evidence that DE-Ohio was ever involved in any of these contract provisions or
was bound by them.
Ms. Hixon maintains that DE-Ohio was engaged in the contract
negotiations based upon Mr. Ficke's deposition statements.^^ Despite the fact
that Ms. Hixon's direct testimony is footnoted throughout, she does not cite to
any portion of Mr. Ficke's deposition transcript which would support such an
allegation— clearly because it is apparent from the deposition transcript that
Mr. Ficke was not substantially involved in the negotiation of the contracts. As
previously discussed, with respect to the various DERS and

Cinergy

agreements questioned by OCC, Mr. Ficke stated, "I was involved in
preparations of information, reviewing information, those sorts of things in my
role as a Vice President of Cinergy Corp. I guess if you are asking for someone
"
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA. et ai (TR. HI at 60) (March 21, 2007).
**
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA. et ai (Hixon's Prepared Testimony at BEHAttachments 2-12) (March 9, 2007); In re DE-Ohio Distribution Rate Case, Case No. 04-680-EL-AIR (Application)
(May 7, 2004).
*'
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA, et a i (Hixon's Prepared Testimony at 28)
(March 9,2007).
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involved in the negotiations who is exclusively a CGSsE employee.../ tiont think
there was anybody involved in negotiations that was like that.''^^
Ms. Hixon also points to e-mails between OHA and Paul Colbert and
James Gainer, attorneys for Duke Energy Shared Services who were acting on
behalf of DERS at the time, as evidence of DE-Ohio's involvement in the
contract negotiations.^^

She s u ^ e s t s that because the e-mails reference

''OHA/CG66E settiement," instead of OHA/CRS settlement, tiiat DE-Ohio was
involved.^"* She also s u ^ e s t s that DE-Ohio's involvement is evidenced because
Paul Colbert inadvertentiy signed the documents as "Senior Counsel, The
Cincinnati Gas 66 Electric Company-''^^ These incidents do not reveal the intent
of the contract signatories. The contracts were signed between DERS and the
hospitals.^^
While the signatories may have used inaccurate but

convenient

nomenclature, andMr. Colbert may have made an error in his signature line by
inadvertently misstating the company he was representing at the time, the
contract itself reveals the signatories were not mistaken as to the identity of the
contracting parties. Mr. Colbert is an employee of a shared services company
and provided legal service on behalf of all of the Cinergy-owned corporations. If
that is the only communication error regarding over thirty contracts between
numerous parties, it becomes clear that DE-Ohio followed proper corporate
"
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Cose, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA, et al. (Ficke's Deposition Transcript al 36)
(February 20,2007) (emphasis added).
''
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA, et ai (HUon's Prepared Testimony at 29)
(March 9,2007).

/rf.
^

Id
Id. al BEH-Attachments 2. 8.
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separation and code of conduct protocol.

There is nothing in these

communications, or an3™^here else in the record to s u r e s t

DE-Ohio

involvement in the contract negotiations.
Ms. Hixon also questions contractual provisions that require DERS to
pay specific fees to OHA and lEU-Ohio, but fails to explain the nature of her
concern.^' DE-Ohio knows of nothing that restricts one party to a contract, in
this instance, DERS, from paying another party any amount for any purpose.
In this case, it appears that DERS was paying for legal fees incurred in the
support of the baseline market price agreed to in the contracts.

Given the

importance of the baseline, this makes perfect sense, and as previously
discussed, Ms. Hixon agrees.^^
Finally, Ms. Hixon discusses various option contracts between DERS and
various customers.99 Except for the Cinergy contract, DE-Ohio's contract with
the City of Cincinnati, and the DERS contract w i t l f H H ^ e option contracts
are the only contracts that are currentiy effective having superseded all of the
prior contracts previously discussed.'*^
It is significant to note that all of the option contracts were entered into
after the Commission issued its November 23, 2004, Entry on Rehearing in
these proceedings. »oi in other words, the evidentiary record was closed, all
parties had presented their cases and the Commission had reached a decision
"
"
"

Mat 30.
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA, etai. (TIL III at 33-34) (March 21. 2007).
Ift re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA. et al. (Hixon*s Prepared Testimony at 48)

(March 9.2007).

"*
""

/rf.atBEH-Attachmcntl7.
/rf.al55.
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prior to the effective date of all of the option contracts. Ms. Hixon does not
dispute this fact, but incredibly believes the contracts are relevant to the
MBSSO proceeding because they derive from the prior contracts that she
believes were used to gain support for the Stipulation and Altemative
Proposal. ^02 DE-Ohio has already discussed the readily apparent reasons why
the contract signatories reasonably supported the May 19, 2004, Stipulation,
and the Alternative Proposal made by DE-Ohio on rehearing, because it was in
their economic self interest. The important point is that Ms. Hixon agrees. ^^^
On their own terms, and based upon the effective dates of each option
contracts, these contracts could not be relevant to the Commission's
determination in these cases.
In a misplaced effort to link the option contracts to these proceedings
OCC relies upon an e-mail from Mr. Jim Ziolkowski, a Duke Energy Shared
Services employee in the Rate Department responsible for calculating the
option payments as the billing function paid for by DERS.^^^ OCC's use of the
email results in a complete misrepresentation of the communication, which
was simply Mr. Ziolkowski's response to an inquiry that was forweirded to him
by fellow employee. Mr. Ziolkowski is not a manager or corporate officer. He
had no first-hand knowledge regarding the negotiation of the DERS contracts
or any of the history of the preceding direct serve contracts. Mr. Ziolkowski's
email was based upon his own speculation and conclusions.
Id
'*"
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No, 03-93-EL-ATA, et ai (TR. IH at 33-34) (March 21.2007).
'*"
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA. et al. (Hixon's Prepared Testimony at 54)
(March 9, 2007).
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OCC is well aware of this fact. The deposition transcript makes it clear
that Mr. Ziolkowski did not know of the existence of the option contracts, had
never seen the option contracts, was not involved in the negotiating process,
had not performed any analysis regarding the contracts, did not know of
anyone in the Company that had performed analysis, and simply calculated the
payments using a monthly automated report, i^s As was the case regarding Mr.
Ficke's deposition transcript, no reasonable person reading Mr. Ziolkowski's
deposition transcript could conclude that the e-mail relied upon by Ms. Hixon
is specific legal or technicail analysis of these contracts or that Mr. Ziolkowski
had any substantive or improper involvement with the option contracts, Mr.
Ziolkowski only became involved with the agreements in the spring of 2006, as
a result of the merger of Duke Energy Corporation and Cinergy Corporation,
when the prior individual who had administered the contracts took a new
position with the company.

OCC is wrong to use inference where facts are

available.
Ms. Hixon raises four final concems with the contracts. ^06 First, Ms
Hixon

is

concerned

that

the

Stipulation

improperly

influenced

the

Commission's waiver of its rules regarding competitive bidding processes, i'^"^
OCC's concem stems from an incorrect inference that the Parties supporting
the Stipulation did so solely because the DERS and Cinergy contracts required

'"
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA, et ai (Ziolkowski's Deposition Transcript at 3442.48-50) (Februaiy 13.2007).
'°*
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA et ai (Hixon's Prepared Testimony at 56) (March
9,2007).
""
OHIO ADMIN. CODE ANN. CHAPTER 4901:1-35 (Baldwin 2007).
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such support. ^08 ocC's position regarding the competitive bid process, the
subject of the specified rules, is baseless. This issue has been decided by the
Commission and the Court. ^*^^ Specifically, the Court held:
We conclude that the Commission's approval of
CGSfiE's alternative to the competitive bidding process
was reasonable and lawful. The Commission found
that CGficE's price to compare, as part of the standard
service offer, was market based, and OCC has offered
no evidence to contradict that finding. Various
consumer groups were parties to the Stipulation and
approved the price to compare and the method by
which the price to compare would be tested to ensure
that it remains market based.
CGSBE'S
rate
stabilization plan provides for a reasonable means of
customer participation. Finally, there txppears to be
significant competition in CGSsE's service area through
the presence of five competitive electric retail service
providers. For these reasons we reject OCC's third
proposition of law.ii^
Even if the OCC were correct in its argument that the contracts
influenced the Commission to waive the rules, which it is not, it would be
immaterial.

Revised Code Section 4928.14 permits the utility to forgo the

competitive bid process if consumers have substantially the same option as
they have in the competitive market.^^^

Pursuant to the findings of the

Commission and the Court, no competitive bidding process is required as
consumers have such options. DE-Ohio has five active CRES providers in its
certified territory providing service to this day.

'"
Jn re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA el a i (Hixon*s Prepared Testimony at 56) (March
9,2007).
"^
Ohio Consumers' Counsel v. Pub. Utii Comm 'w, 111 Ohio St3d 300. 313. 856 N.E.2d 213. 228 (2006)
' *' *
Id. (emphasis added)
'"
Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 4928.14 (Baldwin 2007).
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Second, Ms. Hbcon opined that the contracts impeded the development of
the competitive retail electric service market. ^ 12 Ms. Hixon asserted that DEOhio has caused customers to retum to MBSSO service by having DERS
subsidize customers and operate at a loss while DE-Ohio serves consumers
and acts as a profit center.'*3 To arrive at this conclusion Ms. Hixon and OCC
ignored the rules and the evidence,
Ohio Administrative Code Section 4901:1-20-16 recognizes as an affiliate
even "internal merchant functions of the electric utility, whereby the electric
utility provides a competitive service.''"'^

OCC's theory demands that it

recognize all Duke Energy Corporation affiliates as one entity. That stands the
rule upon its head. The evidence demonstrates that Duke Energy Corporation
has many affiliates that show a loss in a given year.^^s Even Ms. Hixon admits
that DE-Ohio is not subsidizing all of the affiliates with losses. ^^^ Certainly
Duke Energy Corporation cannot be faulted for following standard consolidated
accounting principles.

The rules require that DE-Ohio does not subsidize

DERS and vice versa. ^^'^ OCC has presented no evidence of any improper
financial transaction between DE-Ohio and DERS or Cinergy. That is because
there is no such transaction.

'"
(March
'"
"*
"'
(March
'"
"^

In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA, et al. (Hixon's Prepared Testimony at 56)
9.2007).
/rf.at63.
OHIO ADMIN. CODE ANN. CHAPTER 490l:l-20-l6(BXI) (Baldwin 2007).
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA, et ai (DE-Ohio Remand Exhibits 24. 25, 26)
9.2007).
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA, et a i (TR. Ill at 104) (March 21,2007).
OHIO ADMIN. CODE ANN. CHAPTER 4901:l-20-l6(D) (Baldwin 2007).
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Further, even Ms. Hixon's logic is entirely faulty.

Any consumer who

signs a contract with any CRES provider, or that chooses to remain with the
utility, is not going to switch providers unless offered a lower price. Nothing in
any of the contracts, option contracts, or pre-option contracts, prohibits a
customer from switching. The CRES provider seeking the business simply has
to offer an attractive price. That is true of DERS's customers, just as it is true
of Constellation's customers or Dominion Retail Sale's customers. There is no
change to the demand curve, or improper conduct. The customer simply gets
the price it negotiates. That is how the market is supposed to work. If these
contracts have resulted in lower prices for some customers, that is a benefit of
the market not a detriment.
Third, Ms. Hixon adleged the contracts are discriminatory. ^^^

This

allegation is without merit. Any customer is free to call DERS and seek service
just as they may seek service from any other CRES provider. All consumers,
including the signatories to the various contracts, are paying DE-Ohio the
MBSSO price approved by the Commission, no more and no less. OCC has not
alleged otherwise.

There is no discrimination involved in the provision of

contracts by DERS or Cinergy,
Finally, Ms. Hixon believes that "secret" negotiations excluding OCC from
the discussions influenced the Commission by creating support for the
Stipulation and Altemative Proposal that would not have been forthcoming

"'
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA, et ai (Hixon*s Prepared Testimony at 56)
(March 9.2007).
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otherwise. 1^^ First, the record evidence shows that DE-Ohio held extensive
settiement discussions with all Parties to these proceedings and all Parties
reviewed the Stipulation before it was filed. 120

Second, the Commission

rejected the Stipulation and the Altemative Proposal so it is difficult to see how
support for each proposal is relevant to the MBSSO ultimately ordered by the
Commission. Third, there is nothing wrong with confidential meetings with one
or more Parties to a case to the exclusion of other Parties. Such a process
encourages settlement to the benefit of all stakeholders. Sound public policy
encourages the negotiated resolution of litigation and other disputes.
Further, confidential settlement discussions resulting in agreements not
brought to the Commission for approval are routinely engaged in by OCC and it
is disingenuous for OCC to complain when it engages in the same conduct, ^^i
OCC negotiated and entered into an agreement with DE-Ohio in Case No. 991658-EL-ETP whereby DE-Ohio paid $750,000 to OCC and the Ohio
Department of Development. 122

y k e the contracts at issue in these

proceedings, that contract with OCC was never filed before the Commission.
OCC entered a contract with DPfisL that OCC tried to enforce before the
Commission and the Court.^23 That contract was also not filed for approval
with the Commission.

Additionally, OCC held confidential

settlement

discussions regarding its appeal of the Commission's order approving the Duke
Id
^' **
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA, et ai (Ficke's Deposition Transcript at 22-23)
(February 20.2007) (emphasis added).
"'
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA et ai (DE-Ohio Remand Ex. 20-23) (March 2i,
2007).
'"
Id. at DE-Ohio Remand Ex. 20.
'"
Ohio Consumers'Counsel v. Pub. Utii Comm 'n, IIO Ohio St. 3d 394.399.853 N.E.2d 1153,1159 (2006).
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Energy merger with Cinergy without Staff participation even though the
Commission, not DE-Ohio, was a party to the appeal. ^24 That settlement was
similarly not filed before the Commission although it was made public. Finally,
OCC held confidential settlement discussions with Parties in the 2004 MBSSO
proceedings, including with Staff, but excluding DE-Ohio. ^25

oCC made

confidential settlement offers to the other parties that have not been reveeded to
this day.*26 Apparentiy, using this double standard, it is acceptable for OCC to
engage in "secret" settlement discussions and enter "secret" settlements but
unacceptable for any other psirly to entertain confidential negotiations. If
anything, the presumption should run the other way for a public agency such
as the OCC,

In all events, OCC's concerns are misplaced and should be

dismissed.
Even after raising all of the aforementioned concerns, Ms. Hixon stated
that she has not found any wrongdoing on the part of DE-Ohio nor is she
making any accusations. ^27 Despite the fact that Ms. Hixon does not find or
allege a violation of any rule, Ms. Hixon requests an investigation into possible
wrongdoing

by

recommendation.

DE-Ohio.

The

Commission

should

reject

OCC's

If OCC believes it has evidence of improper behavior, a

complaint is the proper process. There is no such evidence and no need for an
investigation. OCC has conducted full discovery and all of the facts are before

"*
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA et a i (DE-Ohio Remand Ex. 22) (March 21
2007).
'"
Id at DE-Ohio Remand Ex. 23.
Id
'^'
In re DE-Ohio's MBSSO Case, Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA et ai (TR. HI at 105) (March 21,2007).
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the Commission. There is no reason to expend further time and resources on
this issue.
CONCLUSION:
For the reasons set forth above, DE-Ohio respectfully requests the
Commission reaffirm the MBSSO it ordered on November 23, 2004, in its Entry
on Rehearing and reject OCC's request for further investigation.

Respectfully Submitted,

Paul A, Colbert, Trial Attomey
Associate General Counsel
Rocco D'Ascenzo, Counsel
Duke E n e r ^ Ohio
2500 Atrium II, 139 East Fourth Street
P. O. Box 960
Cincinnati, Ohio 45201-0960
(513)287-3015
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PREFATORY COMMENTS
These cases, on remand from the Supreme Court of Ohio, are important for their

determination of, among other matters, the manner in which generation rates will be set
for 600,000 residential utility customers and tens of thousands of other customers for the
2007-2008 period. The Public Utilities Commission of Ohio ("PUCO," or
"Commission") has important decisions to make about the future of electric choice in
areas served by Duke Energy Ohio, Inc. ("Duke Energy Ohio" or the '^Company,"
including its predecessor company, "CG&E") and the rates residential customers and
Ohio businesses will pay for generation service. The General Assembly intended that the
Commission would approve reasonable standard service offer rates as well as provide a
real opportunity for customers to have competitive options to the generation rates

01716
provided by Duke Energy Ohio. The record supports the need for the Commission to
take corrective actions that support reasonable prices and the development ofthe
competitive market.
The issues presented in these cases require the Commission to make
determinations on matters of law and policy. Serious problems exist in Duke Energy
Ohio's proposals. In the absence ofa competitive iramcwork to protect customers, Duke
Energy Ohio has submitted proposals to increase its standard service rates for generation
service. Ohio law and sound policy require the Commission to modify Duke Energy
Ohio's proposals for pricing the standard service offer rates that the Company proposes
to charge Its customers.
IL

INTRODUCTION
A.

Remand from the Supreme Court of Ohio

The duration of some ofthe cases captioned above - the first of which began in
January 2003 — is partly the result of an appeal and remand by the Supreme Coiut of
Ohio ("Court").' The matters addressed by the Court that necessitated the remand have
been extensively discussed in pleadings regarding the appropriate scope for the hearings
that followed the remand.^ The Court stated that the "portion ofthe commission's first
rehearing entry approving CG&E's [now Duke Energy Ohio's] altemative proposal is
devoid of evidentiary support."^ The Court also stated that the "commission abused its

' Ohio Consumers'Counsel V. Pub Utii Comm., Ill Ohio St.3d 300, 2006-Ohio-5789 ("ConrMmers
CounseUOOe").
^ See, e.g.. Dwke Energy Ohio's Motion for Clarification (December 13,2006) and the OCC's
Memorandum Contra Motion for Clarification {Decente- 20, 2006).
Consumers' Counsel 2006 at ^28.

01717
discretion in barring discovery of side agreements."'* The Office ofthe Ohio Consumers'
Counsel ("OCC") presented extensive evidence regarding the missing support for Duke
Energy Ohio's standard service offer rale proposals as well as the problems caused by
side agreements that the Company entered into uiih the intent of removing opposition to
the its proposals that affected many other customers. The Commission should act upon
this evidence and modify its previous entries.
The OCC's appeal of that portion ofthe case thai concluded in 2004 (hereinafter,
"'Post-MDP Service Case"') challenged the Commission's authority to determine standard
service offer rates for generation service without relying upon actual markets to set rates.^
The Coiut, however, deferred to the Commission's determinations regarding the
establishment and modification of rates," a matter that the Commission stressed by staling
that "the goveming statute allows for flexibility in the determination of such [marketbased standard ser\'ice offer] charges . . . . " ' The decision regarding the Commission's
subject matter authoriiy to approve and impose generation rates upon cuslomers also
decided the Commission""s subject matter authority regarding these same rales without the

'Id. at 194.
' OCC Notice of Appeal, Propositions of Uw 1 and 2 (March 18,2005 in Appeal 05-518; May 23, 2005 in
Appeal 05-946).
" Consumers' Counsel 2006 at ^44 and %$6.
' Entry on Rehearing at 18, f20 (November 23, 2004).

OV7±8
requirement thai Duke Energy Ohio provide generation service at "voluntary" rates.^ The
detemiination ofnites that customers tnustpay in these recent proceedings {""Post-MDP
Remand Case"^ is the same subject matter as the rates that Duke Energy Ohio must
charge for its standard service offer. The result in Consumers' Counsel 2006 does not
rely upon Duke Energy Ohio being a volunteer imder ils statutory obligation to "offer...
all competitive retail electric services necessary lo maintain essential electric service to
consumers" and "file[ ] [such offer] with the public utilities commission under section
4909.18 ofthe Revised Code."*^
The Commission should exercise its discretion and flexibility and require Duke
Energy Ohio to provide new standard service offer rates based upon the evidence
presented during the hearings on remand.''
B.

Burden of Proof

The burden of proof regarding the applications submitted in these cases rests upon
Duke Energy Ohio. The posture of these cases ~ in which various proposals for rate

* Duke Energy Ohio previously stated its intention to charge customers according to its proposal submitted
to the Comnussion on January 10,2003, but asked the Commission to "acknowledge these statutory
rights." Duke Energy Ohio Application for Rehearing at 30 (October 29,2004). The Company has never
fully explained the extent of its claimed right to action independent of that approved by the Commission,
which includes more recent statements after the remand. Duke Energy President Meyer was asked at the
recent hearing whether the Company would not comply with the Commission's order on remand regarding
standard service pricing. She responded that ^the company may seek rehearing and provide alternatives."
Tr. Vol. I at 45-46 (2007).
' For notational convenience, the portions ofthe case before and after the Court's deliberations are cited
separately. However, a single record exists. Exhibit references to the proceedings after remand from the
Court the Post-MDP Remand Case, contain the word *'Remand" to distinguish them from the earlier
exhibits.
10

R.C. 4928.14(A).

'' For example, the record evidence supports the suspicion ofthe Supreme Court of Ohio that *the
infra.structure-maintenance fund [charge] may be some type of surcharge and not a cost component."
Consumers' Counsel 2006 at 130.

Oi^iS
changes for components of standard service oilers for 2007-2008 have been Hnked by
consolidation with the remand ofthe underlying Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA, et, -- does not
alter the burden of proof
The OCC does not bear any burden of proof in these cases. In a hearing regarding
a proposal ^at does not involve an increase in rates, R.C. 4909.18 provides that "the
burden of proof to show that the proposals in the application are just and reasonable shall
be upon the public utility." In a hearing regarding a proposal that does involve an
increase in rates, R.C. 4909,19 provides that, "[a]t any hearing involving rates or charges
sought to be increased, the burden of proof to show that the increased rates or charges are
just and reasonable shall be on the public utility." In the following sections, the OCC
will explain how Duke Energy Ohio has failed to prove that its post-MDP pricing
proposals should be adopted without alteration by the Commission.
C.

The OCC Framewoiic

The OCC will address and amplify the general concem, stated by the Commission
in its Entry on Rehearing in the Post-MDP Service Case, regarding the reasonableness of
alleged cost components upon which Duke Energy Ohio's standard service offer rates
were built. The Commission previously stated: "It is not in the public interest to cede this
review. Nor would it foster any rate certainty to allow all decisions ofthis nature
[regarding rate components] to be free from Commission review of reasonableness."'^
The Commission should carefully consider the components devised by Duke Energy
Ohio to ensure, pursuant to Ohio policy stated in R.C. 492S.02(A), "the availability . . . of

'- Entry on Rehearing at 10 (November 23,2004),
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adequate, reliable, safe, efficient, nondiscriminatory, and reasonably priced retail electric
service."'^
The OCC also emphasizes the major theme that echoes from R.C. 4928.02(B)(H), whereby it is Ohio policy to support competition and competitive options for
customers regarding retail electric service. This theme provides the backdrop for the
third ofthe Commission's goals for "rate stabilization plans" -- "further development of
competitive markets.""* Switching statistics since the time ofthe hearings in 2004 in the
Post-MDP Service Case show that the competitive market is in retreat, and the evidence
in this case demonstrates how Duke Energy Ohio has orchestrated such an event as part
of its settlement of the Post-MDP Service Case. Duke has acted in contravention ofthe
policy ofthe State of Ohio and Commission's goal that rate stabilization plans encourage
the competitive market. Barriers to competition should be removed.
The concurring opinion by Chairman Schriber to the original Order in the PostMDP Service Case connects with both ofthe above-stated themes (i.e. reasonable prices
and competitive options) as well as with Ohio policy stated in R.C. 4928.02(1) regarding
the "state's effectiveness in the global economy."
[W]e [i.e. the commissioners] have advocated opening up more
possibilities for more customers with regard to the magnitude of
Cinergy's generation that might be "avoided". Furthermore, we do
not believe that shopping should be deterred by the prospect of
paying for costs associated exclusively with Cinergy's generation.
These might include the costs of reserves, the costs of environment
compliance, and security.'^
'•* R.C. 4928.02(A).
'•* See, e.g., Order at 15 (September 29. 2004). 'fhe Supreiw Court of Ohio recently stated diat it has
"recognized the commission's duty and authority to enforce the con^edtion-ei^ouraging stamtory scheme
of S.B. 3 . . . . " Consumers' Counsel 2006 at ^44.
" Onler, Concumng Opinion of Chairman Alan R. Schriber at 2 (September 29, 2004).
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While the Chairman's statement was not directed towards the situation confronted by
residential customers, the bypassability of standard service offer charges should be
examined afresh as the result ofthe recently concluded hearing. Those standard service
offer charges should be made bypassable for all customers of Duke Energy Ohio.
D.

The Documents Related to the Company's Side Deals Should
be Available to the Public.

The Attomey Examiners announced at the beginning ofthe hearing on March 19,
2007 that a decision on whether information accumulated by the OCC should be made
public will be decided along with the merits ofthese cases. The OCC has asked that the
documents that are attached to the testimony of (X^C Witness Beth Hixon be available
for public inspection,'* consistent with R.C. 149.43,4901.12 and 4905.07 as well as Ohio
Adm. Code 4901- 1-24(D).'^ Ms. Hixon's testimony, as further explained in this Initial
Post-Remand Brief, reveals the fallacy that agreements between affiliates of Duke Energy
Ohio and parties or members of parties (referred to collectively by Ms. Hixon as
"Customer Parties" ) to these cases are competitive supply arrangements and explains
that they are settlement agreements connected with these cases.
The evidence presented at hearing exposes the intricate, behind-the-scenes
dealings ofthe Duke-affiliated companies by which they gained the support of selected
customers for their post-MDP pricing proposals and have held that support through the

'"OCC Memorandum Contra Motions for Protective Orders at 1M2 (March 13.2007).
" Id. at 9.
'* OCC Remand Ex. 2(A) at 4 (Hixon).
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proceedings on remand. The OCC presents its case through documents, but also through
the words of employees and past employees ofthe Dukc-affiliated companies. As an
example, two agreements featured in this case are between Cognis (a party and an
industrial customer of Duke Energy Ohio) and Cinergy Corp. (an existing Duke-affiliated
company that is not qualified to provide competitive retail electric service in the area
served by Duke Energy Ohio). In ils Motion for Protection, Cinergy Corp.
euphemistically refers to the agreements as "economic development assistance."'' The
testimony of Gregory Ficke, president of Duke Energy Ohio (then the Cincinnati (jas &.
Electric Company) and vice president of Cinergy Corp. al the time ofthe Post-MDP
Service Case, is contained in the record.^^
Q.

Now, these documents, why were these documents entered
into, [Exhibit] 15 and 16?

A.

Well, I think from our standpoint the company, Cognis,
agreed to support the stipulation and later our application
for rehearing.

The issue, therefore, is one of revealing the totality ofthe settlement reached
between the Duke-affiliated companies (at the time, the Cinergy-affiliated companies) in
the Post-MDP Service Case as well as revealing the continuing effect of the overall
settlement on the Post-MDP Remand Case. The public should have access to the
information.

Cinergy Motion for Protection at 5.
"' OCC Remand Ex. 9 at 73. The positions held by Mr. Ficke were examined at his deposition (id. at 12).
Exhibits 15 and 16 in the deposition were also attached to the testimony of Ms. Hixon. See OCC Remand
Ex. 2(A), Attachments 5 and 11.
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III.

PROCEDURAL HISTORY OF THE CASES
On January 10,2003, the Company filed an application ("January 2003

Application" ) containing proposals to provide a market-based standard service offer and
to establish an altemative competitive bidding process for the period after the market
development period for non-residential cuslomers.^^ Numerous parties and the
Commission's staff ("Stalf) filed comments on the Company's proposals in March and
April 2003.
On December 9, 2003, the Commission issued an entry that stated:
As the competitive retail market for electric generation has not
fiilly developed in the CG&E [now Duke Energy Ohio] t^ritory,
the Commission finds it advisable that CG&£ file a rate
stabilization plan as part ofthese proceedings, for the
Commission's consideration.^"*
The Entry also set a procedural schedule.
On January 26,2004, the Company filed another application ("January 2004
Application"). The January 2004 Application proposed that the Commission approve
either the approach contained in the January 2003 Application (the "competitive market
option," or "CMO") or a substitute plan ("ERRSP Plan") for pricing generation service
thai the Company submitted for approval in response (o the Commission's request on
December 9,2003.^*

-' The January 2003 Application initiated Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA.
^^ January 2003 Application at 1.
" Entry at 5 (December 9, 2003).
'* January 2004 Application at 8.
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On March 22, 2004, the OCC moved to continue these cases until after the Staff
prepared a report on its investigation. Among other matters, the OCC was concemed that
discovery responses from Duke Energy Ohio staled that explanations of its applications
would be forthcoming only in pre-filed testimony. An entry was issued on April 7, 2004
that extended the procedural schedule a few weeks and set these cases for hearing on
May 17,2004 and did not provide for a Staff report of investigation. Duke Energy Ohio
submitted pre-filed testimony on April 15,2004 in which it described its "revised
ERRSP." The PUCO Staff filed testimony on April 22,2004 and intervening parties,
including the OCC, filed testimony on May 6, 2004.
The hearing was delayed in connection with the filing of a stipulation in these
cases that described another plan of service ("Stipulation Plan" as described in the
"Stipulation" filed on May 19, 2004^^). Duke Energy Ohio, Staff, Dominion Retail,
Green Mountain Energy, FirstEnergy Solutions, and other parties (including several large
customers and membership organizations made up of large customers) executed the
Stipulation. The Ohio Marketers Group ("OMG," consisting of MidAmerican Energy,
Strategic Energy, Constellation Power Source, Constellation NewEnergy and WPS
Energy Services), PSEG Energy Resources, the National Energy Marketers Association,
the OCC and the Ohio Manufacturers Association representing broad customer groups/*
and OPAE did not execute the Stipulation.

"* Tbe Stipulation was later submitted and admitted as Joint Ex. I.
"^ The Ohio Manufacturers Association stated in its Motion to Intervene that it is '*the only statewide
association exclusively serving manufacturers. It has more than 2,400 Ohio manu&cturing companies as
members.'* OMA Motion to Intervene at 2 (March 5, 2004).
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The parties who did not execute the Stipulation were permitted a very short period
during which they could inquire into the Stipulation by means of discovery. The OCC
sought copies ofall side-agreements between Duke Energy Ohio and other parties in
these cases, and the Company refused to provide copies of such agreemenis. The first
witness appeared at hearing on May 20,2004 (based on pre-filed testimony not related to
the Stipulation). The OCC began the hearing on May 20,2004 with an oral Motion to
Compel Discovery of side agreements. The Motion to Compel Discovery was denied. ^'
Duke Energy Ohio filed supplemental testimony on May 20,2004 in support of
the Stipulation, and Staff Witness Cahaan submitted supporting testimony on May 24,
2004. The OCC and OMG submitted testimony in opposition to the Stipulation on May
26,2004. The hearing resumed on May 26,2004 (afler two days in recess) for the
testimony of witnesses for Duke Energy Ohio, the OCC, the OMG, and one witness for
the Staff.
The Commission's Order in the Post-MDP Service Case was issued on September
29, 2004, which approved the May 19, 2004 Stipulation with some conditions. Several
parties, including Duke Energy Ohio and the OCC, filed applications for rehearing on
October 29,2004. The Company asked the PUCO lo either i) approve its original CMO
proposal; ii) approve the Stipulation, or iii) approve a new rate pian (''New Proposal")
that was proposed for the first time in the Company's Application for Rehearing.
In a November 23,2004 Entry on Rehearing, the PUCO adopted (in principal
part) the New Proposal. The Commission ordered the Company to submit filings with
the Commission before Duke Energy Ohio could place certain ofthe rate increases in the
New Proposal into effect.
'^ Tr. Vol. II at 8, line 4 though 15 (2004).
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The OCC initiated its appeal on May 23,2005. The Supreme Court of Ohio
issued ils opinion on November 22,2006. The Court held that the PUCO erred by failing
to properly support modifications to post-MDP rates in the PUCO's November Entry on
Rehearing and erred by failing to compel the disclosure of side agreements,

and

remanded the case for additional consideration by the Commission.
On November 29,2006, the Attomey Examiner issued an Entry in the abovecaptioned cases that provided for a "hearing... lo obtain the record evidence required by
the court," and ordered that a prehearing conference be held on December 14,2006.^^
The above-captioned cases were consolidated (i.e. constituting the Post-MDP Remand
Case). A procedural Entry was issued on February 1, 2007 that, among olher matters, set
a cut-off date for discovery and a hearing dale for March 19, 2007.
On February 2, 2007, the Post-MDP Remand Case was set for hearing in two
phases, the first of which would address the framework for post-MDP rates and the
second of which would address various matters regarding the level of rates. The hearing
on the first phase was conducted in three days, begitming on March 19,2007. A briefing
schedule was set al the conclusion ofthe first phase ofthe hearings."^

^* Ohio Consumers' Counsel v. Public Utii Comm. ,111 Ohio SL3d 300,2006-Ohio-5789 at f95
^Consumers' Counsel 200S').
^•^ Entry 3, %1) (November 29,2006).
^^ The second phase of the hearings began on April. 10,2007. Thesubstanceof the second phase will be
addressed in a subsequent brief.
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IV.

ARGUMENT
A.

The Pricing of the Post-MDP Standard Service Offer
Lacks a Reasonable Basis, and Results in Unreasonably
Priced Retail Electric Service for Customers.

1.

Overview

Duke Energy Ohio's current standard service offer generation rates are neither
firmly based on accounting costs, as they would be under traditional electric utility
ratemaking, nor are they based on prices determined in actual markets."*' Rather, the
standard service offers are composed of a variety of components having different bases.
Some components are based on dated historical accounting costs, others are based on
accounting costs of services currently acquired by Duke in the market place, and yet
others are poorly-defined, partly duplicative and quantitatively uncertain estimates of
costs or risks allegedly bome by Duke Energy Ohio.^^ As stated by OCC Witness Talbot,
"[t]his confusion allows the Company's proposals to avoid thorou^ scmtiny."^^
The Commission should only approve standard service offer rates that, in the
absence of true market pricing, move to rates whose bases can be checked and monitored
by the PUCO rather than being based on Duke Energy Ohio's desires. The objective
should be to approve a good proxy for market-based rates based upon measurable and
verifiable costs.^*^ Duke Energy Ohio pays lip service to this principle, and offered the
speculations and oscillating presentations by Duke Energy Ohio Witness Rose both in

^' OCC Remand Ex. 1 at 3-4, 6 (Talbot),
"id. at 4-6.
" Id. al 55.
^ Id. at 6. OCC Witness Talbot testified that rate components should "meetf ] the double standard of
reflecting measurable accounting costs and verifiable costs." Id. at 47.
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2004 and in the 2007 hearing as the measure ofthe market."*^ The Commission's best
alternative - and the direction that the Commission seems to have begun in the PostMDP Service Case^^ - is to devise better defined and more tightly constmcted cost-based
rates that would provide a reasonable proxy for market-based rates.
Considering the limited amounl of time (about twenty months) covered by the
current proceeding regarding standard service offer rates, it may be more practical for the
Commission to tighten-up the cost basis ofthe current standard service offer than to
institute a process that depends more fiilly on observed market prices. •*' In making this
observation, the OCC is in no way presaging its recommendations for the period
beginning in 2009, when different considerations may apply. With a longer period upon
which lo formulate and implement a post-MDP pricing plan, more options exist for
determining prices for Duke Energy Ohio's standard service offer generation serviee.^^
2.

The Commission should focus on the capacity charges
in Duke Energy Ohio's standard service offer rates.
a.

The standard service offer charges related to
capacity are duplicative and not based upon
measurable and verifiable costs.

The Commission should consider the reasonableness of Duke Energy Ohio's
standard service offer rates with regard to the relationship between the components

^^ See the later discussion regarding the unreliability and variability ofthe CMO pricing presented by
Company Witness Rose.
^* OCC Remand Ex. 1 at 6 and 70 (Talbot).
'' During the hearing, OCC Witness Talbot discussed the immediate-term tightening of the cost basis for
the 2007-2008 period, as well as how the Commission's options expand for a later time period. Tr. Vol. Hi
at 56-57 (2007) (Talbot).
''Id.
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proposed by the Company. As stated by OCC Wimess Talbot, "[tjhere should be no
overlap or duplication of items and the components should work together to achieve
standard service offer rates that provide for reasonably priced service and meet the three
standards of rate stability for customers, financial stability for the company, and
encouragement of competition."^^ The plan proposed by Duke Energy Ohio in its
Application for Rehearing provides for duplicative capacity charges, and therefore does
not provide for reasonably priced generation service for the Company's customers.
The duplication of capacity charges is exhibited by qualitative responses to the
OCC's inquiries regarding the support for capacity-related charges in the Company's
standard service offer rates. The Company states dial "[l]ittle g and the IMF [i.e. the
Infrastmcture Maintenance Fund] represent compensation for the Company's existing
capacity.""*** The Company also states that "[t]he RSC is the Company charge for
providing a stable market price over a prolonged period of time.'*^' OCC Witness Talbot
concluded that "the basis forthe IMF charge seems to be similar, if not identical, to that
ofthe RSC charge."^^ Mr. Talbot stated that "[t]here appears to be over-charging for
existing capacity to die extent that little g and the RSC and die IMF are all recovering the

' ' OCC Remand Ex. 1 at 17 (Talbot).
^^ Id., NHT Attachment 6 (quoted and analyzed in OCC Remand Ex. 1 at 42) (emphasis added) (Talbot).
" Id., NHT Attachment 12 {quoted and analyzed in OCC Remand Ex. 1 at 53) (Talbot).
" OCC Remand Ex. 1 at 38 (TalboO-
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costs or risks of existing capacity

,>43

and that "[t]here is no assurance that these charges

are not duplicative.'"*'*
OCC Witness Talbot shared his insights regarding the proper compensation for
capacity. He noted the Company's response that the percentage of energy not used by
standard service offer customers from capacity supposedly "committed" to these
customers, and paid for by these customers, was "approximately 11%" in 2006.**^ There
was no credit back to standard service offer customers for this period.**** Some sharing of
the costs for the capacity would be required before Duke Energy Ohio's standard service
offer components could be considered cost-based (i.e. on Company's costs). The
Commission previously stated that il was "convinced that CG&E may be recovering
some percentage ofthese costs through off-system sales" when it permitted only a
portion of AAC charges from the Stipulation to be charged to standard service offer
customers."'*^ Another basic problem with capacity costs is plainly stated by OCC
Witness Talbot: "There is no justification for the IMF on the record."*^ A sound system
of basing standard service offer rates on measurable and verifiable costs would provide
credits to customers for sales to customers not on the Company's standard service offer
rales and would eliminate the IMF charge.

*^ Id. at 42.
^'rd.
** Id. at 43 (citing NHT Attachment 4, a response to OCC Interrogatory Rl I40(k)).
"* Id at 43.
*' Otdei at 3 (September 29, 2004).
" OCC Remand Ex. 1 at 48 (Talbot).
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Revenues for the use of capacity that is paid for by standard service offer
customers should be netted against the cost of that capacity, and the IMF charge should
be eliminated.
b.

The System Reliability Tracker is the sole
successor to the Reserve Margin portion ofthe
Annually Adjusted Component In the Stipulation
Pian.

In assessing Duke Energy Ohio's standard service offer pricing components, the
prize for vagueness, ambiguity, and duplication of charges surely must go to the IMF
charge that has no basis or support from the testimony regarding the Stipulation Plan or
any other testimony.''^ According to Duke Energy Ohio, the IMF's ancestry is clear ~ it
is one of two successor charges to the Reserve Margin portion in the original "annually
adjusted component" charge in the earlier Stipulation Plan that was the subject ofthe
Commission's hearing in May 2004.^'* The claim conflicts with the Company's response
to the OCC's discovery (previously cited) diat die IMF, together with "little g"
compensate the Company for existing capacity.^* The ancestry claimed by Duke Energy
Ohio for the IMF is incorrect: the sole successor to the charge for the Reserve Margin
under the Stipulafion Plan is the System Reliability Tracker ('^RT").
The purported basis ofthe Company's argument in support of its New Proposal is
shown in Attachment JPS-SSl to the testimony of Company Witness Steffen.^^ The

''Id at48.
^ Company Remand Ex. 3 at 26 ("The IMF was previously embedded in the reserve margin component of
the Stipulated AAC price of S52,898,560.) (Sleffen).
" OCC Remand Ex. 1, NHT Attachment 6 (quoted and analyzed in OCC Remand Ex. 1 at 42) (Talbot).
" Company Remand Ex. 3, Attachment JPS-SSl (Sleffen).
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lower arrow in that one-page attachment asserts a connection between the Reserve
Margin component ($52,898,560) from the Stipulation Plan to the SRT ($15,000,000)
and IMF ($30,080,000). Since the SRT and IMF charges together amount to
$45,080,000. according to Wimess Steffen's Attachment JPS-SSl. an amount less than
the $52,898,560 from the Stipulation Plan, Witness Steffen argues that there is no
evidentiary problem regarding the basis ofthe SRT and IMF charges.^^ According to
Company Witness Steffen: "Attachments JPS-2 through JPS-7 included in my Direct
Testimony and included as Attachments to the Stipulation presented the supporting
pricing calculations."^*
This Company's argument is disingenuous. Important to the correct
understanding ofthe charges contained in the Stipulation Plan and the New Proposal is
the fact that the Reserve Margin component that resulted from the Stipulation was itself
an estimate that turned out to be many times the amount actually needed to provide for a
reserve margin. The addition ofthe IMF charge by the New Proposal to the original
reserve margin estimate would far exceed the $52,898,560 Reserve Margin estimate that
was contained in the Steffen testimony prefiled on April 15, 2004 and subsequently used
to support the Stipulation Plan.^^

'•^ Company Remand Ex. 3 al 26-27 (Sleffen). Company Witness Steffen concluded ihat ihe "evidence of
record from ihe May Hearing fully supported ihe Stipulation and consequently ihe Altemalive [i.e. New]
Proposal." Id. al 30.
^^ Company Rcnand Ex. 3 ai 20 (Steffen).
" Company Ex. 11, Attachment JPS-7 (Steflfen).
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The support for the Reserve Margin figures, as described in Mr. Steffen's
Attachment JPS-7 from the Post-MDP Service Case,^^* is decqiiively simple. The
Reserve Margin calculation was obtained by muhipiying 826.54 megawatts (826,540
kilowatts), which was 17 percent ofthe Company's projected peak megawatts for 2005,
by $64 per kilowatt-year, which was the annualized cost ofa new peaking unit using
Electric Power Research Institute Technical Assessment Guide (EPRI-TAG) estimates.^''
The obvious flaw in this calculation is that the Midwest ISO/ ECAR/ ReliabilityFirst
region had (and still has) excess capacity over and above the 17 percent required reserve
margin.^^ Company testimony in 2004 confirmed this fact.'^ Not surprisingly, this
excess capacity resulted in market prices for capacity that were far below the cost of
building neiv generating capacity that provided the underlying basis for the Company's
calculations. Thus, when the Company substituted the costs of acquiring existing
capacity in the regional generation market ~ as reflected in the SRT that was based upon
estimated costs of acquiring capacity for the year ahead ~ the charge dropped by 72
percentfi-om$52,898,560 to $15,000,000 as shown in Company Witness Steffen's
Attachment JPS-SS 1 .^ Even this much-reduced estimate proved to be an over-estimate.

^ Id.; see also Joint Ex. 1, Attachment JPS-7.
^^ Company Ex. 11, Attachment iPS-7 (Steffen) (reviewed by OCC Witness Talbot, OCC Remand Ex. 1 at
32).
^^ OCC Ex. 1 at 56-57 and Tr. Vol. II at 66-67 (2007) (Talbot) ("adequate capacity or more than
adequate"). The 17 percent required reserve margin was subsequently reduced to 15 percent, OCC
Remand Ex, I at 31 (Talbot).
^^ Company Ex. 7 at 33, lines 17-20 (Rose).
"* See also, OCC Remand Ex. 1 at 46-48 (Talbot).
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with the result that the SRT charge was initially too high and was subject to a tme-up in
favor of consumers that resulted in a negative SRT charge at the end of 2006.
It is clear, then, that the Reserve Mai^in charge was inappropriately based on the
cost of building new peaking units at a time when there was abundant spare capacity in
the region that was available at much lower prices.^^ But whal is also clear is that the
SRT is the sole successor to the Reserve Margin component; il is the SRT that is the
charge for lining up reserve capacity. ^^ The total ofthe charges for the SRT and the IMF
only fit within the amount ofthe Company's Reserve Margin estimate under the
Stipulation because costs for the SRT turned out to be much less than the estimates
contained in Company Witness Steffen's testimony in support ofthe Stipulation.^^ As
staled by OCC Witness Talbot:
It is incorrect to say that, between the Stipulation and the current
standard service offer, "these underlying costs were merely
reduced, repositioned, made avoidable or carved out into the IMF
and SRT charges.'* (Mr. Steffen, Second Supplemental Testimony
at page 30) In fact, the IMF is a brand new charge.*^
The IMF is a new charge from the New Proposal, one that denies customers the benefit of
reduced prices that should result from actual tracking of Duke Energy Ohio's reserve
margin costs.

" ' i d . at 46.

"-1^3148.
"Md.
'^ Id. at 48 (Talbot), quoting Company Remand Ex. 3.
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c.

Neither risk» opportunity cost, nor reliability
explanations support tbe IMF charge, and
duplicative charges resulted.

The evidence demonstrates that the IMF comes from thin air, as if the Company
was looking for a filler - i.e., a new charge to add to the SRT lo bring it into approximate
inilial equality with the old Reserve Margin estimate. The Company's justification for
the IMF charge was also staled as follows: "[It] is compensation for its opportunity cost
associated with committing its assets at first call to MBSSO load."^^ As OCC Witness
Talbot explains, Duke Energy Ohio's arguments in support for such a charge are couched
in terms of three concepts -- risk, reliability and opportunity cost -- that the Company
misapplies.^*
Regarding "risk," the Company's claim that the standard service offer adds to its
level of risk is not substantiated. As OCC Witness Talbot pointed out:
The Company cannot show what level of risk it is taking on. [l]l
cannot even claim that it is taking on any net risk at all and on the
face of it[, the] [sic] standard service offer reduces risk. And the
Company has not justified its claims in terms ofany quantitative
risk analysis."^'
More fundamentally, Mr. Talbot points out that the Company has completely misused the
concept of risk. In financial parlance, risk results from having an open or uncovered
position in the market, eilher as buyer or seller. Absent die standard service offer, the
Company would be selling the electricity from its generating units into the competitive
market, but with the standard service offer it has a relatively assured market for the
•** DE-Ohio*s response to OCC-INT-04-R167. made part ofthe presentation by OCC Witness Talbot. OCC
Remand Ex. 1, Attachment NHT-5.
"* OCC Remand Ex. 1 at 37^2 (TalboO"•^ Id. at 39 (Talbot).
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output of Its generating plants and therefore has a less exposed position ~ i.e., one with
reduced risk.**^
The second concept on which the Company bases its claim for the IMF is
opportunity cost. Tlie evidentiary basis for the Company's claim in this area is nonexistent. TheCompany has not performed any opportunity cost analysis,^ let alone
submitted such an analysis to the Commission for its review and the review of
intervening parties.
The third concept misapplied by the Company is "reliability." The SRT has diat
specific function, providing for the acquisition of capacity corresponding to a reserve
margin over expected peak demand.^** The definition ofthe risks or costs for which the
IMF is supposed to compensate the Company suffers from a serious problem: the IMF
duplicates costs and compensates for risks that are covered by other components of Duke
Energy Ohio's standard service offer. These components are those that relate to capacity,
the SRT, the RSC, and also "little g." As noted above, the SRT is, by definition, a tracker
that compensates the Company for acquiring a 15 percent reserve margin over and above
predicted peak demand for the year ahead. Surely this is adequate for the purpose of
assuring system reliability, and nothing more should be claimed for achieving this

^ Id. at 38, 41, and 53 (Talbot). Regarding die testimony of Company Witness Steffen, Mr. Talbot stated
that "Mr. Steffen does not provide a balanced assessment in which, absent the assurance of sales to
standard service offer consumers, the Company would also be subject to *price volatility in the energy and
capacity markets.'" Id. at 41 (quoting Steffen's Second Supplemental Testimony at 27, Company Remand
Ex. 3 at 27). Mr. Talbot also stales that the testimony of Company Witness Meyer suffers from the same
misrepresentation of the risk situation, id. at 39 (referring to Conipany Remand Ex. 1 at 9).
''^ OCC Remand Ex. 1 at 39 and 42, citing DE-Ohio*s response to OCC Interrogatory Rl 140 ("The
Company has not performed such a calculation," OCC Remand Ex. 1, NHT Attachment 4).
"" See, e.g., OCC Remand Ex. I at 41 (Talbot).
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purpose. The SRT is the sole successor to the Reserve Margin component under the
Stipulation Plan.
It cannot be emphasized enough that the Company's claim that the LMF is
included within the overall amount earlier claimed under the Reserve Margin portion of
the provider of last resort charge contained in the Stipulation is erroneous. As shown in
Company Witness Steffen's Testimony, Attachment JPS-SSl, the level ofthe IMF was
set at 4 percent of "little g."^' That percentage is only applicable to 2005-2006; in 2007
the percentage increases to 6 percent, which increases the Company's revenue from this
charge from approximately $30 million (as shovwi in the attachment) to $45 miliion.^^
Together, with the estimated $15 million for the SRT. this increases the total ofthe two
new charges to $60 million that customers would pay.^** Such collections by the
Company would be larger than the $52,898,560 claimed under the Reserve Margin
component despite the significant reductions in the Reserve Margin estimate from that
slated in Company testimony regarding the SRT in the Stipulation Plan, The Company
proposes to increase the IMF to 9 percent of "little g" in 2008, which would increase the
revenue from this charge to approximately $67,500,000.'^ The resulting revenue figure
provides further evidence that the IMF is not only a new charge not contemplated by the
Stipulation Plan, but is a major source of an increasing level for standard service offer
charges ihat customers would pay.

'' Company Remand Ex. 3 (Steffen),
'- OCC Remand Ex. 1 at 48 (Talbot).
"Id.
'•* That is, each additional percentage of "little g" would collect approximately $7.5 million.
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Turning to the RSC, according to the Company: "The RSC is the Company
charge for providing a stable market price over a prolonged period of lime."'^ This
purpose is also the basis upon which Duke Energy Ohio attempts to support the IMF,
which is supposed to be compensation for the dedication of assets to standard service
offer service. If the RSC had legitimacy at any point, it was for ratemaking purposes by
being a component of legacy generation costs in "little g"; i.e, it was fifteen percent of
"little g" and was based upon historical accounting costs as determined in the Company's
last rate case that included generation costs.'* The IMF lacks any claim to legitimacy,
and is for some unexplained reason expressed as an additional percentage of "little g" that
increases over time without any lineage from these legacy generation costs. "Little g"
itself, which includes a rate of return on generation rate base, implicitly compensates the
Company for some degree of risk related to generation assets.
The proposed charges for the IMF have not been properly supported by Duke
Energy Ohio, and are unreasonable. Analysis ofthe IMF - on a stand-alone basis and
even more so in combination with the RSC, the SRT, and "little g" - reveals that the IMF
has no reasonable basis or rationale.
The IMF is, as conjectured by the Supreme Court of Ohio, "some type of
surcharge and not a cost component." Consumers'Counsel2006 Sii%20. The IMF
should be removed from die Company's standard service offer charges.

'* OCC Remand Ex. I, NHT Attachment 12 (Conqaany Response to OCC-INT-04.RI62(a)).
'^ The alleged historical basis of the RSC is, or was, that it was a component of "little g,'* namely a portion
of the generation charge approved by the Commission in the Compan/s last rate case. The difference
between die 15 percent of "little g" recovered through the RSC and the remaining S5 percent is that the
former portion was made non-bypassable by a percentage of customers. OCC Remand Ex. 2(A) at 53.
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3.

The Commission should ensure reasonably priced
standard service offer rates based upon verification of
all costs.

These cases featxare, for the first tune, a review of Duke Energy Ohio's proposed
AAC charge. The Commission has already moved the Company's standard service offer
in the direction ofa cost-based proxy for market prices as it has approved the Company's
SRT and FPP pricing components, which are based upon costs actually incurred by the
Company to acquire goods or services in the marketplace.'^ The Commission should
tighten its review over these components,'® and should also take this step regarding its
review ofthe AAC in order to formulate a measurable and verifiable cost-based proxy for
market-based rates.'^ The Commission should take the next logical step in its review
process and exclude all elements where producers do not recover costs until they sell
products or services.^ This subject will be revisited by the OCC in light of testimony in
at

the second phase of this proceeding.

" OCC Remand Ex. 1 at 6 (Talbot).
^ OCC Witness Talbot testified that "Duke Energy Ohio has too much latitude in making decisions
regarding the setting of its FPP charges" (OCC Remand Ex. 1 at 25) and echoed the concem that *"DEOhio continues to pwchase fuel and emission allowances in a manner that is inconsistent with best industry
practices among regulated utilities." Id. at 27 (quoting the Auditor).
"Id.
*" Id. at 33 (Talbot).
*' Exclusion ofthe "CWIP" portion ofthe AAC calculation is the subject of testimony OCC Witness
Talbot Id. The exclusion of CWIP is also addressed in the prefiled testimony of OCC Witness Haugh that
will be further discussed in the OCC*s post-hearing brief for phase II ofthe case on remand.
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4.

Duke Energy Obio compared its standard service offer
rates to the fiction first created as the Company^s
Competitive Market Option.
a.

Duke Energy Ohio's CMO has been shown to be
useless as a basis for comparison for other
standard service offer proposals.

The Company, through Witness Rose, presented a range of estimates for market
prices based on a variety of different assumptions.^^ As pointed out by OCC Witness
Talbot in both 2004 and 2007, the prices presented by Mr. Rose are speculative, have
changed based upon the changing needs of Duke Energy Ohio's litigation position, and
present such a wide range of prices that the testimony does not provide a useful
benchmarkfiromwhich the Commission can judge a reasonable standard service offer.
Duke Erwrgy Ohio's comparisons to its CMO creation should not be mistaken as
comparisons to the "market." The market indices that Duke Energy Ohio uses are not
reliable measures ofa market price and the adjustments that the Company uses to the
market indices are duplicative, imprecise, and in some cases do not represent costs or
risks that the market-based standard service offer provider would face.

The

Commission should not rely upon such a questionable and unverifiable approach as the
measure of whether Duke Energy Ohio's New Proposal provides rates that are
comparable to the market. Furthermore, the Commission should recallfiromtestimony in
the 2004 hearing chat Company Witness Rose made it abundantly clear that the pricing

" See, e.g., OCC Remand Ex. 1 at 68-69 ("The range of Mr. Rose's 'market' prices was so large that the
pricing exercise lost all credibility.") (Talbot).
*' OCC Remand Ex. I at 67-69 (Talbot) (e.g. '^complex, artificial, and imprecise" and "it all depends upon
bow you assess those factors" which "was not a sound basis fbr detemnining electricity market prices in
2004 and it is not a sound basis today^).
" Id. 67.
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nnethod was not designed to be a market-based standard service offer for small
customers.
Following the submission ofthe Stipulation, Duke Energy Ohio presented
downward adjustments to the CMO calculations in an attempt to demonstrate that one of
its rate proposals was not too low so as to be predatory when compared with market
rates,^^ Duke Energy Ohio's opportunistic manipulation ofthe CMO results to fit the
circumstances ofthe Company's Stipulation proposal showed that the CMO '"was
'padded' so as to be on the high side."*^ OCC Witness Talbot testified tiiat Duke Energy
Ohio Witness Rose's ''five major downward adjustments to his earlier estimates"^^
"totally underminefd] the MBSSO edifice [Rose] created last year."^* As a result, Duke
Energy Ohio's testimony regarding the CMO is worthless regarding the comparison of
the New Proposal to ''market" rates.^
b,

Duke Energy Ohio's market indices are not reliable
measures of market prices that are required by R.C.
4928.14.

Although Duke Energy Ohio Witness Rose attempted to justify Duke Energy
Ohio's reliance upon indices to develop the CMO on the basis that "the index is a non-

^^ Tr. Vol. ni at 59. lines 22-24 (2004).
*^ OCC Ex. 2 at 2 (Talbot Supplemental), referring to Company Ex. 8 (Rose Supplemental).
"Id. at 3.
««ld.at2.
''Id. at6.
** Id. ("[n|or should it be used • * • to create a competitive pricing benchmark against which to test the
reasonableness or ERRSP pricing"), also OCC Remand Ex. 1 at 69 (Talbot) C*not a sound basis for
determining electricity market prices").
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Utility source of information widely used by power suppliers,"^' the market indices
selected by Duke Energy Ohio are not currently a reliable measure of market prices.
Witness Rose seemed to recognize that the indices are not yet reliable when he added to
his testimony that "the integrity ofthe market and market indices is being further
reinforced by more oversight at regional and federal levels."^^
Additionally, Witness Rose alleged that "the FERC staff has come out with a
view that the Mnto' Cinergy indices tiiat are being used and contemplated being used in
the CMO are in substantial compliance with FERC requirements."^^ Witness Rose noted
that the FERC Staffs view was presented in Report on Natural Gas and Electricity
Prices Indices."^ However, there is no specific reference to the "Into Cinergy" indices in
that report. Upon cross-examination* Witness Rose pointed to the following paragraph in
that report to support his assertion:
Argus Energy Intelligence, ICE, Io, NOT and Platts [should] be
deemed to be in substantial compfiance with the standards ofthe
Policy Statement (a) on condition that they pubhsh direct volume
and transaction number data on which index prices are calculated
(or indicate when no such data is available) and (b) on condition
that they affirm the Commission will, upon an appropriate request,
have access to relevant data in the event of an investigation of
possible false price reporting or manipulation of prices.^^

*' Company Ex. 7 at 34 (Rose).
'Md.at35.
'^ Tr. Vol. Ill ai 64, line 23 through 65 (2004).
^OCCEx. n ,
' ' Id. at 60, referred to by Witness Rose (Tr. Vol. IH at 144 (2004)).
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Therefore, the FERC Staff did not find tiiat the "Into Cinergy" index in particular^^ is in
compliance, but found tiiat the ICE and the Plaits index publishers (that Duke Energy
Ohio has proposed to rely on) may be in compliance under certain conditions.
As stated in the quote directiy above, the "substantial compliance" designation by
FERC Staff is dependent upon two conditions tiiat have not yet been made by the
publishers and may not be made. In particular, the FERC Staff noted in the paragraph
preceding the one quoted above:
[W]hile Platts states dial it is open to assisting the Commission, it
also reserves the right nol to comply with a request for disclosure.
This also does not meet the PoHcy Statement expectation that, in a
specific and targeted investigation of possible false reporting or
manipulation of market prices, price index publishers would
provide the Commission access to tiic transaction data needed to
determine whether price reporters violated applicable rules or
statutes.^'
Therefore, it appears that the index publishers may not be willing to meet the conditions
the Commission Staff stated that they must meet to be in "substantial compliance."
Even more disconcerting about Duke Energy Ohio's CMO construct, die
Company relies upon forward index prices.^ The FERC Staff made a very particular
comment regarding forward price reporting:
[T]he results clearly indicate that few companies report long-term
transactions to index developers; over 75 percent of respondents
indicated tiiat they reported no forward fixed price natural gas or
electricity transactions to index developers. Staff assumes that few
long-term transactions are reported and the prices for such
^ In fact some respondents to the surveys complained about "the need for index developers to provide
greater traitsparency in the development of their indices and additional information about reported
transactions, such as the level of market activity at specilic trading points and how reported prices ate used
in calculating their indices.'* Id. at 17.
"id at 59.
** Company Ex. 7 at 7 (Rose).
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transactions reflected in index developers' publications are based
upon a very small self selected sample coupled witii journalistic
judgment.^^
This statement shows that the FERC Staff's view of forward price indices, such as those
Duke Energy Ohio relies upon in its CMO, is not favorable and that such indices would
not likely be relied upon by the FERC Staff to determine the appropriateness of tariff
rates. For that reason, the CMO, which relies on forward indices, is not appropriate and
the Commission should not rely upon it for comparison to proposed standard service
offer prices (or any other purpose). Additionally, as (XIC Witness Talbot demonstrated,
forward prices vary drastically fi'om year to year.**^
Under Company Witness Rose's CMO construct, forward price indices are
adjusted by nine factors, six of which are not justified in principle and three of which
were not been properly developed. *' ** In the more recent hearing on remand from the
Supreme Court of Ohio, Company Witness Rose made no attempt to support his
questionable constructs. Instead, he stated that he made various new assumptions and
relied upon **updated parameters" that he does not describe or defend.'^^ The
Commission should lend no weight lo the comparisons made by Duke Energy Ohio with
the CMO fiction that the Company has created.
The reasonable altemative to the Company's artificial, CMO construct is to place
"Igjreater reliance on actual accounting costs - rather than costs estimated from pricing

"OCC Ex. 11 at 31.
'** OCC Ex. 1 at 18-19 (Talbot).
it>i

OCC Post-Hearing Merit Brief at 45-49 (June 22,2004).

'"^ Company Remand Ex. 2 at 12, lines 8-11 (Rose).
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theories and models - [that] can provide a relatively stable proxy for market prices."'^^
This is the direction that the Commission seems to have headed in its determinations
regarding Duke Energy Ohio's standard service offer rates.'*^ This reasonable altemative
supports the elimination ofthe duplicative charges sought by Duke Energy Ohio in the
New Proposal that the Company proposed in its October Application for Rehearing.
B.

The Agreements Entered Into by Duke Energy Obio to Gain
Support for its New Proposal Reveal that the Company has
Exerted Market Power and is Not Providing Reasonably
Priced Retail Electric Service.
1.

Overview - its "AH in the {corporate] Family"

Tbe supplemented record in these cases reveals the side agreements that Duke
Energy Ohio undertook to gain support for the Company's proposals for standard service
offer generation rates -- i.e., the proposal in the Stipulation and also the proposal
contained in the Company's Application for Rehearing. The side agreements undermine
the reliance that can be placed upon the publicly stated support by a variety of parties for
the Company's proposals, cast new light upon the near collapse ofthe competitive market
in areas s^ved by Duke Energy Ohio, and raise other serious regulatory concerns. ^**^ Tbe
Commission should address each ofthese issues so that post-MDP electric service is
provided in at reasonable prices.
The Commission should approve standard service offer rates that are reasonable
for all customers and move to cost-based rates, encourage the development ofa

"*' OCC Remand Ex. I at 70 (Talbot).
"" Id, at 70-71; see also Entry on Rehearing at 10 (November 23.2004) ("not... cede this review").
105

See, e.g., OCC Remand Ex. 2(A) at 56 (Hixon).
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competitive market for generation service, and more closely scrutinize the activities of
Duke Energy Ohio. The Commission should ignore the support shown by parties to these
cases who have reached separate agreements with Duke Energy Ohio as the price for
their support for the Company's proposals. These parties have arranged with the
Company to avoid parts ofthe standard service offer rates that they claim to support, and
do not represent the residential customers who would pay the rates. The rates proposed
by the Company, as stated above (based upon the supplemented record on remand), are
not reasonable and the Company has not satisfied its burden of proof regarding proposed
standard service offer rates. The Commission should scrutinize the cost basis for Duke
Energy Ohio's standard service offer rates as a reasonable proxy for market-based rates,
and these rates should be bypassable in order to provide customers the opportunity to
choose between providers of competitive retail electric generation service.
2.

The Company's plan for standard service offer rates
lacks substantial support, and the stated support did
not result from serious bargaining.
a.

Overview

In Consumers' Counsel 2006, the Supreme Court of Ohio agreed that "if CG&E
and one or more of the signatory parties agreed to a sidefinancialor some other
consideration to sign the stipulation, the information would be relevant to the
commission's determination of whether all parties engaged in 'serious bargaining'" ^^
under the three-prong test approved in Consumers' Counsel v. Pub. Utii Comm. {1992),
64 Ohio St. 3d 123, 125. The overwhelming evidence in this case demonstrates that

Consumers' Counsel 2006 at 1[84.
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many ofthe signatory parties were given side inducements lo settle, and the first prong of
the test for die reasonableness ofa Stipulation was not met.
The supplemented record on remand provides behind-the-scenes information
regarding the means used by Duke Energy Ohio to gain support for its rate proposals, and
this supplemented record should be carefully considered in the Commission's
deliberations. The side agreements between the Company and other parties should have
been revealed earlier, pursuant to the Commission mle that '*[a] written stipulation must
be signed by all ofthe parties joining therein, and must befiledwith the commission and
served upon all parties to the proceeding.^''^^^ Aside from the Stipulation that was filed
on May 19,2004, the many agreements in which the Company and parties to the PostMDP Service Case agreed to support the Stipulation and the Company's Application for
Rehearing were not properly filed or served.*'*^ This situation limited the scope ofthe
information that was available to the Commission in the Post-MDP Service Case.
The testimony of OCC Witness Hixon emphasizes an important connection
between the side agreemenis and the Post-MDP Service Case:
[T]he fundamental effeci ofthe side agreements was to insulate
those large customers from the rate increases proposed in the
Stipulation filed in May 2004, the Altemative Proposal proposed in
Duke Energy Ohio's October 2004 Application for Rehearing, and
the decision contained in the Commission's November 2004 Entry
on Rehearing. Pursuant to the side agreements, those Customer
Parties [i.e., parties or members of organizations that were parties]
supported Duke Energy Ohio's proposals for post-MDP generation
pricing in this case. So rather than a pian for a post-MDP standard
service offer and/or competitive bidding process that varies from
the PUCO's mles "where there is substantial support from a
107

Ohio Adnx Code 4901-1-30(B).

"^ The agreements are the main subject of testimony by OCC Wimess Hixon. See OCC Remand Ex. 2(A)
at 11-73.
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number of interested stakeholders," the result in this proceeding
was that Duke Energy Ohio's proposals did not have substantial
supportfi'omcustomers who would pay all the rate increases in
Duke Energy Ohio's generation pricing plans.'°^
As set forth in Ms. Hixon's testimony, the bulk ofthe side agreements were part of three
sets that correspond in time to the Company's Stipulation Plan in May 2004, tiie
Company's Application for Rehearing that was submitted in the last days of October
2004, and the end of 2004 after standard service offer rates were ^proved.' "^
b,

Pre-PUCO Order Agreements
i.

The Stipulation lacked substantial
support

OCC Witness Hixon described five side agreements bearing dates fi'om May 19,
2004 to July 7, 2004, referred to in her testimony as "Pre-PUCO Order Agreements,""'
that involved customers who were parties to the Post-MDP Service Case or members of
organizations that were parties ("Customer Parties").' '^ The Customer Parties who were
involved in the side agreements were a number of hospitals (executed by OHA trial
counsel Richard Sites''^), industrial customer members of OEG (executed by OEG trial

'** OCC Remand Ex. 2(A) at 58-59 (Hixon), quoting Ohio Adm. Code 4901; l-35-02(C). The original text
contained ^'December 2004," which was corrected on the stand. OCC Remand Ex. 2(B) (Hixon errata
sheet).
"" OCC Witness Hixon provided a summary table ofthe agreements, along with their dates. OCC Remand
Ex. 2(A), BEH Attachment 18.
''' OCC Remand Ex. 2(A) at 11 (Hixon).
Id. The side agreements are attached to Ms. Hixon's testimony as BEH Attachments 2-6.
IU

OCC Remand Ex. 2(A), BEH Attachment 2 at 5 (Bate stamp 351).
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counsel David Boehm""*), lEU for the benefit of Marathon and General Motors/(execuled
by lEU trial counsel Samuel Randazzo' ' ^ Cognis/-** and Kroger.' '"^
Each agreement contained nearly identical provisions stating that the OHA, OEG,
lEU, Cognis, and Krogei would "support a Stipulation filed by tiie Cincinnati Gas &
Electric Company... in case no. 03-93-EL-ATA [thePost-MDP Service Ca^e]."'"* The
Stipulation proposed post-MDP pricing based upon a bypassable price to compare and a
non-bypassable provider of last resort ("POLR") charge made up of a rate stabi lization
charge ("RSC") and tiie first of the proposed annually adjusted components ("AAC 1").' *^
Each Pre-PUCO Order Agreement provided for tiie reimbursement to Customer Parties
of charges proposed by tiie Company in tiie Stipulation through the end of 2008 or nonpayment of such charges to Duke Energy Ohio,'^** and termination tied to the outcome of
the Post-MDP Service Case.' ^ * Some agreements also provided for reimbursement of

"*' Id., BEH Attachment 3 at 6 (Bate stamp 332).
"^ Id., BEH Attachment 4 at 6 (Bate stanp 346).
""Id.. BEH Attachment 5.
' '^ Id., BEH Attachment # The version contained in BEH Attachment 6 does not include the signature of
Kroger trial attorney Michad L. Kuit£ Id., BEH Attachment 6ar7; However. Kroger Corporate Energy
Manager £>eni9 Geor^ stated that the document, executed on Bate stan^ed page 1179. was executed by
Krogfer. OCC Remand Ex. 7at 15 and 20 (George)?
"" OCC Remand Ex. 2(A), BEH Attachment 2 at 3. ^9; BEH Attachment 3 at 4, ^6; BEH Attachment 4 at
4,1|7: BEH Attachment 5 at 2, P ; BEH Attachment 6 at 5, t8' '"* Joint Ex. 1 at %i and US (Stipulation). The annually adjusted component was redefined in the
Company's Application for Rehearing.
'^'' OCC Remand Ex. 2(A). BEH Attachment 2 at 2.12 (RSCK BEH Attachment 3 at 2-3,1!a- lb (AACI,
RSC, and RTG. less if served by non-affdUted CRES); BEH Attachment 4 at 2-3. %\ (AACI. RSC» RTC, •
less if served by non-alfillated CRES); BEH Anachment 5 at 2, first ^ (AAC); BEH Anachment 6 at 3-4,
^112-3 (AACand non-payment of RSC to Duke Energy Ohio). ^
*-' Id. at 14 and 17 (Hixon). See also. BEH Anachment 2 at 3. tB: BEH Attachment 3 at 5. HB: BEH
Attachment 4 at 4. "[A; BEH Attachment 5 at 2, «B; BEH Attachment 6 at 6. ^B.
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non-bypassable regulatory transition charges that were set in the eiectric transition plan
C'ETP") case for the Company.'^^ The side agreement witii the hospitals provided for a
550,000 payonent to die Ohio Hospital Association,'^^ and the side agreement with lEU
provided for a $100,000 payment to (EU for *1egal services."'^'*
The supplemented record also reveals that the City of Cincinnati ("City") - an
intervenor in the Post-MDP Service Case that withdrew from the cases on July 13, 2004
without filing a brief- entered into an agreement with Duke Energy Ohio (the '*City
Agreement"). The side agreement, executed on June 14, 2004 by CG&E attomey John
Finnigan and City Manager Valerie Letranie, provided the City with $1 million and
required the City to withdraw from die Post-MDP Service Case. '^^ The City did not file
an initiai brief by the June 22, 2004 deadline, and did not fiie a reply brief by the July 6,
2004 deadline - and the City did, in fact, withdraw from the Post-MDP Service Case.
The PUCO should find that the Pre-PUCO Order Agreements significantly reduce
the importance of stated suj^ort for the Company's Stipulation proposal to replace poslMDP pricing according to the Commission's rules under Ohio Adm. Code 4901 :l-3502(C).'"^ The Stipulation was executed and supported by the Company and the PUCO

'^ Id., BEH Attachment 3 at 2-3, ^la-lb; BEH Attachment4 at 2-3, f l .
'^ Id- BEH Attachment 2 at 2, ^4.
'•* Id., BEH Anachment 4 at 3, second *I3. It is unfathomable that these lerms for payments to parties that
supported Duke Energy Ohio's proposals would be protected from the public record for these cases.
'-^ OCC Remand Ex. 6 at"^
^^ OCC Remand Ex. 2(A) at 58 (Hixon) ("'substantial support from a number of interested stakeholders'*).
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Staff as well as the OHA, OEG (including AK Steel^,^^), lEU, Cognis, and Kroger.*'®
Also supporting the Stipulation were People Working Cooperatively and Communities
United for Action ^^^ who were interested in the contracts for weatherization and energy
assistance that were extended as part ofthe Stipulation.*"^ Other supporting parties were
marketers Dominion Retail and Green Mountain Energy whose support appears lo have
been tied to billing credits included in the Stipulation that were later eliminated (along
with the marketer support) by the Company's New Proposal.'^' Parties that did not sign
the Stipulation were the (XC, the Ohio Pmtners for Affordable Energy, the Ohio
Manufecturcrs Association, the Ohio Marketers Group (comprised of Constellation
NewEnergy, Inc., MidAmerican Energy, Strategic Eriergy, and WPS Energy Services),
Constellation Power Source, PSEG Energy Resources & Trade, and the National Energy
Marketers Association. The support for the Stipulation relied upon by the Commission,
as the Stipulation was adjusted by the November Entry on Rehearing, is reduced to tiie
PUCO Staff, two community organizations, and FirstEnergy Solutions (an affiliate ofa
fellow electric utility) when Customer Parties that entered into side agreements are

'"'' AK Stcclis one ofthe OEG members wiih whom a Pre-Pl'CO Order Agreement was executed. Id,
BEH Attachment 3 at 1.
*^* Joint Ex. I at 26-30 (Stipulation).
'" People Working Cooperatively and Communities C-nited for Action.
'^'* Joint Ex. lai IS.-^ie.
'^' See Post-MDP Service Case, Green Mountain Memorandum m Response to CG&H Application for
Rehearing (November 8, 2004) and Dominion Retail Vfemorandum in Response to CG&E Application for
Rehearing (November 8. 2004).
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excluded. Such support does nol constitute "substantial support from a number of
interested stakeholders" that might support waiver from the post-MDP pricing rules.*^^
ii.

The Duke-affiliated compaaies acted together to
settle the Post-MDP Service Case.

Duke Energy Ohio and two of its affiliated companies entered into the Pre-PUCO
Order Agreements and the City Agreement with the Customer Parties, Duke Energy
Ohio (formeriy CG&E) was a named party in the City Agreement. Cinergy Corp. was a
named party in the agreements with lEU^^^ and Cognis.^^"^ Duke Energy Retail Sales
("DERS"), formerly known as Cinergy Retail Sales ("CRS"), was a named party in the
agreements with the hospitals, the OEG industrial customers, and Kmger. The Dukeaffiliated companies (formerly the Cinergy-affiliated companies) used affiliates of Duke
Energy Ohio to accomplish the side deals that obtained support for the Company's
pricing proposals. The three Duke-affiliated companies that were involved in the side
deals did not act independently of one another in 2004, and they continued to operate
with a single management directive thereafter (including during the course ofthe PostMDP Remand Case).^^^
The natures ofthe three Duke-affiliated companies that entered into agreements
with Customer Parties should be understood to interpret the side agreements. Duke
Energy Ohio, formerly the Cincinnati Gas and Electric Company, is the applicant in these

'•'- Ohio Adm. Code 490l:i-35-02{C).
'•'' OCC Remand Ex. 2(A), BEH Attachment 4 at 1
' '* Ici., BEH Attachment 5 at 1.
' ' The pleadings in these proceedings bear witaess to the identical voice u.sed by the Duke-afllliated
companies. A nrore expansive discussion ofthe topic can be foimd in the pleadings. See, e.g., OC'C
-Vfemorandum Comra Motion in Limine at 16-18 (February 13, 1007).
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cases and had the rights and obligations afforded electric distribution utilities in Ohio. It
owns generating plants. Duke Energy Ohio employs workers to run its operating
company functions such as generating plants.'"'^ However, ils professional and
administrative services are provided by employees of an affiliated service corporation
(''Shared Services"*^^) that also provides professional services to a wide range of Dukeaffiliated companies. The corporate titles for executive and other positions at Duke
Energy Ohio and its affiliated companies, including the president of Duke Energy Ohio,
are held by Shared Services employees.'"'*
DERS, referred to in the side agreemenis by the pre-merger name of Cinergy
Retail Sales (and oftentimes referred lo in agreements as Cinergy, which should not be
confused with Cinergy Corp.), is one ofthe Ehike-affiliated companies that also uses Ihe
professional services provided by Shared Services.*''^ DERS was organized in 2003 but
was not certified as a competitive retail electric service ("CRES") provider in Ohio until
M

October 7,2004, ^'^^ approximately five months afier the first ofthe Pre-PUCO Order

136

OCC Remand Ex. 9 at 36 (Ficke).

' " OCC Remand Ex. 8 at 10 (Ziolkowski); OCC Remand Ex. 9 at 10-11 (Ficke); Company Remand Ex. 3
at 1 (Steffen).
"^ See e.g. OCC Remand Ex. 9 at 11 (Ficke).
' ^ OMG Remand Ex. 4 at 50-31 (Whitlock).
'** OCC Remand Ex. 2(A) at 12. See also In re Certification of Cinergy Retail Sales, Case No. 04-1323^
EL-CRS (October 7. 2004) (Certificate 04-124(1) issued).
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Agreements were executed. DERS has no employees,"" no revenue, and no
customers."'*^ DERS lacks any indicia ofa going concem. "*^
Cinergy Corp. ''operates" much like DERS utilizing employees of Shared
Services. Cinergy Corp., through a series of corporations, owns DERS.''*^ Duke Energy
Coiporation is the parent of Cinergy Corp.''*^ Cinergy Corp. is not qualified to conduct
CRES service in the area served by Duke Energy Ohio.
Three individuals within the Duke-affiliated companies figure prominently in
each ofthe Pre-PUCO Order Agreements. Each of tiie Pre-PUCO Order Agreements,
regardless of which Duke-affiliate was named, was executed by Duke Energy Ohio
(formerly CG&E) trial counsel in his title within die Company:'"^*
Paul A. Colbert, Senior Counsel
The Cincinnati Gas & Electric Company
155 East Broad Street, Columbus, Ohio 43215

"*' OMG Remand Ex. 4 at 30 (Whidock).
"'^^ OMG Remand Ex. 4 at 61( Whitlock). The information filed by DERS with the Commission in Case
No. 04-1323-EL-CRS providedfinancialstatements for 2005, a period before Mr. Whitlock's involvement
with DERS, diat shows no revenues. OCC Remand Ex. 2(A), BEH Attachment 22.
'^^ See, e.g., OMG Remand Ex. 4 at 29-33,48-55. The president of DERS, Charles Whitlock, stated (hat
there is no person serving a customer contact fiinction for DERS (id. at 50). DERS does not have enabling
(i.e. trading agreements). Id. at 54-55. The position ofCEO appears to be vacant. Id. at 29. In response to
a question about employees ofthe Duke-affiliated companies, Mr. Whitlock stated: 'i've got to be candid
with you, man, I barely know who I work for." Id. at 49. Financial statements for DERS taken from the
DERSfilingsat the PUCO list a few inter-corporate items and an expense line for "Option Premium
Expense" related to the agieements analyzed by OCC Witness Hixon. OCC Remand Ex. 2(A), Attachment
22; see also Company Remand Ex. 26, Statement 10 (negative taxable income).
'^ OMG Remand Ex. 4 at 19-20 (Whidock).
'*' OCC Remand Ex. 2(A) at 13 (Hixon).
' " OCC Remand Ex. 2(A), BEH Attachments 2-6.
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The person listed lo receive notices for Ihe Duke-affilialed companies in each agreemeni
is James B. Gainer, an attomey for Duke Energy Ohio in the Post-MDS Service Case.^"^^
The presideni of CG&E, Gregory Ficke, was not only involved in broad-based
discussions with parties in the Post-MDP Service Case, *'*** but also with the Pre-PUCO
Order Agreements. Mr. Ficke's discussion ofthe May 2004 negotiating process is as
follows:'**^
Q.

Were agreements ofthis type that dealt with support ofthe
[S]tipulalion in 03-93 routinely brought to your attention?
Would you have seen those types of documents in this time
frame?

A.

In this time frame, sure.

Q.

So Ihere were other agreements thai you saw, not just this
Ohio Hospital Association agreement[?]

A.

Much like Ihose that you showed me in you Exhibii No. 3
[same as OCC Remand Ex. 2(A). Attachment BEH 18].

Q.

Did you see what's marked as Exhibit 5 [same as OCC
Remand Ex. 2(A), Attachment BEH 2] or drafts of il before
this agreement was executed?

A.

I may have.

Q.

So you were aware before the May agreemenis were
executed that there were negotiations for support ofthe
stipulation in 03-93?

A.

Yes.

'^' See, e.g.. Company Memorandum Contra lEU Motion to Dismiss (March 18, 2003). Mr. Gainer was
apparently involved in the negotiations. See, e.g., OCC Remand Ex. 7 at 21 (Oeorge)| The reference to
"Cinergy" at the point that identifies Mr Gainer in the agreements is apparently a generic name since the
named Cinergy affiliate in the Pre-FUCO Order Agreements is Cinergy Corp. in the lEU and Cognis ?
agreements and Cinergy Retail Services in agreements with the hospitals, OEG. and KrogeW
' " OCC Remand Ex. 9 at 22-23 (Ficke).
'•*^ OCC Remand Ex. 9 at 26-27 (Ficke). When asked if a CG&E representative was involved in
negotiating agreements in the May time frame, Mr. Ficke responded: "'I was involved in it.'* Id al 36.
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Q.

And were those negotiations that resulted in the agreements
such as that shown on Exhibit 5, were those part ofa public
process that involved all the parties to the 03-93 case?

A.

No.

Mr. Ficke was involved in the negotiations with Cognis.'^° He stated that he was "less
involved" in the agreement with Kroger,'^' but Kroger's Denis George remembers Mr.
Ficke's presence at meetings.'^^
OCC Witness Hixon provided an illustration that shows both the Company's
involvement in die Pre-PUCO Order Agreements and the fact that these agreements were
actually part ofa larger settlement ofthe Post-MDP Service Case that was not revealed
during dial portion ofthese cases. Using documents provided in discovery by the OHA,
Ms. Hixon noted communications dial involved Paul Colbert, James Gainer, and Gregory
Ficke that explicitly discussed a drafl ofa Pre-PUCO Order Agreement as containing
"OHA CG&E Settiement Terms."'^^ OHA and CG&E negotiated a side agreement in the
Post-MDP Service Case that used a supposedly independent affiliate of CG&E as a
named party.
Tlie Pre-PUCO Order Agreements mix the business of die Duke-affiliated
companies in a manner that eliminates any notion dial their operations related lo the PostMDP Service Case were separate and independent from one another. These agreemenis,
other than that involving Cognis, promise a direct supply relationship with Customer

'^'^ Id. at 77-80 ("1 reviewed drafts ofthe documents.*' id at 77).
'^'Id at 82 (Ficke).
"- OCC E.^7 at21-22 (George).
' " OCC Remand E.x. 2(A) at 29 (Hi.xon) (referring to BEH Attachment 7).
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Parties. The OEG agreement with CRS and the lEU agreement with Cinergy Corp.
recognize that CRS and Cinergy Corp. were not qualified to provide the direct supply at
the time the agreements were executed,*^"* and the lEU agreement merely states that
Cinergy Corp. would create an affiliated company to provide service.'^^ The Dukeaffiliated companies reached agreements with a single corporate directive, then used their
corporate entities or the creation of corporate entities to carry out the common purpose.
Aside from the terms regarding support for the Stipulation (including payments to
tiie OHA and lEU as parties to the Post-MDP Service Case), many other terms relate to
business in which only Duke Energy Ohio was involved. The agreement with the
hospitals limits amendment of CG&E tariff charges regarding dual feeds prior to 2009.'^^
The agreement with the OEG members provides that CG&E would propose that Rider
CIR be "based upon distribution net plant" in the Company's "next distribution base rate
V

case."'^' The OEG agreement contains a provision concerning CG&E waiver ofa
minimum stay provision in the Company's tariff '^^ The OEG, lEU, and Kroger agreements address earlier agreements in Case No. 99-1658-EL-ETP in which CG&E

'^^ OCC Remand Ex. 2(A), BEH Attachment 3 at 4,1|4 ("Cinergy," meaning CRS); BEH Attachment 4 at
4, ^6 C'Cinergy," meaning Cinergy Corp.).
'"' Id., Att^hment BEH 4 at 4.16, DERS (formerly CRS) President Whitlock stated that CRS was the
corporation by which the Cinergy-affiliated companies would engage in competitive markets. Id. at 63
(Whitlock).
' ^ OCC Remand Ex. 2(A), Attachment 2 at 3,1(6 (Hixon).
'•' Id., Attachment 3 at 4, ^5 (Hixon).
*' ** Id., .Attachment BEH 3 at 4. ^7. The provision not only involves CG&E, but it would be illegal for the
Company to waive such a tariff provision. The Conunission stated that a utility violates R.C. 4905.35 when
tt waives provisions of lanffs filed with the Commission. In re Comphiint of Suburban Fuel Gas Against
Cohmbm Gas, PUCO Case No. 86-1747-OA-CSS, Order at 23 (August 4, 1987). R.C. 4905.32, 4905.33.
and 4905.35 do not permit the Company to waive its tariff provisions according to the utility\s desire lo
gain support for its tariff fihngs.
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was the applicant.'^'^ The Kroger agreement provides that the "Cinergy Operating
Companies shall exercise their Extension 1 and Extension 2 options under the December
14, 2000 Confirmation Letter Agreement to sell generation supply to New Energy in
2006 and 2007 for resale to Kroger."'*^° However, ''Cinergy Operating Companies"
refers to CG&E and Public Service of Indiana"*' and did not involve CRS (which did not
exist at the time). The Kroger agreement also states that it meets the standard in the
Stipulation under which the Company proposed that the RSC would be bypassable, a test
that could only be administered under tariffs approved for Duke Energy Ohio under the
supervision of tiie Commission.'^^ The commitments in the Pre-PUCO Order
Agreements that involve Duke Energy Ohio again demonstrate that the Duke-affiliated
companies acted together to settle the Post-MDP Service Case.
iii.

The stated support for the Company's
proposals did not result from serious
bargaJDing,

The support slated for the Company's proposals, touted even in argument before
the Supreme Court of Ohio,'^^ was tainted by the Company's incentives extended to a
few large customers in retum for their support for Company proposals. The results ofthe
OCC discovery in the Post-MDP Remand Case confirm the OCC's impression of the
settlement discussions to which all parties were invited: notiiing important was discussed,

'** OCC Remand Ex. 2(A), BEH Attachment 3 at 4, ^8; BEH Attachment 4 at 4,1f5; BEH Attachment 6 at
5,^10 (Hi.\on).
"^ Id., BEH Attachment 6 at 4, «4.
'*' OCC Remand Ex. 7 a t 17-19 and Deposition Ex. "A" (George).
'"^ OCC Remand Ex. 2(A), BEH Attachment 6 at 5, t 9 .
'" Consumers' ('ounsel 2006 at ^S5.
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and the Company made no significant movement from its early proposals because
representatives of large customers were engaged elsewhere in the real negotiations.
The revelations regarding the Companies concessions to a few large customers -no doubt ftinded by the increases proposed for customers not represented in the real
negotiations -- should alter the Commission's approach to these cases and invigorate
negotiations that involve all parties. The OCC was not *ieft by the wayside . . . because
[its] interests [were] not negotiable,"'^"* but left because there were no meaningful
negotiations as long as the Company conducted negations in which it "purchased" its
support from a small number of customers.
c.

Pre-Rehearlog Agreements
i.

The Stipulation lacked substantial
support.

The Commission's evaluation ofthe terms ofthe Stipulation, largely in areas
outside the core scope of Duke Energy Ohio's post-MDP pricing proposals for generation
service, changed the course ofthe Company's plans and those of its fellow stipulating
parties. The Commission's September 29, 2004 Order increased the percentage of
nonresidential shopping customers who could avoid the RSC^^^ in an environment where
switch rates were declining,'^ adjusted provisions for the AACI charge (making it
depend on "legitimate expenses,"

reduced die pass-through of costs because "CG&E

*' ** Order. Concurring Opinion of Chairman Alan R. Schriber at 1 (September 29, 2004).
' " Order at 19 (Septen*er 29, 2004).
'**Id.at23.
""^^3132.
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may be recovering some percentage ofthese costs ihrough off-system sales,"'^^ and left
undetermined the degree to which it could be bypassed'*^ eliminated a deferral that
would increase later distribution rates for residential customers,' ^^ prohibited a provision
in the Stipulation that would require "any consumers to vraive their statutory POLR
rights,"'''^ and refused to "allow the RTC collection from residential consumers to be
extended beyond 2008."'^^ The main change to standard service offer pricing, therefore,
was refusal ofthe Commission to cede ongoing review ofthe Company's claimed
capacity costs.'^^
The Company protested the Commission's oversight in Duke Energy Ohio's
Application for Rehearing on October 29,2004. Another round of secret negotiations of
side deals accompanied the Company's protest, and the agreements included the
terminology contained within the Company's New Proposal. ^^'^ OCC Witness Hixon
testified that both Gregory Ficke (president of CG&E at the time) and Timothy Duff (an
employee of Cinergy Services at the time) stated that the Commission's adjustments to
the Stipulation led to the second round of secret negotiations and agreernents.'^^
"^ Id. See discussion of Talbot testimony in Section IV.A.2.a. ofthis brief referring to the Company's
response to OCC Interrogatory Rl 140.
'^rd.
'^ Id. at 35.
'''Id.
"^ Id. at 36. However, the five percent reduction in residential rates past 2005 that was contained in the
Stipulation was eliminated, providing CG&E with compensating revenue. Id.
'^^ As argued above, such scmtiny is appropriate, and is supported by the results of Consumers' Counsel
2006.
"^ OCC Remand Ex. 2(A) at 31-32 (Hixon).
'^^ Id. at 32. OCC Remand Ex. 9 at 40 (Ficke).
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Ms. Hixon testified regarding Two side agreemenis bearing dales from October
28, 2004 to November 22, 2004, referred to in her testimony as "Pre-Rehearing
Agreements,"'"^ that involved the same Customer Parties as were involved in the PrePUCO Order Agreements.*^' Each agreement contained parallel provisions stating that
the OHA, OEG, lEU, Cognis, and Kroger would "support an Application for Rehearing
filed by the Cincinnati Gas & Electric Company... seeking to restore the Stipulation,
without modification,... o r . . . approval, without modification ofthe alternative
proposal made by the Cincinnati [G]as & Electric Company in its apphcation for
rehearing, in Case No. 03-93-EL-ATA [the Post-MDP Service Coy^j."*^*
The Company's Application for Rehearing proposed post-MDP pricing based
upon a price to compare and a provider of last resort ("POLR") charge made up of die
RSC, a revised annually adjusted component ("AAC"), the SRT (the successor to the
previous Reserve Margin charge), and an additional charge in the form ofthe IMF
adder.'^^ The Pre-Hearing Agreements again provided for the reimbursement of charges
proposed by the Company in the Application for Rehearing through the end of 2008 or
non-payment of such charges to Duke Energy Ohio,*^*^ and lermination tied to the

^'' OCC Remand Ex. 2(A) at 30 (Hixon).
^^ Id. The side agreements are attached to Ms. Hixon's testimony as BEH Attachments 8-12.
*•"' OCC Remand Ex. 2(A). BEH Attachment S at 3-4. ^9: see also BEH Anachment 9 at 4, ^8; BEH
Attachment 10 at 5, T!8; BEH Attachment 11 at 2, *15; BEH Attachment 12 at 5, f 10.
'^''Company Application for Rehearing. Attachment 1 at 1-2.
1^0 Q^,(^ Remand Ex. 2(A). BEH Attachment 8 at 2. ^ (RSC. IMF,^ AAC, FPP); BEH Attachment 9 at 2-3,
<i2a-2b (RSC, AAC, SRT, IMF); BEH Attachment 10 at 2-3. f 1 (RSC, SRT, IMF); BEH Attachment 1 i at
2, ^2 (AAC. SRT, IMF, and emission allowance portion of price to compare); BEH Attachment 12 at 3-4,
^11-3 (AAC and SRT).
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outcome ofthe Post-MDP Service Case.^^^ Some agreements also provided for
reimbursement of non-bypassable regulatory transition charges that were set in the ETP
case for the Company. *^^ The side agreement with the hospitals again provided for a
$50,000 payment to the Ohio Hospital Association,'^"* and the side agreemeni with lEU
again provided for a $100,000 payment to lEU for "legal services.""*^
The PUCO should find that the Pre-Rehearing Agreements significantly reduce
the importance of staled support ofthe proposal contained in the Company's Application
for Rehearing to replace post-MDP pricing according lo the Commission's rules under
Ohio Adm. Code 4901:1-35-02(0).'*^ The support tor the Company's New Proposal
relied upon by the Commission is dramatically reduced if Customer Parties that entered
into side agreements are excluded. Such support does not constitute ""substantial support
from a number of interested stakeholders" that might support waiver from the post-MDP
pricing rules.'^''

"*' Id. at 37 (Hixon). See also, BEH Attachment 8 at 4, HHA and B; BEH Attachment 9 at S.fl^A and B;
BEH Attachment 10 at 5. ^A; BEH Attachment 11 at 3, IffA and B; BEH Attachment 12 at 6, HlfA and B.
'^^ OCC Remand E.x. 2(A), BEH Attachment 9 at 2-3,12a-2b; BEH Attachment 10 at 2-3, fl.
' " Id., BEH Attachment 8 at 3, t4.
'*•* Id., BEH Attachment 10 at 4, lj4. Parties should her ahle to address these terms in the public record.
' " OCC Remand Ex. 2(A) at 58 (Hixon).
"* Ohio Adm. f :ode 4901:1 -3 5-02(C).
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ii.

The Duke-affiliated companies mingled
their functions in the Pre*Rebearing
Agreements after they tm'ngled their
functions in the Pre-PUCO Order
Agreements

Duke Energy Ohio, Cinergy Corp. and DERS were the Duke-affiliated companies
that entered into the Pre-Rehearing Agreements with the Customer Parties. *' *^ The PreRehearing Agreements bear a close correspondence to their counterparts in the PrePUCO Order Agreements, even though some factual circumstances changed other than
the charges proposed by the Company changed in its Application for Rehearing. For
instance, the lEU agreement with Cinergy Corp. continued to provide tiiat Cinergy Corp.
would create an affiliated company to provide service'^^ even though CRS (later renamed
DERS) was certified as a CRES by October before the date on the lEU agreement.'*^
The three individuals (Colbert, Gainer, and Ficke) who figured prominentiy in
each ofthe Pre-PUCO Order Agreements were also important, each in the same manner,
to the Pre-Rehearing Agreements.'^ The Pre-Rehearing Agreements continued to mix

'^' See OCC Remand Ex. 2(A) at 31 for a summary.
"" Id., Attachment BEH 10 at 5,117.
OCC Remand Ex. 2(.A) at 12. Sec also/n re Certification of Cmergy Retail Sales, Case No. 04-1323EL-CRS (October 7, 2004) (Certificate 04-124(1) issued).
' Mr. Ficke discussed his familiarity with the Pre-Rehearing Agreements in his depi>sition. OCC Remand
Ex. 9 at 35-39.41, 77 (Ficke). The agreemenis themselves speak to the involvement of Messrs. Colbert
;iiid Gainer. OCC Remand Ex. 2(A). Attachments 8-12.
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the business ofthe Duke-affiliated companies in a manner that eliminates any notion that
their operations related to the Post-MDP Service Case were separate and independent
from one another. As an example of that mixing, the president of Duke Energy Ohio
(then CG&E) and vice president of Cinergy Corp., Gregory Ficke. stated that the PrePUCO Order and Pre-Remand Rehearing Agreements involving Cognis were executed
because, "from our standpoint the company, Cognis, agreed to support the stipulation and
later our application for rehearing."''"
ITie commitments in the Pre-Rehearing Order Agreements that involved Duke
Energy Ohio again demonstrate that the Duke-affiliated companies acted together to
settie tiie Post-MDP Service Case.^"^^
HI.

The stated support for the Company^s
proposals did not result from serious
bargaining.

The Customer Parties to the Pre-Rehearing Agreements supported the Company's
New Proposal as it was submitted in the Company's Application for Rehearing.'**^ The
support stated for the Company's New Proposal, which was commented upon in the
decision by the Supreme Court of Ohio,''^'* was tainted by the incentives provided by the
Company to a few large customers in retum for their support for the New Proposal, Only
the Consumer Parties that entered into the Pre-PUCO Order Agreements were part ofthe

' ' OCC Remand Ex. 9 at 73. The positions held by Mr. Ficke were examined at his deposition (id. at 12).
Exhibits 15 and 16 in the deposition, referred to in the question posed to Mr. Ficke (id- at 9), were attached
to the deposition as exhibits and were also jttacheil to the testimony of Ms. Hixon. See OCC Remand Ex.
2(AK Attachments 5 and 11.
•''• OCC Remand Ex. 2(A) at 45-46 (Hixon).
See, generally, memoranda in support dated .Vovember 8, 2004.
'' Cnnsumcrs' Counsel 2006 at 1[85.
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second round of negotiations, and the support gained by the Company came from
Customer Parties that negotiated to insulatetiiemselvesfromcharges proposed in die
New Proposal. Support for the New Proposal did not result from serious bargaining witii
those who would bear the full range ofthe Company's new charges.
d.

Implementation of the Pre-Rehearing Agreement
provisions and the option agreements
i.

The Pre-Rehearing Agreements took on
four paths and resulted in additional side
payments.

The Pre-PUCO Order Agreements, the City Agreement, and die Pre-Rehearing
Agreements are important because ihey show how the Company aligned support for the
Stipulation and the Company's New Proposal without seriously bargaining with
representatives from any broad based organizations. The effects of side agreements witii
Customer Parties continued during this Post-MDP Remand Case., botii as the result of tiie
continuing effect of agreements already discussed and related "option agreements,"
These option agreements presented one of four basic paths taken by the Duke-affiliated
companies regarding agreements witii parties and former parties to tiie Post-MDP Service
Case.
First, the opiion agreements show the continuing effeci of tiie Post-MDP Service
Case on positions taken in these cases by the OHA, OEG, and lEU who viere selected tor
favored treatment by the Company. The option agreements were entered into ''by CRS
[re-designated DERS] with individual customers who were the Customer Parties in tiie
Pre-Rehearing Agreements with the Hospitals, the OEG members and lEU-Ohio" and
were "entered into after the PUCO's November 23, 2004 Entry on Rehearing, during the
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period December 2004 tiirough February 2005."'''^ While no CRES supply has taken
place by any Duke-affihated company to OHA, OEG, or lEU members under earlier
agreements, payment was made to OHA in the amount of $50,000 and to lEU in the
amount of S100,000 as provided in both tiie Pre-PUCO Order Agreements andtiiePreRehearing Agreements with these two parties.'^^
Second, the record also shows that another set of customers received favored
treatment over other customers without entering into option agreements. One example of
such favored treatment is the City Agreement, according to which the City received $1
million and agreed to withdraw from tiie Post-MDP Service Case}'^^
Third, Cognis, the Customer Party that entered into the two agreements
previously mentioned with Cinergy Corp., received reimbursements as provided for by its
Pre-Rehearing Agreement.'*'^ The Cognis agreement, dated October 28, 2004, provides
reimbursements by Cinergy Corp. for portions ofthe AAC, SRT, IMF, and emission
allowance payments tiiat Cogitis makes to Duke Energy Ohio in retum for Cognis'
agreement to support Duke Energy Ohio's Application for Rehearing and to take "full
requirements generation service pursuant to [Cognis'] current tariff."'^^ The Cognis
agreement, unique according to former CG&E President Ficke who helped negotiate the

'^* OCC Remand Ex. 2(A) at 48 (Hixon).
"* Id. at 47.
' Conipany Remand Ex. 3 at 33 (Sleffen).
OCC Witness Hixon illusttated how the payments were processed. OCC Remand Ex. 2(A) at 48. fhe
payments were confu-med in a deposition of Gregory Ficke. OCC Retnand Ex. 9 at 79 (Ficke).
'"^fX:c Remand Ex. 2(A). BEM Attachment 11 at 2, <[1 (Hixon).
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deal,*"** provides concessions to a Duke Energy Ohio customer. The Cognis agreement is
devoid of any pretense regarding a purpose other than purchasing support for Duke
Energy Ohio's New Proposal and to defeat development ofthe competitive market for
generation service by retaining Cognis as a customer of Duke Energy Ohio.
Fourth, Kroger also transacted business with the Duke-affiliated companies
according to its Pre-Rehearing Agreement Before the Post-MDP Service Case began,
Kroger had a supply arrangement with a CRES provider and an agreement with CG&E to
provide wholesale power to Kroger's CRES provider.^^' This arrangement demonstrates
that the Company has received payments for its generating capacity, payments that have
not been credited back to standard service offer customers.'^*^^
Kroger engaged in discussions with the Conipany because of its concern that the
Post-MDP Service Case would resuh in Kroger paying capacity charges to its CRES
provider as well as to the Company in the form of non-bypassable rates.^**^ It entered into
negotiations with CRS because Kroger's representatives believed that CRS, not CG&E,
was the "wholesale supplier ofthe electricity that is purchased by New Energy'' which
"in turn . . . is the retail supplier ofthe electricity to Krogeri"^*^ Despite this incorrect
belief- demonstrated by the fact that CRS (now DERS) has no customers and no

-"^ OCC Remand Ex. 9 at 77 (Ficke).
-"' OCC Remand Ex. 7, Deposition Ex. A (George).
-'^- OCC Remand Ex. I at 43 (citing NHT Attachment 4. a response to OCC Interrogatory RI I40(k)).
^^ OCC Remand iSx. 7 at 29 (George).
-'^ Id. at 25.
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revenues^**^ ~ tiie combined Duke-affiliated companies have managed to transact
business with Kroger according to provisions in the Kroger Pre-Rehearing Agreement.'^^*
That agreement provided benefits to Kroger by way of the wholesale supply of
generation service by Duke Energy Ohio to Kroger's CRES provider.^^^ Furthermore,
Kroger has been pennitted to bypass standard service offer capacity charges based upon
tiiisfirmCRES supply, even though no notice of CRES supply through the end of 2008
was provided lo Duke Energy Ohio as required by tariff.^*^^
ii.

The option agreements should be
scrutinized for their details.

Tlie twenty-two option agreements that are attached to OCC Witness Hixon's
testimony^'**' provide that the customers receive generation service from Duke Energy
Ohiotiiroughthe end of 2008 uniess DERS chooses to provide the generation service at a
specified price.'*" The customer receives payments ("option payments") while receiving
generation service from Duke Energy Ohio."'* The option payments ''follow the pattern

^°' OMO Remand Ex. 4 at 61(WhitIock). The information filed by DERS with the Commission in Case
No. 04-1323-EL-CRS provided financial statements for 2005, a period before Mr. Whitlock's involvement
with DERS, Uiat shows no revenues. OCC Remand Ex. 2(A), BEH Attachment 22.
•* OCC Remand Ex. 2(A) at 48 (Hixon).
-'" Id. at 42-44. See also BEH Attachment 12. Bate stamp 1182-1183, fllfl and 2.
^ OCC Remand Ex. 2(A) at 66-68 (Hixon).
-"** Id.. BEH Attachment 17.
-"^ Id. at 50.
-"Id. at 51.
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of CRS reimbursing components of CG&E's Provider of Last Resort Charge established
in the Pre-Rehearing Agreements.""'^
The option agreements provide corKessions to OHA, OEG, and lEU members
that are no different conceptually than those providedj|||||||||^|^

to an agreement

with a non-CRES entity (e.g. with Cinci^ Corp.). It is mere pretense for anyone to
argue that DERS' option agreements are no different than tiiose of a CRES provider that
is not affiliated with Duke Energy Ohio. The option payments are based upon the PreRehearing Agreements, and they explicitly relate back to and supersede those PreRehearing Agreements.^*"* Providing an example for OHA, OEG, and lEU members, the
option agreement ''supersedes and replaces in its entirety the
agreement between CRS and Counterparty dated October 28,2004."^'"* T h ^ H m |
option agreement states that it ''supersedes and replaces the agreement between CRS and
m ^ B B ^ t e d November 22, 2004."^'^ The Marathon option agreement states that it
"'.supersedes and replaces the agreement between CRS and MAP [i.e. Marathon Ashland
Petroleiun] dated November 8,2004."^*^ Because the agreement dated November 8,
2004 involving "Induscriai Energy Users-Ohio (lEU-Ohio) fbr the benefit of T^aratiion

'^ OCC Remand Ex. 2(A) at 51 (Hixon).
•''•Id.ut51

•'* Id.. BEH Attachment 17 ut Date stamp 87.
•'' III., 41 Bate stamp 9.
Id . at Bate ^tjn^p 41
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\shland. Inc.'"* was eniered into by C'inergy Corp.," Cinergy Corp. executed the
Marathon option agreement "[a]s to clause 9.7 [containing the superseding language

2l;4

A spontaneous and clear statement ofthe lineage ofthe option agreements and
option payments was provided by James Ziolkowski. Mr. Ziolkowski is a Rate
Supervisor for Shared Services, and he testified in the Post-MDP Service Case regarding
the Company's CMO proposal.^''^ His understanding ofthe background for electric
restructuring and the history ofthe Post-\^fDP Service Case is extensive.^"* In May 2006^
a financial forecasting analyst inquired of Mr. Wathen (also a witness in this case) about
the "concept behind the CRES payments" of approximately S22 million annually.'^^' Mr.
Wathen referred the inquiry to Mr. Ziolkowski because "(he] and Tim [Duff] are the only
ones [he was] aware of who kn[e]w this stuff."^"^ Mr. Ziolkowski's response was as
follows:-^^
Here is the history behind the so-called "CRES" payments:
During late 2003, the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio asked
all of rhe electric investor-owned utilities in the State of Ohio to
prepare and submit Rate Stabilization Plans. Al that time, we were
still in our Market Development period ibllowing the
implementation of electric Customer Choice in January 2001.
During the Market Development Period, eieclric rates were frozen,
and the original plan was for all ofthe utilities to offer marketbased rates following the end ofthe Market Development period.

• ' Id., BEH .Attachment 10 at I.
^ ' Id.. BEH Attachment 17 at Bate stamp 42.
'"' Company Ex. 5 ^Ziolkowski); OCC Remand E.x. & at 7 iZioikow^ki).
" Id.:Lt27-."J4.
" ' OCC Remand Ex. 2IA), BEH -Attachment 21 at Hate.siamp647.
' " Id . Bate stamp 646.
• !'i J : OJIC stjijip l A ^ h A h .
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The Market Development period was scheduled to end no later
thai\ 12/31/05.
By 2003, the PUCO and olher groups became concemed that the
competitive electric retail market in Ohio was not sufficiently
robust to prevent wild price swings under pure competition and
market pricing. The problems in California and the subsequent
Enron meltdown also colored their feelings. As a result, they
asked the utihties to offer Rate Stabilization Plans in lieu of pure
market pricing.
CG&E (Duke Energy Ohio) filed its RSP (know as the Electric
Reliability and Rale Stabilization Plan, ERRSP) during the first
half of 2004. A number of large customers, some represented by
industry groups, intervened in Ihe filing. The interveners
represented a roadblock, however. To eliminate this roadblock and
prevent a formal hearing, CG&E negotiated special conditions
with the interveners and ultimately reached agreements with them.
The original settlement agreement with the interveners called for
Cinergy to form a *'CRES" (Certified Retail Eieclric Supplier - the
Stale of Ohio must certify all retail electric providers in leims of
creditworthiness, etc.). The Cinergy CRES was to provide
generation service for die interveners at pre-specified, contractual
rates. At the last minute (i.e, December 2004), Cinergy's lop
management decided that the CRES settiement was loo risky, and
Cinergy essentially decided nol to follow ihrough with the
coniract. To prevent lawsuits for breach of contracl, Cinergy
entered into negotiations wiih each of the parties and agreed lo
make monthly or quarterly payments in lieu of offering generation
service from the CRES.
So as you can see, the "CRES" cuslomers are actually fullrequirement customers ofDuke Energy Ohio, but they receive
payment from the Company instead of receiving generation service
from the Cinergy CRES (the Cinergy CRES does not have any
retail customers, but has at least S22 million of expenses).
The payments for each group of llie "CRES" customers differ from
each other. Generally speaking, the conlracis with each group
specify thai the customers belonging to that group will receive
refunds of various RSP riders (e.g.. Rider AAC, Rider FPP, Rider
IMF, Rider SRT, etc.). Each monlh or quarter, I prepare
statements that show the amounl of money ihat is lo be refunded to
each customer, and the payments arc made from the CBU's (nonregulated generation) budget.
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These payments will last through December 2008 at which point
the ERRSP will terminate.
By the way, the ''CRES" customers include some of the fesrgest
tetsnl customers in the service torritorj^ AK Steel; Procter & ?
0»nbtii^Getierat Electric; Ford* A^hmd/Marathon, all of die
hospital^ and bthdrsj.That is why the payments total about $22
million per year. AK Steel byitSeKFIFa 220MWcnislbn^erif
Hope this helps.
The message is detailed and clear: ''CG&E negotiated special conditions witii
interveners" who "represented a roadblock," and "top management decided that the
CRES settiement was toorisky."^^'*Mr. Ziolkowski explained that ^'risky" referred to
serving "large industrials at a fixed price given tiie volatile market conditions.""^^
Therefore, 'Cinergy top management" did not intend that a direct supply relationship
exist between any ofthe affiliated companies and Customer Parties. Thus, the I ^ S i ^
Pre-Rehearing Agreement only appears conceptually separatefi*omthe final agreements
tiiat DERS entered into witii tiie Customer Parties. The fS^l^hre-Rehearing
Agreement turned out to be tiie model for settlement ofthe Post-MDP and Post-Remand
Cases - i.e. generation service by Duke Energy Ohio through the end of 2008 and
reimbursements for payments made to Duke Energy Ohio.
The OHA. OEG. and lEU can be expected to argue In favor ofthe Company's
New Proposal, knowing that their members receive increased payments from DERS to
compensate for increased payments to Duke Energy Ohio. Their lack of opposition to

" ' Id.
" ' OCC Remand Ex, ^ al Ji (/{iulko\*ski).
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rate increases that other customers are largely left to pay -- or even the lack of opposition
to tiie existence of charges such as the IMF -- must be viewed in this light.
3.

: The Company's approach to post-MDP service is
discriminatory and has dealt the development of
competitive markets a serious blow,
a^

Overview

The Order in this case cites tiie "good cause shown" exception to the
Commission's post-MDP pricing rules, Ohio Adm. Code 4901; 1 -35-02(8),^^^ and
emphasizes the need to encourage a competitive market for generation service.^^^ The
record contains ample evidence that the Company's discrimination that favored certain
large customers has had a devastating effect on tiie development ofthe competitive
market. The record also demonstrates that the wholly or partly non-bypassable charges
among the components ofthe Company's post-MDP pricing, along with conditions
placed on the bypassability of some charges, create barriers to entry for the competitive
provision of generation service to customers of Duke Energy Ohio.
During 2004, when the Commission held its last fijll hearing in this matter, the
switching rates to competitive retail electric service ("CRES") providers for commercial,
industrial, and residential customers were 22.04, 19.87, and 4.91 percent"^^ It was hoped
that Duke Energy Ohio's standard service offer would usher in a period in which tiie
competitive electricity maricet would fiirther develop and mature. In fact, tiie switching
statistics had fallen to 8.40, 0.36, and 2.32 percent for commercial, industrial, and

•^ Order at 21 (September 29, 2004)
'^^ See, e.g.. Order at 18-20.
12i

Tr. Vol. 11 at 133 (CG&E Wimess Stevie) (2004) (cited in OCC Remand Ex. 2(A) at 62, as corrected in
OCC Remand Ex. 2(B)) (Hixon)).
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residential customers by December 31,2006.^^^ The record provides evidence ofthe
source ofthe decline in switching levels. In the event that all Customer Parties that are
listed on OCC Remand Ex. 5 (all of whom shopped at the time ofthe 2004 hearing) had
continued to shop using approximately the same usage in 2006 (shown on OCC Remand
Ex. 4), the combined commercial and industrial shopping rate would have been 22,1
percent using megawatt hour sales in the area served by Duke Energy Ohio for tiie first
quarter of 2006^^** and 20.3 percent for second quarter 2006.^^^ The side deals between
Duke Energy Ohio and the Customer Parties have devastated tiie competitive market.
The record reveals that the Commission needs to make adjustments to invigorate
the competitive market.
b.

The side agreements are discriminatory and
have played a key anti-competitive role.

The total effect of tiie post-MDP generation pricing by tiie Company is
discriminatory in favor of tiie Customer Parties. R.C. 4905.35 states:
No public utility shall make or give any undue or unreasonable
preference or advantage to any person, firm, corporation, or
locality, or subject any person, firm, corporation, or locality to any
undue or unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage.

^^ OCC Remand Ex. 2(A) at 63 (Hixon).
^ The percentage is arrived at by dividing the ''Grand TotaF' of megawatt-hours on OCC Remand Ex. 4
(21S,380.651) by the total megawatt-hours for the combined commercial and industrial classes on OCC
Remand Ex. 5, page 1 (i.e. 485,516 phis 501,104, or 986,620 MWH for the quarter ending March 31,
2006), Company Wimess Steffen agreed that the usage figures on OCC Remand Ex. 4 are kilowatt-hours
aiKl not megawatt-hours. Tr. Vol. 1 at 114 (2007).
^" The percentage is arrived at by dividing fee "Grand Total" of megawatt-hours on OCC Remand Ex. 4
(2l$M0.65l) by the total megawatt-hours for the combined commercial and industrial classes on OCC
Remand Ex. 5, page 3 (i.e. 542,675 plus 534,493, or 1,077,168 MWH for the quarter ending June 30,
2006).
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Furthermore, R.C. 4928.14(A) states:
After its market development period, an electric distribution ulihty
in this state shall provide consumers, on a comparable and
nondiscriminatory basis within its certified territory, a marketbased standard service offer ofall competitive retail eieclric
services necessary to maintain essential eieclric service lo
consumers.^^^
The latter statute forms the backbone of what Duke Energy Ohio refers to as its "provider
of last resort" obligation, but it also requires that the Company provide ils services free of
discriminatory treatment of its customers.
The Company's treatment of its cuslomers is highly discriminatory. Only
Customer Parties received discounts on their electric service, leaving other customers
(including directly comparable cuslomers^^^) with higher standard service offer rates.
The record reveals that the opiion agreements attached to the testimony of OCC Witness
Hixon are ihe only option agreemenis executed,""* and the (5)gnis and Kroger agreemenis
were unique.^^^ To the extent Ihat charges to Customer Parties are "market-based" as
required by R.C. 4928.14(A), then the standard service offer rates charged to other
cuslomers are too high. As an example, the reimbursements to Maratiion Ashland
include:
o Regulatory Transition Charge (RTC)
o Annually Adjusted Component of POLR Charge (AAC)

^' Emphasis added.
'•'"' The discrimination is most obvious when comparing the net payments for a location such as a Marathon
station or Kroger stoftfiCustomer Parties) with their competitors across the street. The anti-competitive
activities of Duke Energy Ohio also threaten to be anti-competittve in markets where producer-supphers
use electricity.
" ' OCC Remand Ex. 8 at 25 (Ziolkowski); Tr. Vol. IH at 48-50 (Hixon).
-" OCC Remand Ex. 9 at 77 (regarding €%risf; id. at 88 (regarding KrbgefJ (Ficke).
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p Fuel and Purchase Power (FPP) - includes Emission Allowance
Expense
o 50% of System Reliability Tracker (SRT)
o Infrastructure Maintenance Fund (IMF) Charge in excess of
4% of "little g"
o Electric Choice Insufficient Retum Notice Fee charge to
customers, who have given notice of their retum to CG&E
standard tariff service on or before 12/30/2004 and are actively
taking CG&E service no later than 01/31/2005."*
The substantial discounting of standard service offer rates should be available to the other
customers ofthe Company, including residential customers.'^''' The Company's handhng
of the Post-MDP Service Case in which the Company obtained support by arranging
reimbursements for payments to the Company demonstrates that the standard service
offer rates are not lightly based upon costs.
The Commission's fmding in November 2004 that "the modifications ofthe
opinion and order suggested by CG&E . . . willfiirtherencourage the development ofthe
competitive markets"^^** was not informed by any analysis of ihe Company's side
agreements and their likely impact upon development of the competitive market.
The side agreements deal with the Company*s settiement ofthe Post-MDP Service Case
as well as subsequent and related reimbursement to Customer Parties for their payments
lo the Company for generation-related service. As stated by OCC Witness Hixon:
The side agreemenis were designed to retain generation business
for the Company and to encourage the retum of cuslomers to the
Company. * * * [Tjhe DE-Ohio affihaled companies used the side
agreemenis to discriminate among customers and erect barriers to
I.T6

OCC Remand Ex. 2(A), Attachment 17 at Bate stamp 44 (Marathon Ashland, Inc.).

" ' The OCC does not endorse the form of the discounts provided by the Duke-affiliated companies. The
RTC is non-bypassable by statute, and an Insufficient Keiuxn Notice Fee contained in the Company's tariffs
may not be waived. In re Complaint ofSuburban Fuel Gas Against Columbia Gas, PUCO Case No. 861747-GA.CSS, Order at 23 (August 4, 1987).
•'" Entry on Rehearing at U (November 23, 2004).
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entry in the generation market for non-DEO[hio-]affiliated CRES
providers.^^
The Company has maintained throughout these proceedings that tiie Duke-affiliated
companies that are parties to the side agreements are separate and independent of one
another. However, as has been shown, the side agreemenis are inextricably linked to the
operations ofthe Company. As an example, the Chief Financial Officer ofthe regulated
business unit for the Cinergy-affiliated companies evaluated die Post-MDP Service Case
in eariy 2005 by listing the CRS option payments as reductions to Company standard
service offer charges to arrive at ^''RSP Related Revenues."^"***
The facts elicited by the OCC and presented in testimony in the Post-MDP
Remand Case should enliven a discussion regarding the proper rote of electric utility
affiliates that lias been left largely dormant since the early days for Ohio's restructuring
of electric utility regulation. All electric utilities filed electric transition plans and
committed to follow corporate separation rules. For instance, Ohio Adm. Code 4901:1 20-16(A) was adopted "so a competitive advantage is not gained solely because of
corporate affiliation. This rule should create competitive equality, preventing unfair
competitive advantage and prohibiting the abuse of market power." The Post-MDP
Service Case illustrates the combined use of incumbent utility market povi^er and its
affiliated companies to roll back the development ofthe competitive market for
generation service.

-'-'* OCC Remand Ex. 2(A) at 61-62 (Hixon).
:J<)

Id. at 63-64 (citing BEH Attachment 23).
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Other provisions wiihin the corporate separation rules are applicable under the
facts revealed in these cases, hi Ohio Adm. Code 4901:1-20-16(G)(lXc)» the
Commission required that "[ejlectric utilities and their affiliates that provide services to
customers within the electric utility's service territory shall function independently of
each other... " Also, Ohio Adm. Code 4901:1 -20-16(G)(4)(h) required dial ^'[ejmployees
ofthe electric utility or persons representing the electric utility shall not indicate a
preference for an affiliated supplier." This independence (or lack of preference) is
lacking for Duke Energy Ohio, Cinergy Corp., and DERS. Separate operations are really
impossible in the environment created by the Duke-affiliated companies since all
companies share the same professional staff
In Ohio Adm. Code 4901:1-20-16(G)(4)(j), die Commission required that
"[sjhared representatives or shared employees ofthe electric utilily and affiliated
competitive supplier shall clearly disclose upon whose behalf their representations to the
public are being made." Corporate counsel are an example of shared employees. The
designation of trial counsel for Duke Energy Ohio — i.e. representation as *'Senior
Counsel, The Cincirmati Gas & Electric Company"^*** ~ on agreements with Customer
Parties thai committed cuslomers to support IIK Stipulation and the Company's
Application for Rehearing mixed the representation ofthe electric utility (CG&E) with
the Company affiliate (Cinergy Corp. or CRS) designated in the agreement. The role of
CG&E President Ficke at the tneetings with Kroger regarding side agreements involving
CRS also seems to have been confusing.^^^ Mr. Ficke's participation in meetings with

-^' See, e.g., OCC Remand Ex. 2(A)^ Attachment 2 at 5.
-^^ OCC Rt-mand Ex. 7 at 21 -22 (George).
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lay have contributed to the mistaken impression b f H l p e p r c s e n t a t i v e
that CRS was the provider of wholesale power t ^ H ^ [ H K v h e n CG&E was
actually die providen^'*^
In addition to the above-stated rules, the Commission's Staff has the authority
pursuam to Ohio Adm. Code 4901:1 -20-16(1X1) and (2) to examine the records ofthe
utility and its affiliates, and they "may investigate such electric utility and/or affiliate
operations and die interrelationship of those operations." The Post-MDP Remand Case
provides ample reason for the Commission's Staff to conduct additional investigations
regarding the interrelationships between the Duke afSliates. Such an investigation should
address die broad subject matter rather tiian the narrower topics that the OCC could
inquire into as a matter of discovery in an existing case. Duke Energy Ohio should be
required to show cause why it is not in violation of corporate separation requirements
regarding affiliate interactions.
c.

Duke Energy Ohio's standard service offer price
components should be bypassable.

An important feature of Duke En^gy Ohio's standard service offer is that four of
its six price components are not fully bypassable by customers who switch to CRES
providers. Only the tariff generation rate (i.e. 85 percent of "little g") and the FPP are
fully bypassable.*"*^ In spite ofthe fact that all the standard service offer charges are
generation-related, the IMF, the AAC, the RSC and the SRT arc nol fully bypassable.
The record reveals that the only cuslomers that have been able to bypass any portion of

-'^OCC Remai
-'' OCC Remand Ex. 2(A) al 53 (Hixon).
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the IMF in net payments are those Customer Parties who, through side agreements, have
agreed to remain with Duke Energy Ohio generation seryice through the end of 2008 and
receive reimbursements of IMF payments.^'*^ This helps to explain the loss of market
share by CRES providers in the two and a half years sincetiicCommission approved
Duke Energy Ohio's standard service offer.
While the Company argues that at least some percentage of customers can bypass
all but a small percentage of standard service offer charges, OCC Witness Talbot pointed
out that even an apparently small non-bypassable charge can threaten a large percentage
of competitive retailers' profit margins ~ margins that can be very small.""^^ Mr. Talbot
explained that non-bypassable charges, for an entire class of customers or for part ofa
custoraer class, impose a barrier to competitive supply of generadon service."*' In
particular, the terminarion ofthe IMF charge (which is totally non-bypassable in die
Company's tariffs) would remove a barrier to competitive entry into the electricity
marketplace.
4.

The Company's approach to post-MDP service has
raised additional problems that should be addressed.

Some ofthe Option Agreements provide for reimbursement ofa regukitory
transition charge C'RTC").^^* The payment of RTC by all customers is more than a

*'" See, e.e,. OCC Remand Ex. 2(A). BEH Attachment 17 at Bate stamp 89 (payment i<
•'* Tr. Vol. II at 84-85 (2007) (Talbot).
-•*' OCC Remand Ex. I at 62-63 (Talbot).
-** See, e.g., OCC Remand Ex. 2(A), Attachment 17 at Bale stamp 44 (MaradKM Ashland, Inc.).
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matter of faimess,^"*^ but is a requirement pursuant lo R.C. 4928.37. Among other
matters, that statute provides that the "transition charge shall not be discounted by any
party.""^ As slated by OCC Witness Hixon: "The Duke-affiliated companies have
turned the RTC into a bypassable charge that is no longer competitively neutral (i.e. it is
bypassed only by certain customers with side agreements)."^^^
The Commission did not previously receive the information presented by the
OCC in this Post-MDP Remand Case., partly because ofthe negotiating process in the
Post-MDP Service Case during which parties involved in side deals did not disclose their
deals to the OCC. The concems ofthe Supreme Court of Ohio in Time Warner AxS v.
Pub. Utii Comm. (1996), 75 Ohio St.3d 229.234,661 N.E.2d 1097 are worth repeating:
[W]e feel compelled to note our grave concem regarding the
partial stipulation adopted in the case at bar. The partial stipulation
arose from settlement talks from which an entu-e customer class
was intentionally excluded. This was contrary to the commission's
negotiations standard . . . . * * * Ameritech managed lo either
settle its competitive issues or defer them until a later date, all
withoul having ils competitors at the settlement table. Under these
circumstances, we question whether the stipulation, even assuming
the commission's authority to approve it, promotes competition in
the telephone industry as intended by the General Assembly. We
could nol create a requirement that all parties participate in all
settlement meetings. However, given the facts in this case, we
have grave concerns regarding tiie commission's adoption ofa
partial stipulation which arose from the exclusionary settiement
meetings. ^^
-'•^Seeid.ateg.
^' ** R.C. 4928.37(A)(3). During cross examination, counsel for Kroger suggested that R.C. 4928.37(A)(4)
was applicable. Tr. Vol. Ill at 135. Counsel probably intended to reter to R.C. 4928.37(A)(4), which
provides that '^[njothing prevents payment ofall or part ofthe transition charge by another party on a
cu-stomer's behalf if that payment does not contravene sections 4905.33 to 4905 J5 ofthe Revised Code or
this chapter." As stated earlier, R.C. 4905.35 regarding discriminatory pricing has been violated.
•^' OCC Remand Ex. 2(A) at 69 (Hixon).
-'•^ Time Earner 4xS v. Public Utii Comm., 75 Ohio St. 3d 229.
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Problems in die negotiating process in the Post-MDP Service Case stem from not
listening to the Court's concems.
The Post-MDP Service Case addressed the post-MDP pricing of generation
service, including the applicability of the Commission's post-MDP pricing rules (i.e.
Ohio Adm. Code 4901:1-35) and the extent to which competitive markets would set
pricing for generation services. A series of vacuous settlement meetings were conducted
to which parties to the Post-MDP Service Case were invited, but the Zioikowski e-mail
(quoted at length above) makes it clear that the substantive negotiations took place to
consider the future of CRES generation si^)ply without the representation of marketers or
broad based consumer groups whose consumers would bear most ofthe burden ofthe
generation charges. Time Warner states that the Court does not prohibit "caucuses"
between parties during the course of negotiations, but a rush to adopt a partial settiement
without addressing core concems in a case is against public policy and will be scrutiruzed
by the Court.
OCC Witness Hixon stated her concems regarding the end ofthe negotiations and
the hearing process in the Post-MDP Service Case:
The statement on the record regarding separate negotiations at the
time ofthe hearing in the Post-MDP Service Case was made by
Staff Witness Cahaan that the "Staff encouraged the company to
meet individually with each ofthe parties in the case to work out
their individual problems." However, that statement was
accompanied by an assurance from StaH" Witness Cahaan that
"[a]II parties to the case were notified and were invited lo
participate in the settlement discussions." The Commission
apparently relied upon this representation, stating in its September
29,2004 Order that "[tjhere is no evidence that alt parties were not
invited to participate in settlement discussion. As a matter of fact,
testimony at the hearing indicates that all parties participated in
negotiating sessions
" Contrary to this belief held by the
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Commission, the side agreements in the May 2004 time frame
show that a great deal of negotiation and agreement was
undertaken outside the view ofthe OCC and was not revealed in
testimony in this case.^^^
Proceedings to set rates for large portions ofthe public should be conducted so as to as
provide the Commission and the public with a broad view of issues, and to permh parties
to develop and present their cases as provided for under Ohio's statutes and the
Commission's rules. Tlie Commission should take notice and respond appropriately to
the additional information that the OCC has elicited and presented in the Post-MDP
Remand Case.
V.

CONCLUSION
Two fundamental topics were covered by tiie remand from the Supreme Court of

Ohio: whether the Company's New Proposal was supported by evidence and whether
evidence of side financial arrangements should affect the outcome ofthese cases. The
evidence presented by the OCC, principally in the form of testimony by Mr. Neil Talbot,
demonstrates that the Company cannot support the charges in its New Proposal using the
evidence submitted during the hearing in 2004 and the Company has not provided any
supplemental testimony that supports the level of its standard service charges. The
duplication in the Company's capacity charges should be eliminated, and the standard
service offer rates should be based more closely on verifiable costs that reflect marketbased prices.
The evidence presented by the OCC, principally in the form of testimony by Ms.
Beth Hixon, demonstrates that the Company and its affiliates jointiy orchestrated
financial arrangements that removed opposition to the Company's proposals by a number
"^ OCC Remand Ex. 2(A) at 70 (Hixon) (citations omitted).
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of large customers. The Commission should understand that the Customer Parties'
support for the Company's proposals was bought by the Duke-affiliated companies out of
the pocketbooks of cuslomers (for instance, residential customers) who did not receive
the Company's favored attention and have instead paid the excessive standard service
offer rates proposed by Duke Energy Ohio. The evidence also reveals that the interaction
between the Company and its corporate affiliates presents obstacles lo the development
ofthe competitive generation market in areas served by Duke Energy Ohio. The
Commission, with the assistance of its Staff, should exert its supervisory authority over
Duke Energy Ohio to resolve the problems identified in the OCC's testimony.
The Commission should re-evaluate tbis case given ihe overwhelming evidence
demonstrating that signatories lo the Stipulation, who largely became the supporters of
the Company's New Proposal, were given inducements to settle that lessened or
eliminated the impact of new charges on these parties. The Commission should base
Duke Energy Ohio's standard service offer rales for the period ending December 31,
2008 on verifiable costs. Revenues from shared resources should be used to arrive at nel
costs for standard service offer rates, and rate components such as the IMF thai have no
cost basis should be eliminated.
The Commission's intent to foster competition has been seriously undermined by
the side agreements. The deahngs that helped settle the Post-MDP Service Case must
cease in order to promote reasonable rates for all customers and to encourage
competition. The Commission should also encourage tiie development ofthe competitive
market for generation service by making all standard service offer rales bypassable.
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Finally, the Commission should direct its Staff to investigate the interrelationships
between the Company and its affiliates, including any Company abuses of its corporate
separation requirements. These interrelationships — including the means by which DERS
is able to run ever increasing losses as the result of payments to large customers without
performing any supply function - should be fully reviewed and audited.^^ The source of
funds for over S20 million per year in side deal payments should be carefully examined
in the review and audit to determine the extent to which customers who did not receive
payments were harmed. Duke Energy Ohio should be required to show cause why it is
not in violation of corporate separation requirements regarding affiliate interactions.
Respectfully submitted,
Janine L. Migden-Ostrander
Consumers' Counsel
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Office Of The Ohio Consumers' Counsel
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Columbus, Ohio 43215-3485
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'^ OCC Remand Ex. 2(A) at 73-74 ("review or audit" by '*Staff (or an auditor hired by the StafTat DEOhio's expense)") (Hixon).
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INITIAL POST-HEARING BRIEF OF
THE OHIO MARKETERS GROUP
I.

INTRODUCTION
The matter at bar concems the remand of the Duke Energy Ohio [then known as

Cincimiati CJas & Electric Company ("CG&E")] (hereinafter "Duke/CG&E") proposed
Rate Stabilization Program C*RSP") decision in consolidated docket 03-93-EL-ATA.
The Suprrane Court approved the RSP in concept, but remanded the case on two issues.
The first was to detennine if alleged side agreements between signatory parties and
Duke/CG&E tainted a May 19, 2004 stipulation in docket 03r93-EL-ATA (die
"Stipulation") agreed to by only some of the parties in the case. Acceptance of the
Stipulation formed the basis of some ofthe RSP rates. The Court also determined that
separate and apart from the issue as to tiie validity ofthe Stipitiation, certain ofthe RSP
rate components includmg the infrastructure maintenance fund ("IMF")* wa^ created in
the Second Entry On Rehearing, and thus have no support in the evidentiary record.
Thus, the Higji Court required tiie Commission to rehear the validity ofthe new RSP rate
components including the IMF charge.
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The Ohio Marketers Group ("OMG") participated in tiie origmal 03-93-EL-ATA
proceeding and opposed the Stipulation in general, and the provider of last resort
CTOLR") fees in particular. Now that the discovery has been completed on tiie side
agreements, the evidence is overwhelming that the Stipulation was not a settiement
negotiated by adverse parties, but one of purchased favors. As such, the Commission
cannot rely on tiie Stipulation and must evaluate the remanded RSP rate components
without regard to the Stipulation.
The record in this case also shows the IMF charge is not based on actual cost,
does not fimd discreet wire s^idces and consists mainly of a request for increased
payment for afi-anchisemonopoly service. As such, the validity ofthe EMF jfor standard
service customers is questionable at best, but the IMF certainly does not qualify as cost
based utility service, which is the requiremMit for a non by-passable charge. For these
reasons, the Commission should reject the IMF charge, or at a minhnum make it a bypassable charge. Further, in light of the improper side agreements which appear to be
aimed at eliminating competition and customer choice, the Commission should order
Duke/CG&E to meet with the Staff and the competitive retail electric suppliers
authorized to provide retail energy on the Duke/CG&E system to review existing barriers
to market development.
Finally, Sections 4905.04 tiirough 4905.06, Revised Code vests witii tiie
Commission both the authority and the responsibility to enforce the statutes and rules
regulating the holders of statefi-anchisedmonopolies. Even a cursory examination ofthe
side agreements exposes a course of conduct where three cardinal principles of utiUty
regulation have been intentionally violated. Sections 4905.32, 4905.33, and 4905.35

